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Stellingen

1. De fasefactor exp( i/fi ƒ L dt ) is een wezenlijk onderdeel van de Feynman-pad-

integraal-quantisatie methode. In het artikel van Dirac [Di] dat voor Feynman het

uitgangspunt was voor zijn pad-integraal-quantisatie, wordt uitgegaan van het Lagrange

formalisme om deze factor af te leiden. Gezien recente resultaten aangaande niet

integreerbare fasefactoren [Ho] en gezien de prequantisatie constructie [Tu] is het veel

bevredigender om deze factor af te leiden binnen het Hamilton formalisme.

[Di] P.A.M. Dirac : The Lagrangian in quantum mechanics. - PhysilcZ.Sowjetunion 3 (1933) p64-72.
[Ho] P.A. Horvathy : Etude géométrique du monopole magnétique. - J.Geom. & Physics 1 (1984) p39-78.
[Tu] G.M. Tuynman : What is prequantization, and what is geometrie quantization? - Dit proefschrift

2. Wanneer men het proces van geometrische quantisatie toepast op een Kahler

variëteit M, dan vindt men voor bijna alle observabelen f:M-»R een zelfgeadjungeerde

operator O(f) waarvan het contravariante symbool in de zin van Berezin [Be] gegeven wordt

door : . 'contravar v * • • " " d R .

waarbij A ^ de Laplace - de Rham operator is op M die hoort bij de Kahler structuur.

- Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk 5.

[Be] F.A. Berezin : Quantization. - Malh. USSR Izvestija 8 (1974) pi 109-1165.

3. De algemene definitie van een (Banach) variëteit zoals die in het boek "Manifolds,

Tensor Analysis, and Applications" van Abraham, Marsden & Ratiu [Ab...] gegeven wordt

is niet de gebruikelijke, doch definieert iets dat staat tussen een gebruikelijke variëteit en een

S-atlas zoals gedefinieerd door W.T. van Est [vE].

[Ab...] R. Abraham, J.E. Manden & T. Ratiu : Manifolds, Tensor Analysis, and Applications.
- Addison-Wesley, Reading, Massachuseu. 1983.

[vE] W.T. van Est : Rapport sur les S-atlas. - Astérisque 116 (1984) p235-292.

Stellingen bij het proefschrift "Studies in geometrie quantization" van G.M. Tuynman.



4. In tegenstelling tot wat algemeen wordt aangenomen, bestaan er drie, niet twee,

verschillende varianten van geometrische quantisatie : met half-dichtheden, met half-vormen

en met polarisatoren.

5. Het proces van geometrische quantisatie is een links-inverse van het proces dat

quantummechanica beschrijft in het symplectisch formalisme.

Dit proefschrift hoofdstuk 2.

6. De alternatieve beschrijving van centrale extensies door middel van commutator

afbeeldingen in plaats van door 2-cohomologie klassen [Fr&Ka], [Le] werkt in het

algemeen alleen voor vrije abelse groepen.

[Fr&Ka] LB. Frenkel & V.G. Kac : Basic representations of affine Lie algebras and dual resonance models.

- Proc.Natl.Acad.Sci. USA 82 (1985) p8295-8299.

7. De sytnplectische variëteit T*0Sn (dc cotangentiaal bundel van de eenheidsbol Sn in

Rn+1 zonder de nul-sectie) bezit een familie van inequivalcnte complexe structuren die van

T*0Sn een Kahler variëteit maken die isomorf is met de ruimte {z e Cn+1\{0) I £ . z 2 = 0}.

Het verdient aanbeveling deze opmerking in voorkomende gevallen op te nemen ter

voorkoming van misverstanden bij onzorgvuldig vergelijken van resultaten.

8. Definities van tensoren in termen van grootheden met veel indices dragen niet bij tot
een beter begrip van deze materie.

Stellingen bij het proefschrift "Studie» in geometrie quantization'' van G.M. Tuynman.
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Preface

This thesis contains five chapters, of which the first, entitled "What is

prequantization, and what is geometric quantization?", is meant as an introduction to

geometric quantization for the non-specialist. The second chapter, entitled "Central

extensions and physics" is written in collaboration with W. Wiegcrinck (student theoretical

physics) and is submitted for publication. It deals with the notion of central extensions of

manifolds and elaborates and proves the statements made in the first chapter. Central

extensions of manifolds occur in physics as the freedom of a phase factor in the quantum

mechanical state vector, as the phase factor in the prequantization process of classical

mechanics and it appears in mathematics when studying central extension of Lie groups. In

this chapter the connection between these central extensions is investigated and a remarkable

similarity between classical and quantum mechanics is shown. Chapter three, entitled

"Hyperfine interaction in a classical hydrogen atom and geometric quantization" is written in

collaboration with C. Duval and J. Elhadad (University of Marseille) and is published in the

Journal of Geometry and Physics (ns 3, 1987). In it is given a classical model for the

hydrogen atom including spin-orbit and spin-spin interaction. The method of geometric

quantization is applied to this model and the results are discussed. Finally chapters four and

five, entitled "Generalised Bergman kernels and geometric quantization" and "Quantization :

towards a comparison between methods" are published in the Journal of Mathematical

Physics (na 28, 1987). In these chapters an explicit method to calculate the operators

corresponding to classical observables is given when the phase space is a Kahler manifold.

The obtained formula are then used to quantise symplectic manifolds which are irreducible

hermitian symmetric spaces and the results are compared with other quantization procedures

applied to these manifolds (in particular to Berezin's quantization).

I wish to express my deepest gratitude to my "promotores" Prof. W.T. van Est and

Prof. J.-M. Souriau, who have shaped my way of viewing the mathematical world. I would

like to thank my coauthors C. Duval and J. Elhadad from the university of Marseille, whose

support and friedship is gratefully acknowledged, and also W. Wiegerinck who assisted me

in writing chapter two. I also would like to thank all those people who have helped me in

one way or another to prepare this thesis, especially R. Brummelhuis, Prof. E.M. de Jager,

E.A. de Kerf, A.P.E. ten Kroode, G. Laman, J. Lankelma, H.G.J. Pijls, L.W. Roeland,

J. Slothouwer and J.J.O.O. Wiegerinck. Finally I would like to thank the Mathematisch

Instituut of the University of Amsterdam for their hospitality and the fact that they provided

a Macintosh on which this thesis is written.

G.M. Tuynman

Amsterdam, 1987



What is prequantization, and
what is geometric quantization?

by G.M. Tuynman

Abstract

This paper is intended for the non-specialist (either mathematician or theoretical

physicist) with a minimum knowledge of differential geometry, classical mechanics and

quantum mechanics. It explains the ideas of prequantization and geometric quantization with

emphasis on prequantization. In short, prequantization shows that the mathematical models

of classical mechanics and quantum mechanics are much more alike than one should expect

from the conventional formulation of these theories. Geometric quantization uses these

similarities between classical and quantum mechanics to extend the notion of canonical

quantization to general systems in classical mechanics. To appreciate this, one should know

that canonical quantization is only applicable to systems which are trivia! in the

mathematical sense, e.g. a phase space R2".

1985 AMS subject classification : 70A05,81C99,58F05,81D07,58P06.

Keywords: prequantization, geometric quantization.
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§1 Physical systems, states and models

Theoretical physics is the science which tries to find rules, called physical laws,
according to which a certain class of natural phenomena behave. Moreover, it tries to
formulate these rules in terms of mathematical models. It is therefore very important to make
a distinction between the natural phenomena, the physical laws and the mathematical
models.

A mathematical model consists usually of several items, e.g. sets (topological
spaces, vector spaces, differentiable manifolds), special objects related to these sets (e.g. a
metric tensor, a symplcctic 2-form), variables denoting elements of these sets (local
coordinates such as position or pressure) and certain equations in these variables (e.g.
"PV = RT" (Boyle - Gay Lussac) or "F = m dtydt2" (Newton)). I will call all these items
together the mathematical ingredients of the model. The interpretation (also called the
semantics) of such a model relates (some of) the mathematical ingredients to the real world,
for instance to the position of the moon in the sky, or to the temperature of the water for
your tea (it should be boiling!).

Since all things influence each other, it follows that if we want to describe a natural
phenomenon, we have to include the whole universe in our description. Clearly this is a
task too complex to accomplish, so one has to make some approximations to reality. When
studying a phenomenon (motion of the moon, boiling of water) one idealises the situation
by neglecting those things which are supposed to be unimportant to the object of study and
in fact one neglects as much as possible in order to retain only the essential features of the
phenomenon one is studying. The result of neglecting all irrelevant items is called the
physical system, hence a physical system is an idealisation of reality. Examples of physical
systems are a single free particle where one imagines a universe containing only one
particle, or two particles with gravitational interaction where cne imagines a universe
containing only these two particles (e.g. when studying the motion of the moon around the
earth these two particles represent the earth and the moon). It is such a physical system,
such an idealised situation, which is described by a mathematical model. Hence in the
interpretation of the mathematical model, i.e. in relating the model to reality, one has to
perform two steps: first of all to relate mathematical concepts to concepts of the idealised - <•

physical system and then relating this ideal situation to reality.

When constructing a mathematical model for a physical system, one usually [
includes all possible states of the system under consideration. How a given state is '
described depends on the actual model. In some models there is a set of which the elements i

correspond bijectively to the possible states of the system, e.g. the symplectic model in j
which the points of the phase space represent the different states of the system. In some j ]
models there is a set of which the points describe more man one state of the system, e.g. the '



Newton model in which figures a set, called the configuration space, of which the elements
denote the positions of the particles of the system, but where one also needs the velocities of
the panicles to distinguish between different states. Finally there exist models in which
figures a set of which different elements describe the same state, e.g. quantum mechanics in
which vectors of a Hilbcrt space which differ by a complex constant denote the same state.

§2 Classical mechanics

This section is devoted to the mathematical models for classical mechanics; a revie*
is given of the Newton formulation, Lagrange and Hamilton formulation and the symplectic
formulation. For the latter three it is indicated how they can be "derived" from the Newton
formulation.

§2.1 Newton mechanics

One can say that the origin of classical mechanics in its contemporary form is the
theory of Isaac Newton which tries to describe natural phenomena in daily life (falling
apples, the motion of the moon etc.). The main constituent of this theory is the well known
equation of motion (Newton's second law):

F = m a

which tells us that the second derivative a of the position of an object (where a is the
acceleration of the object) times the mass m of that object is equal to the applied force F (a
vectorial equation). If this equation is not to be a tautology, the force applied to an object
should be known "independently" of the object itself, otherwise "force" would be a
redefinition of "acceleration".

In the above model the mathematical ingredients are the space R3, representing all ..'
possible positions r of the object in "our 3-dimensional space", and a function F : R 3 -» R3, ;

representing the force F(r) exerted on the object when it is at the position r. The model is :
completed by the equations of motion, which state that the various positions r(t) of the 1
object at different times t satisfy the second order differential equation: t

F(r(t)) = m ^ ( t ) (2.1) f I
at s

In this way the model can easily be extended to a system of N objects : the



mathematical ingredients are the space R3N, a function F : R3N —»R3N and the equation of

motion (2.1). The interpretation is that a point r = (rj,.. .,rN) represents the positions of the

N objects in our 3-dimensional space, that F(r) represents the force exerted on the objects

when they are at the positions specified by r and that the positions r(t) at different times

satisfy the equations of motion (2.1).

Newton himself derived an expression for the gravitational force in a 2-particle

system, stating that the force F12 exerted by an object 1 on an object 2 is proportional to the

product of their masses divided by the square of their distance and directed towards the first

object:
irij rrk,

Fjjtrp r2) = G (rj - r2) (gravitational force)
l r 2 " r l | 3

The position r e R6 then is specified as r = ( r p r2) with r- e R3 the position of the j-th

particle and the force F : R6 -»R 6 is given by F(I-J, r2) = (F21(rj, T2>> vn^T\' r2^ w i t n

F21 = - F 1 2 ; the corresponding equations of motion (2.1) are nij d2r,/dt2 = F21(r,, r2) and

§2.2 The Lagrange formulation

In the course of history the mathematical model of classical mechanics is modified

to incorporate new ideas from theoretical physics. The first modification is that one

supposes that the force function F can be derived from a potential V: R3N -»R by :

F(r) = -3V/3r

This simplifies the search for a correct model for a given system enormously, because one

now has to find only one function of 3N variables instead of 3N functions of 3N variables.

However, in this mode! the equations of motion depend manifestly on the choice of a

coordinate system (for a general potential only orthogonal transformations of r preserve the

form of the equations of motion m d2r/dt2 = - 3V/9r). Moreover, an initial position r of the

system (of N objects) does not determine a unique solution of the equations of motion i

because the equations of motion are second order differential equations in r. On the other !,

hand, if the initial position r and. the initial velocity v = dr/dt are known, then the equations ';

of motion can be solved uniquely. \

The Lagrange formulation of classical mechanics solves the above mentioned i.

problems. Its mathematical ingredients are a space R6N = R3N x R3N with coordinates (r,v), f

a function L : R6N -»R (called the Lagrangian of the system) and the so called Euler -

Lagrange equations of motion :



^ |t(r(t),v(t)) = ^-(|^(r(t),v(t))) (2.2)

The interpretation is that a point (r,v) represents the positions and the velocities of the N

objects (at a given time) and that the time evolution of the system (i.e. the positions and the

velocities at different times) is given by the Euler - Lagrange equations of motion. A system

described in the Newton formulation on R3N by a potential V is described in the Lagrange

formulation on R6N by a Lagrangian L(r,v) = i m Ivl2 - V(r).

The main advantage of the Lagrange formulation is that it is "independent" of the

choice of coordinates. More specific : suppose r' is another set of coordinates on R3N, i.e.

r' = r'(r), then we have an associated change of coordinates (r,v) —> (r',v') given by :

r' = r '(r) v1 = v'(r .v) = ( | ^ ) v . (2.3)
or

Now if we define the function L' as the function L expressed in the new coordinates

(r',v'), i.e. L(r,v) = L'(r'(r),v'(r,v)), then solutions of the Euler - Lagrange equations

(2.2) are mapped under the transformation (r,v) -»(r'.v1) to solutions of (2.2) in which

(r,v) and L are replaced by (r',v') and L'.

In modern differential geometry one recognises the transformation (2.3) as the

transformation of local coordinates in the tangent bundle of a manifold (in this case the

tangent bundle TR3N = R6N of R3N). This suggests a generalisation of the mathematical

ingredients of the model: instead of R6N one considers the tangent bundle TQ of a manifold

Q and the function L becomes a function L : TQ -* R. The independence of the Euler -

Lagrange equations (2.2) under the coordinate transformation (2.3) guarantees that a

solution of (2.2) on a local chart corresponds smoothly to a solution of (2.2) on another

(intersecting) local chart.

From the point of view of physics one can ask whether this generalisation of the

mathematical model has any relevance in the description of actual physical systems. The

answer is affirmative if we interpret the manifold Q in the generalised model as the

configuration space of the system, i.e. the space which describes the possible positions of

the system. As an example one can think of a system of two masses joined by an inflexible,

weightless rod of fixed length p; the possible positions of this system are described by the

subspace Q of R6 defined by the equation I r1 - r2 I = p, i.e. Q = S2 x R3.

§2.3 The Hamilton formulation

The Hamilton formulation is another formulation of classical mechanics which



solves the above mentioned problems of the Newton formulation with a potential function. * '•

It has the advantage that its equations of motion are manifestely first order differential

equations. Its mathematical ingredients are a space R6N = R3N xR3N (which is called the

phase space of the system) with coordinates (r,p), a function H : R6 N —» R (the

Hamiltonian of the system) and the Hamilton equations of motion :

^ (t) = 0(r(t),p(t)) ^ (t) = - p(r(t),p(t))) (2.4)

The interpretation of this mathematical model is that a point (r,p) represents the position r

and the associated momentum p (usually p is just mv) of the N particles, the function H

represents the total energy of the system and the time evolution of the system is governed by

the Hamilton equations of motion (2.4). A physical system described in the Newton

formulation with R3N and potential function V is described in the Hamilton formulation by

R6N and Hamiltonian function H(r,p) = Ipl2 / 2m + V(r) (with indeed p = mv = m dr/dt).

The Hamilton equations of motion are first order differential equations and a well

known existence theorem tells us that for all smooth functions H there exist (locally)

solutions for (2.4). Moreover, the Hamilton equations are also independent of the specific

choice of coordinates, i.e. if we replace the coordinates (r,p) by (r'.p1) given by :

or <
r 1 r1 ( r\ n* ( \-i trsnsp. •« O *\\

~~ • \' ) V — v -. ) r V^**'/

i

where r'(r) is any coordinate transformation on R3N, then solutions of the Hamilton

equations in the unprimed coordinates correspond to solutions of the Hamilton equations in

the primed coordinates.

In (2.5) one can recognise the transformation of one set of local coordinates of a

cotangent bundle T*Q to another set of local coordinates, where r and r' are local

coordinates on Q and where p and p1 are the associated coordinates in the fibres. As in the

Lagrange formulation one now can generalise the mathematical model to an arbitrary \

configuration space Q as follows : the ingredients are the cotangent bundle T*Q, a function •; ;

H : T*Q -» R and the Hamilton equations of motion (2.4). The independence of the i '

equations (2.4) under the coordinate transformation (2.5) guarantees that the solutions of >i !

the Hamilton equations are smooth curves on T*Q. The same arguments as for the Lagrange I j

formulation show that this generalisation of the mathematical model is relevant for the | ' ]

description of real systems.

Since both the Lagrange formulation and the Hamilton formulation can easily be

extended to a general configuration space Q, which yields in the Lagrange formulation the

tangent space TQ and in the Hamilton formulation the cotangent space T*Q, one might think

that these two formulations are equivalent. Unfortunately this is not true for a general



Lagrangian L on TQ or a general Hamiltonian H on T*Q. Going from the Lagrange

formulation to the Hamilton formulation one can show that if the mapping (r,v) -> (r,p)

defined by p(r,v) = 3L(r,v)/dv is invertible, then the system described by the Lagrangian L

on TQ is described in the Hamilton formulation on T*Q by the Hamiltonian H given by

H(r,p) = p • v(r,p) - L(r,v(r,p)). In the other direction a similar situation holds : if the

mapping (r,p) -* (r,v) defined by v(r,p) = 3H(r,p)/3p is invertible, then the system

described by the Hamiltonian H on T*Q is described in the Lagrange formulation on TQ by

the Lagrangian L(r,v) = p(r,v) • v - H(r,p(r,v)) = p • dH/9p - H.

§2.4 A coordinate free Hamilton formulation

Once it is known that the solutions of the Hamilton equations define smooth curves

on the manifold T*Q, one would like an intrinsic formulation, independent of local

coordinates. The first remark one can make is that the Hamilton equations can be interpreted

as the local expression for the flow of a vector field on T*Q and that the invariance of these

equations under the coordinate transformation (2.5) just state that it is a global vector field

on T*Q. This vector field Is called XH since it obviously depends on the Hamilton function

H. We thus have a global vector field XH on T*Q associated to the global function H on

T*Q, but its definition depends on local coordinates. To define XH in a way independent of

coordinates one introduces a 2-form co on T*Q; using local coordinates (r;) on Q and

associated coordinates (p;) in the fibres of T*Q, co is expressed as :

co = Xj dpj A drj (2.6)

which is indeed a global 2-form on T*Q (and which can be defined in an intrinsic way).

Using this 2-form co the vector field XH is defined by the intrinsic equation:

i(XH) co + dH = 0 (2.7)

where i(Y) is the substitution operator of vector fields in forms. In this way the ingredients

of the model become the space T*Q with the 2-form co, the (smooth) function H and the

equation (2.7). The interpretation of the model is that a point (r,p) in T*Q represents the

system, i.e. r denotes the position of the system and p denotes the associated momentum,

and the time evolution is given by the flow q>t of the vector field XH defined by (2.7).

For those who are unfamiliar with modern differential geometry, we give a

translation in more down to earth notations in case of the phase space R61*. A vector field X

on R6N "is" a mapping X: R6N -» R6N which assigns to a point of R6N a vector (indicating

a direction of motion). With the same abuse of notation, the 1 -form dH "is" the vector of all

partial derivatives : dH = (dHBr, dH/dp) e R6N, and the 2-form co "is" a 6Nx6N matrix :



, where 1 denotes the 3Nx3N identity matrix.

With these notations, the equation (2.7) becomes the vector equation CO XH + dH = 0,

which has a unique solution for XH since co is invertible :

XH = 0H/3p, -dH/dr).

The flow «pT of the vector field XH is a mapping <pT : R6N -»R6 N satisfying

^ T | (r ,p) = XH(r ,p) and (po(r,p) = (r ,p) .
<" IT=O

If we now write <p,(r,p) = (r(t),p(t)), then (r(t).p(t)) is nothing less than a solution of

Hamilton's equations of motion with (r,p) as initial condition, i.e. the flow <px denotes the

time evolution of the system.

§2.5 The symplectic formulation and the Poisson algebra

We now want to extract the essential mathematical features of the above model.

Obvious ingredients are a manifold M (= T*Q), a 2-form co on M and a function H on M.

However, not all such triples (M,co,H) are meaningfull. In the first place the 2-form co has

to be non-degenerate to ensure that the equation (2.7) has a unique solution for the vector

field XH. In the second place the Poisson algebra (to be defined below) is a useful tool in

theoretical physics, so one likes to have it in the generalised case too.

In the Hamilton formulation of classical mechanics on R6N, the Poisson algebra is

the collection of all smooth functions on R6N (which is a vector space under pointwise

addition of functions) equipped with the so called Poisson bracket of functions {f,g}

defined by:

With these definitions the Poisson bracket is bilinear, anti symmetric and satisfies the Jacobi • -•

identity: 4 !

hence the set of all (smooth) functions on R6N equipped with this bracket is an (infinite

dimensional) Lie algebra which is called the Poisson algebra.

In the formulation in terms of T*Q and co the Poisson algebra can be defined as the -j

set of smooth functions on T*Q equipped with the Poisson bracket defined by: | '



{f,g} =to(Xf,Xg) (2.9)

where Xf (and likewise X ) are defined by :

i(Xf)oo + df = O (2.10)

which is exactly equation (2.7) with the Hamiltonian H replaced by the arbitrary function f.

One can verify that this bracket indeed satisfies the Jacobi identity and reduces to (2.8) in

the case Q = R3N (in our down to earth vector and matrix notations the righthand side of

(2.9) is the inner product of the vector X with (0 Xf).

In the case of a triple (M,o>,H) with a) a non-degenerate 2-form (to ensure that one

can define vector fields Xf by means of (2.10)), the bracket (2.9) on the set of smooth

functions on M does not in general satisfy the Jacobi identity. One can show that the bracket

(2.9) does satisfy the Jacobi identity if and only if (o is closed. A manifold M equipped with

a closed non-degenerate 2-form 0) is called a symplectic manifold, a> its symplecticform and

the geometry of a symplectic manifold is called symplectic geometry.

With these preparations we can generalise the Hamilton formulation to the

symplectic formulation. The ingredients are a symplectic manifold (M,0)) and a real valued

function H on M. The interpretation is that the phase space M represents (uniquely) all

different states of the system and that the time evolution is given by the flow of the vector

field XH defined by (2.7) or (2.10).

For physicists the important question is whether these mathematical excercises do

have any relevance for physics. Again the answer is yes : there exists systems in physics

which £an not be described by a cotangent bundle, but which can be described by a triple

(M,co,H)- A simple example of such a system (described extensively in [Sol]) is the phase

space of classical spin which is described by the space M = S2 (the unit sphere) and the

2-form co = X sinft dft A dq> (with \ a real parameter); the sphere S2 is clearly not a

cotangent bundle because S2 is compact and a cotangent bundle is necessarily non-compact.

2.6 Summary of the symplectic formulation

The symplectic formulation of classical mechanics is given by the following items. :$ j

I '
Mathematical ingredients f \

A manifold M, a non-degenerate closed 2-form co on M and a function H: M -»R. f •

i I
Mathematical manipulations

To each function f on M is associated a vector field Xf defined by i(Xf)a> + df = 0
and to two functions f, g on M is associated a function {f,g} defined by {f,g} = ©(Xf, X ).
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Nomenclature

(M,co) is called a svmplectic manifold, co its symplectic form: in a physical context

M is called the phase space of the system uader consideration. H is the Hamiltonian (total

energy) of the system, X( is the Hamiltonian vector field associated to the function f and

{f,g} is the Poisson bracket of f and g.

Interpretation

The different possible states of the physical system under consideration are in 1-1

correspondence with the points of M. If at a given time t the system is represented by the

point me M, then at a time t' the system is represented by the point m' = cpt. t(m) where cpT

denotes the flow of the vector field XH on M.

Usefulness of the Poisson bracket

A function f on M is called a conserved quantity if the function f • <pT is

independent of the parameter x, where as before <pT denotes the flow of the vector field XH;

physically speaking f is a conserved quantity if the value of the function f evaluated at a

point which represent the system at a given time t does not depend on t, i.e. if f is constant

in time. An elementary calculation shows that f is a conserved quantity if and only if the

Poisson bracket {f,HJ is the zero function.

Remark 1

The 2-form co must be non-degenerate to guarantee a unique solution for the

defining equation of Xf; co must be closed to insure that the Poisson bracket { , } satisfies

the Jacobi identity.

Remark 2

At each point me M, after the choice of a local coordinate system around m the

non-degenerate 2-form co can be represented by an anti-symmetric non-degenerate matrix £2,

hence the dimension of M is even, dim M = 2n. A famous theorem of Darboux tells us that

for each point me M there exist local coordinates (r j , . . . ,rn,p j , . . . ,pn) in a neighbourhood of

m such that co is given by co = Z: dp; A dr. [
. !

i
I

Remark 3

In our treatement (which is the usual one), the symplectic phase space plays the role i

of the set of initial values for the Hamilton equations. However, there exists another ,;

interpretation of the symplectic manifold M (see [Sol]) in which M is interpreted as the ?

space of movements, i.e. each point of M represents the whole movement of the system in

time (c.f. the Heisenberg picture of quantum mechanics). In most cases these two

interpretations coincide, but not always. An example in which they do not coincide is the
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Kepler problem, in which the phase space is (1RA{0})X]R3, i.e. the cotangent space of R3

without its origin, and in which the space of movements with negative energy can be

identified (after a regularisation) with T0S
3, i.e. the (co)tangent space of R3 without the

zero section ([So2]).

Example

We can realise the Newton formulation with a potential function V on R3N in the

symplectic formulation as follows. The phase space M = R6N 3 (r,p), the symplectic form

co is the global form CO = £: dp. A dr and the Hamiltonian H is the function on M given by

H(r,p) = Ipl2/ 2m + V(r). The Hamiltonian vector field Xf of the function f is given by :

whence the flow <pt of XH is defined by the equations :

dr/dt = p/m & dp/dt = - 3V/3r.

Substitution of the first equation in the second gives us Newton's law :

md2r/dt2 = -dV/3r.

§3 Quantum mechanics

In this section we present the usual mathematical model of quantum mechanics. It is

shown that the mathematical model for the dynamics in quantum mechanics can be modified

is such a way that the modified model fits the description of classical mechanics in the

symplectic formulation (§2.6) with the one exception that the symplectic manifold is infinite

dimensional. For the sake of simplicity we ignore the fact that self adjoint operators are

usually not defined everywhere; in view of Stone's theorem this is not a serious omission

because we are "only" interested in the global 1-parameter group generated by such a self

adjoint operator.

§3.1 The usual formulation .

The mathematical modal of quantum mechanics is quite simple. The ingredients are [
a - %

a complex Hilbert space K, a self-adjoint operator H on K called the Hamiltonian of the
system and the Schrodinger equation on X :
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| j ( 3 - D

where 4 denotes Planck's constant h divided by 2%.

The interpretation of this model is more complicated and consists of two parts : a

dynamical part and a probability part

Interpretation of dynamics

Each non-zero vector y e X represents a state of the physical system under

consideration, but two vectors y and V which differ by a non-zero complex constant X

(i.e. y1 = \\\r) represent the same state (and vice versa if y and y1 represent the same state

then they differ by a non-zero complex constant). If at time to the system is represented by

the vector y o and if y(t) is a solution of the Schrddinger equation (3.1) with the initial

condition y(to) = y o then at time t the system is represented by y(t).

The probability interpretation

An observable f, i.e. a measurable quantity, is represented by a self-adjoint

operator f on X. The result of a measurement is an eigenvalue of the operator f, but which

one is unpredictable. However, a probability distribution is assigned to the possible results

by means of the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators. If (at time t) the system is

represented by the vector y , then the expectation value E(f,y) of the result of measuring f

when the system is described by y is given by:

E ( f - V ) =

where (\|r,x) denotes the inner product of the vectors y,X^ X . Since f is a self adjoint

operator the expectation value E(f,y) is real and moreover, it is independent of the choice of

the vector y representing the state of the system: E(f,y) = E(f,A.y) for X*0.

In this paper we are only interested in the dynamics part so in the sequel we will i

ignore the probability interpretation, although it is the essential part of quantum mechanics : f

it is the main distinction between classical mechanics and quantum mechanics and, as we |

will see, the only one. In order to be sure that the interpretation is not contradictory with the }

mathematical model we have to make an important remark. The operator H is self-adjoint, t

hence (by Stone's theorem) there exists a 1 -parameter group U(T) of unitary transformations $

of X of which i H/fi is the infinitesimal generator:

U(T) = exp( i t H/fi ). (3.3)
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It follows that the solutions of the Schrodinger equation (3.1) are given by y(t) = U(T) y

where \j/ is an arbitrary initial condition. We deduce that if at time to the system is

represented by yo then at time t it is represented by the vector \)/(t) given by:

y(0 = U(t - to) y o - exp( i (t - to) H/fi ) \|/(to) = exp( itH/fe) V(0). (3.4)

Since U(x) is a complex linear transformation of X, it follows that the time evolution does

not contradict the ambiguity in the vector y representing the state of the physical system,

i.e. if \\f and y represent the same state at time t0, then U(t - to) y and U(t -10) \ / represent

the same state, which is the state at time t.

§3.2 An unusual formulation of quantum dynamics

If \|/e X then, in the above interpretation, all non-zero points of the complex line

C\{/ = {X.\|f I Xe C} represent the same state; in fact each state of the system is represented

uniquely by a complex line in X. In mathematics the set of all (complex) lines in a

(complex) vector space is called the projective space associated to the vector space, so we

have found that in quantum mechanics the states of a physical system are represented

uniquely by the elements of the projective Hilbert space PX.

We now mention without proof some facts concerning PX which are not generally

known (the proofs can be found in [Tul]). First of all, each projective complex Hilbert

space PX is an (infinite dimensional) complex manifold which has a canonically defined

symplectic structure ft). Secondly, since the Schrodinger equation is compatible with the

ambiguity of the vector representing a state of the system, it follows that there exists a

1-parameter group <px of diffeomorphisms on PX such that:

7t o U(x) = <pT o 7t with U(x) = exp( ixH/fi ) (3.5)

where n denotes the projection n: X\{0) —» PX which associates to a vector y the unique

complex line Cy containing \y; in fact equation (3.5) can be regarded as the definition of the

flow <pT. To complete the preliminaries we introduce the function E(H): PX —> R by: 5

Ai# H11A

E(H)(7H|0 = E(H,V) =

1
It now turns out that the flow cpT is the flow of the Hamiltonian vector field Xg^n associated >•:

to the real function E(H) by the symplectic form e> according to formula (2.10). Finally, -5

since M governs the time evolution of the states in quantum mechanics, it follows from , ;

(3.4) and (3.5) that if the system is described at time t=0 by Kyo€ PX then it is described at I <

time t by the point <pt(jn|fo)ePX.
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We can summarise these observations by saying that the dynamics of quantum *

theory is described by the triple (PX,O),E(H)) according to the symplectic formulation of '

classical mechanics (if we allow infinite dimensional manifolds): the states of the system

are in 1-1 correspondence with the points of PK and the time evolution of a state is

described by the flow of the Hamiltonian vector field associated to E(H). This shows that

the mathematical models of classical mechanics and the dynamical part of quantum

mechanics are identical and that their interpretations are also the same. The differences

between classical and quantum mechanics lies in the choice of the symplectic manifolds: in

classical mechanics one can use "all" finite dimensional symplectic manifolds but in

quantum mechanics one uses only (infinite) dimensional complex projective spaces. We

stress that the symplectic model of quantum mechanics describes only the dynamical part;

for the probability part it is essential to know that the quantum mechanical "phase space" PX

is derived from a Hilbert space X .

§3.3 The unit sphere and phase factors

In the previous section we have seen that in quantum mechanics the elements of the

Hilbert space X do not represent the states of the physical system in a unique way but that

the elements of the projective Hilbert space PX do. One prefers however to work with X,

because working with PX is rather difficult. An intermediate level between X and PX is the

unit sphere SX in X :

SX = {yeXI<y,y> = l}

Each state of the physical system is represented by a non-zero vector y e X, but then it is

also represented by the vector y/llyll (i.e. y divided by its norm) which is an element of the

unit sphere. It follows that each state can be represented by an element of SX, but there

remains an ambiguity : if y e SX then ej*ye SX and y and e w y represent the same state,

hence a state is represented by a circle on the unit sphere SX. If we restrict the projection

X\(0} -» PX to the unit sphere we obtain a projection n : SX -* PX of which the inverse

images are just the circles representing the states. Two different points y,% on such a circle

are related to each other by: ;

X= c*»y 1

where e ld is a complex number of modulus 1 usually called a phase factor. The aim is now ' ,i

to translate the mathematical model of quantum dynamics in the Hilbert space formulation to I \

the unit sphere. The ultimate goal of this exercise is to show that the analogy between { 1

classical mechanics and quantum mechanics as given in the previous section (§3.2) can be I

LSf
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extended and that one can describe within the framework of classical mechanics certain

phenomena which are usually thought of as being purely quantum phenomena, i.e.

phenomena which can be described only within the framework of quantum mechanics.

To translate the dynamics from X to SX we first observe that the Schrodinger

equation can be seen as the flow of a vector field. If H is the Hamiltonian of the system then

we define a vector field VH on X, i.e. a map X - • X, by :

VH(y) = (i/fi) H y (3.6)

and then the Schrodinger equation is equivalent to the equation of the flow of VH which is

defined as dy/dt = VHOj/). Since H is a self-adjoint operator, it follows that the vector field

VH is tangent to the unit sphere SX. Another way to see that VK is tangent to SX is to

observe that the flow of VH is the unitary 1-parameter group U(x) = exp( ixH/n ) which

means in particular that the norm of a vector is conserved, i.e. U(x) can be seen as a

1-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of SX.

The above observations show that we can represent the dynamics of quantum

mechanics in a mathematical model consisting of the unit sphere SX and the vector field VK,

with the interpretation that each state of the system is represented by a circle on SX

(freedom of phase factors) and that the time evolution is given by the flow of the vector field

VH (which is indeed a vector field on SX).

§3.4 Summary

For ordinary quantum mechanics we have given three mathematical models for the

dynamics of a quantum system. We will now summarise the essential features of these

models.

Ingredients of the Hilbert space formulation

A Hilbert space X, a self adjoint operator H on X and the Schrodinger equation.

Interpretation of the Hilbert space formulation

Each state of the system is represented by a complex line in X and the time

evolution of the system is given by the solutions of the Schrodinger equation (3.1)

associated to the self adjoint operator H (N.B. the time evolution maps complex lines into

complex lines so the time evolution of the states is well defined).

Ingredients of the unit sphere formulation

The unit sphere SX in X and a vector field VH on SX (associated to H).
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Interpretation of the unit sphere formulation

Each state of the system is represented by a circle on SX (generated by

multiplication by phase factors e"5) and the time evolution of the system is given by the flow

of the vector field VH (which indeed maps the circles representing states into circles

representing states).

Ingredients of the projective Hilbert space formulation

The projective Hilbert space PX, its canonical symplectic form to and the real

function E ( H ) : P X - + R .

Interpretation of the projective Hilbert space formulation

There is a 1-1 correspondence between the states of the system and the points of the

projective Hilbert space PX; the time evolution of the system is given by the flow of the

Hamiltonian vector field XE(H) on FX defined by the symplectic form <o and the function

E(H) according to formula (2.10).

Remark

In the Hilbert space formulation of quantum mechanics the arbitrariness in the

vector representing a state of the system is a non-zero complex number, in the unit sphere

formulation this arbitrariness is reduced to a phase factor and finally in the projective Hilbert ',

space formulation there is no arbitrariness at all. In the Hilbert space formulation the time :

evolution of the system is governed by the Schrddingcr equation, or (a completely

equivalent description) by the flow of the vector field VH on X . When we descend to the

unit sphere by projecting a non-zero vector y to the unit vector v/llyll we can project the

vector field V H to a vector field on SX. Since the projected vector field equals the restriction

of V H to the unit sphere, this vector field will also be called VH. For the projective Hilbert

space formulation we project a second time, now from SX to FX, i.e. we identify points on

SX which differ by a phase factor. The vector field VH (now seen as a vector field on SX)

can be projected to FX and the result is the Hamiltonian vector field XE(H) on FX associated

to the function E(H) which represents the expectation value of the Hamiltonian. Since ~,

^E(H) *s t^ie projection ° f 'he vector field VH on X it follows that the flow of X g ^ is the - *

projection of the unitary group U(T) = exp(itH/n) which is the flow of VH on X. This

shows why the Hilbert space formulation is so much easier to use than the projective Hilbert ;.

space formulation : computing exp(iTH/:h) is much easier than computing the flow of a ..

vector field on an infinite dimensional manifold. On the other hand, the projective Hilbert 4

space formulation is better suited for abstract considerations because there is no ambiguity j

between states of the system and the points which represent these states. I {
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Diagram

Space K\{0) > SK > P3C
dividing out norms dividing out phase factors

Vector field VH

Its now exp(iTWfi) exp(itK/fi) rc2exp(iTM/6)
restricted to SX

§4 Prequantization

In the first part of this section the idea of prequantization of a symplectic manifold

is explained using the example of the symplectic manifold R2n, which is the phase space of

a particle in n dimensions (or, if n=3N, the phase space of N particles in our 3-dimensional

space). Although this example does not show all essential features of prequantization, it

suffices to show the idea; afterwards the problems arising in the general case will be pointed

out. The second part of this section will be devoted to the statement that the analogy

between classsical mechanics and quantum mechanics is more than the simple observation

that both can be described by the symplectic formalism.

§4.1 Phase factors in classical mechanics

In §3 we have seen that in quantum mechanics the states of a physical system are

uniquely represented by points of a protective Hilbert space PK, but that it is much easier to

work with the Hilbert space 3t. Since self adjoint operators generate unitary groups *•

according to formula (3.3), we can concentrate without loss of generality on the unit sphere !
>

SJC, in which states are represented by circles generated by multiplication with phase

factors. To summarise : in quantum mechanics states are represented by points of PX and j

we have a projection n : SK —» PX in which the inverse image of a point is a circle U(l) of '.

phase factors. ^

Prequantization duplicates this situation in classical mechanics. This was first done :•, ]

by L. van Hove [vH] who investigated the canonical quantization program of Dirac; lateron §

the same ideas were developped independently by Kostant [Ko] and Souriau [Sol]. Let us
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start with the example of the phase space M = R2n with coordinates (r,p) and its canonical

symplectic form to = 2L dpj A dr , then we can define a space Y and a projection n : Y -» M

by:

Y = R 2 n xU(l) and Jt: Y -»M , (r,p,ew) -> (r,p)

In this situation the inverse image of a point in M (representing a state of the physical

system) is a circle of phase factors.

As far as phase factors are concerned we now have trivially duplicated the situation

of quantum mechanics, but what purpose does it have? To facilitate the notation we will use

the angle •& as a coordinate on U(l) (so Y is parametrised by (r,p,ft)) and we will denote a

vector field X on M as a mapping X : M -* R2n and a vector field V on Y as a mapping

V : Y —» R2™"1"1. Now if f is any real valued function on M (e.g. the Hamiltonian H), then

its Hamiltonian vector field Xf is defined by equation (2.10) which gives us :

X,(r,p) = ( |£(r,p), - |p{r,p)). (4.1)

We now mention without proof that the mapping f -» Xf from the Poisson algebra

to vector fields is a mapping of Lie algebras (where we use for functions the Poisson

bracket and for vector fields the commutator of vector fields). One easily verifies that the

kernel of this map consists of the constant functions on M, so it is not an injective map. We

now can use the space Y to construct a map f -» Vf from the Poisson algebra to vector fields

on Y which is an injective Lie algebra morphism and which projects on Xf. The fact that Y

can be used in this way can be seen as a mathematical motivation for its introduction. Within

a certain framework which will be specified later, the map f -* Vf is unique and given by :

Vj(r,p,fl) = ( | j ( r , p ) . - | -<r,p), f(r,p) - p • | ^ r , p ) ) . (4.2)

From (4.2) one deduces immediately that it is injective : constant functions are mapped to

vector fields in the direction of the phase factors, and projects to X f : omitting the # • [

coordinate in (4.2) gives (4.1). Since the integral curves of XH (with H the Hamiltonian of !

the system) define the time evolution of the system, it is interesting to investigate the integral '

curves of VH on Y. If (r(t),p(t)) denotes an integral curve of XH, then one easily verifies j

that the integral curves of VH are given by (r(t),p(t), e i<w) with : ;

t I
ei<X0 = ei<xio) e x p ( . j [ p ( s ) . ( r ( s ) ) P ( s ) ) _ H(r(s),p(s)) ] ds ). (4.3)

Physicists will recognise the integrand in the exponential as the Lagrangian L of the system
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(see the end of §2.3) and hence they will recognise the integral itself as the action and the

complete exponential as the phase factor which plays the fundamental role in the Feynman

path integral.

We see that the introduction of the space Y = M x U(l), in which the states of the

physical system are described by circles, has two consequences. In the first place we now

can represent the Poisson algebra (functions on M) injectively by vector fields on Y which

project on the Hamiltonian vector fields on M; in the second place we find that in the time

evolution on Y the time evolution of the phase factor e l6 is given by the phase factor of the

Feynman path integral.

For the moment we stay in the realm of mathematics where two important questions

arise : "what are the relevant features of this construction" and "can we obtain similar results

for an arbitrary symplectic manifold"? Prequantization (or the prequantization formulation of

classical mechanics) is a theory which gives an affirmative answer to the second question,

of course after specifying what the "relevant" features are. In the first place the important

feature of Y is that it carries a 1-form a given by :

a = p • dr + d# (4.4)

which satisfies da = oo and which turns Y into a principal U(l) fibre bundle over M with

connection a and curvature to. According to this point of view the vector fields Vf are the

unique vector fields on Y which satisfy the conditions : ';

7t* Vf = Xf (i.e. Vf projects onto Xf) 1 '
(4.5)

a(Vf) = f J

It turns out that one can find for all symplectic manifolds (M,co) (except for some

nasty cases to be defined below) a principal fibre bundle Y over M with connection a such

that the structure group is the circle and that the curvature is o>. If such a (Y.oc) exists, one

can construct a unique injective Lie algebra morphism f -> Vf from the Poisson algebra to

vector fields on Y satisfying (4.5). Although the introduction of the 1-form a seems quite

ad hoc, it should be mentioned that it appears quite naturally when one looks for injective

representations of the Poisson algebra as vector fields on a bundle over M which projects to ~

the (non-injective) representation by the Hamiltonian vector fields on M. ;

Before going on to the next subsection which describes some of the consequences,

we have to mention some details concerning the construction of the bundle Y and its i

(connection) form a. When the symplectic manifold (M,co) is given, one can define a >

subgroup Per(co) of R called the group of periods of the symplectic form to. There exists a ?

bundle (Y,a) over M with the desired properties if and only if Per(to) is discrete in R. If

Per(co) is discrete, then there exists a unique non-negative real number per called the

generator of Per(to), such that Per(to) = p e r Z c R. It then follows that there exists a
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principal fibre bundle Y over M with structure group R/Per(oo) (= R modulo pa = a circle

with radius pei/2Jt) and a connection form a with da = co. If per = 0, then the space Y

constructed in this way is not a circle bundle but an R bundle (R/{0) = R); however, one

can wind this real line over any period to obtain a circle and "hence" a circle bundle with

connection a satisfying da = GO. Since all circle groups are isomorphic to U(l), it follows

that we have obtained a space Y and a projection n: Y —»M such that the inverse image of a

point mE M is a circle of "phase factors".

In the general case the bundle (Y,a) constructed in this way is not unique; it is

unique if and only if M is simply connected. If (Y,a) is not unique, one can sometimes use

the non-uniqueness to explain effects in physics which can not be understood at the level of

the phase space M (e.g. the Bohm - Aharonov experiment, see [Wo]). If the phase space M

is the cotangent bundle of some configuration space Q, i.e. M = T*Q, with its canonical

symplectic form (o as defined in (2.6) then p^. = 0 and Y = T*Q x U(l) is a possible choice

for Y as in the example of M = R2"; it is the unique choice if Q is simply connected.

Finally one should know that one can always choose a local trivialisation (local

gauge) such that the 1-form a looks locally like (4.4) where (r,p) are (local) coordinates on

M and & a coordinate on the circle R mod pCT (hence not always modulo 2Jt!). The choice of

a different trivialisation corresponds to a local gauge transformation, which affects the local

expression of a and hence the local expression of Vf. However, the changes are such that

the Lagrangian L = p • dH/dp - H in (4.3) is changed by a "total time derivative", i.e. the

integral in (4.3) is changed by a boundary term, which can be interpreted as a change of the

coordinate •&.

§4.2 Analogies between classical and quantum mechanics

This sub section will contain only statements of results; readers unfamiliar with the

notion of principal fibre bundle and connection should always keep in mind the example of

M = R2n, Y = R2 n x U(l) (and a = p • dr + dfl). First of all some terminology : the

bundle Y is called the prequantum bundle over the symplectic manifold M; the reason for ;

-this name will become clear in §5. In the second place we need some facts about the *

prequantum bundle (Y,a) over (M ,©). It is well known that the flow of a Hamiltonian >

vector field Xf on M preserves the symplectic form <B (which implies Liouville's theorem •;

stating that a canonical transformation preserves the so called Liouville measure on the •

phase space). From the definition (4.5) of the vector fields Vf one can deduce that the flow |

of a vector field Vf on Y preserves the 1-fortn a. With these preparations we can state the

analogies between classical and quantum mechanics.

•id
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Analogy 1

In classical mechanics each state of the system is represented in M by a point and in

Y by a circle; in quantum mechanics a state is represented in PK by a point and in SK by a

circle.

Analogy 2

In quantum mechanics the projective Hilbert space PK is an (infinite dimensional)

symplectic manifold. If we construct the prequantum bundle Y over this symplectic

manifold PK, we obtain the unit sphere SK and in this case the prequantum bundle is

unique. Moreover, the dynamics on PK is given by the Hamiltonian vector field X g ^

associated to the Hamiltonian E(H) and the unique lift VE,H) defined by (4.5) to the

prequantum bundle Y = SK is the vector field VH on SK defined in (3.6).

Symmetry transformations

According to Wigner, a symmetry of the quantum description of a physical system

is a bijection of the projective Hilbert space PK, i.e. a bijective mapping from states to

states, which moreover preserves the transition probabilities, i.e. which preserves the form

P on PK defined by :

Kv,x)i2
(4.6)

l l l l 2 l l l l2

where ( , ) denotes the inner product on K and llyll2 = (\f,y). Using this definition of a

symmetry Wigner showed that for each symmetry g there exists either a unitary or an anti

unitary operator U(g) on the Hilbert space K such that U(g) induces g, i.e.

t ( U(g)v ) = g( 7i\|/).

and moreover, he showed that if U'(g) is another (anti) unitary operator on K which

induces g, then U'(g) differs a phase factor from U(g): U'(g) = e id U(g). It follows that if

G is a connected Lie group of symmetries of the quantum system, then each symmetry can

be represented by a unitary transformation of the Hilbert space K. It does not imply that the

group G can be represented as a group of unitary operators on K, because we only know {

that U(g) U(h) = e w U(gh) for some phase factor e w depending on g and h, but this phase !

factor is in general different from 1. '

The best one can do in the general case is to construct a group G' of unitary j

transformations of the Hilbert space K together with a surjective group homomorphism ;

ri : G1 -» G which has the following properties. In the first place the action of G' on K : jjf

induces the action of G on PK, i.e.

Jt'(g')(*(V)) = Jt( g'V ) g'e G1 and ye K\{0}
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and in the second place the kernel ker(Jt') of it is isomorphic to U(l) and commutes with ff

all elements of G' (in such a situation one calls G' a central extension of G by U(l)). A '•

different way to visualise the group G' is to say that G' consists of all possible choices U(g)

for geG (which obviously has a homomorphism onto G (U(g)—»g) whose kernel is

isomorphic to U(l) (the freedom in U(g) is a phase factor). It should be noted that this

group G' is uniquely determined by the action of the group G on PX.

It sometimes happens that G' equals G x U(l) as product of groups in which case

one obviously can represent G as a group of unitary transformation on X by identifying G

with the subgroup G x {1} of G x U(l); in the other cases G can noi be represented as a

group of unitary transformations on X. Examples of these possibilities are abundant in

physics : the rotation group SO(3) is a symmetry group at the level of the projective Hilbert

space; if the system consists of particles with half-integer spin, then the central extension G'

is not the direct product of SO(3) with U(l) so SO(3) can not be represented as a group of

unitary transformations of X. If we use the double covering group SU(2) of SO(3) instead

of SO(3) itself, then the extension G' is the trivial product SU(2) x U(l) hence SU(2) can

be represented as a group of unitary transformations of X. Physicists conclude that SO(3) is

not the correct symmetry group of the quantum description, but that SU(2) is the symmetry

group of the quantum description which represents the rotation invariance. Exactly the same

situation occurs for (the connected component of) the Lorentz group L : for L the central

extension G' is not the trivial product but for its double covering SL(2,C) the central

extension is the trivial product. Again one concludes that SL(2,C) is the correct symmetry

group of the quantum description which represents the Lorentz invariance. In these

examples it turns out that if we replace the symmetry group by its simply connected

covering, then we can get a representation of this covering as a group of unitary

transformations on X. That this is not the general idea is clear when we study the group

R2n of translations in position and momentum applied to the quantum description of a

particle with classical phase space R2". This group is already simply connected, but the

central extension G' is not the trivial product but the Heisenberg group (in physics this

group is sometimes called the Weyl- Wigner group). It turns out that if G is a simply

connected aM semi simple Lie group, then the central extension G' is the trivial product.

Hence if these two conditions are satisfied, then we know in advance that G can be ;

represented as a group of unitary transformations on X. f[ \

One final remark before we state the third analogy between classical and quantum i 1

mechanics. At the level of the projective Hilbert space PX, a symmetry group G is a group $ \

of bijections which preserve the form P defined in (4.6). At the level of the Hilbert space

such a symmetry group is represented by a central U(l) extension G' of bijections which

preserve the inner product {,) on X. Since G' preserves the inner product, it preserves the

unit sphere SX, hence we can interpret G' as a group of bijections of the unit sphere SX
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which preserve the form ( , ) on S3C.

Analogy 3

A symmetry group of the quantum description of a system is a group G of

bijections of PK which preserve the form P. One can always find a group G' of bijections

of SK which preserve {,) such that each symmetry geG is represented by a circle (of

phase factors) in G' and the action of this circle on Sft induces the action of g on PK.

In classical mechanics "exactly" the same situation occurs. A symmetry group of

the classical description of a system is a group G of bijections of the phase space M which

preserve the symplectic form to (Liouville). One can "always" (with the exception of some

topologically nasty cases) find a group G' of bijections of the prequantum bundle Y which

preserve the 1-form a such that each symmetry geG is represented by a circle (of phase

factors) in G' and the action of this circle on Y induces the action of g on M.

Moreover, if a physical system is described in both classical mechanics and

quantum mechanics, and if we assume that a group appears as a symmetry group for both

descriptions, then the same extensions appear. If the classical system describes particles of

half-integer spin, then the extension of SO(3) is not trivial; the extension of SU(2) is always

trivial because it is a simply connected, semi simple Lie group. If the translations in

position and momentum form a symmetry group, then the associated extension (which acts

on the prequantum bundle Y in the prequantization description) is the Heisenberg group.

§5 Geometric quantization

§5.1 Quantization in general •

When physicists speak about quantization they mean a loosely defined process | ;•

which tells them how to obtain the mathematical ingredients of the quantum description of a { ;

physical system (§3) if the mathematical ingredients of the classical description (§2) are j ,

known. The idea that such a procedure should exist can be traced back to a remark of Dirac I i

who observed that there exists a remarkable resemblance between the Poisson brackets of | ;

functions on the (classical) phase space and the commutator of the corresponding quantum i ?

observables (self adjoint operators on 3C). To be more specific, he observed that if f and g

are (real) functions on the (classical) phase space representing observable quantities (i.e.

f(m) represents the result of measuring f when the system is described by the point m of the
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phase space) and if f and g are the self adjoint operators on "X representing the same

observable quantities in the quantum description, then the self adjoint operator h which

represents the (classical) observable h = {f»g}Poisson is equal to (i/fi)[f,g]. To state this

property in a more formal way we write O(f) for the self adjoint operator f on 3t which

represents the observable f. With this notation the observation of Dirac can be stated as :

[O(f),O(g)]=-ifiO({f,g}).

When we apply this "rule" to the position and momentum observables p and r on the phase

space R2 we find the well known canonical commutation relations :

[O(p),O(r)] =-ifi 1, (5.1)

where we have made the additional assumption that a constant observable (a function on the

phase space which takes a constant value) should be represented by the same constant times

the identity operator on JC.

In the physical literature several (different) quantization procedures are known, e.g.

canonical quantization, Weyl-Wigner quantization, quantization by Feynman-path integrals,

stochastic quantization, quantization by ^-products and geometric quantization. Although

the starting points of these quantization procedures are quite different, the first test for these

procedures always is to see whether the canonical commutation relations (5.1) are satisfied

if the phase space is R2. In this aspect canonical quantization is the most drastic: it takes the

canonical commutation relations (5.1) as basic axiom for the quantization. We now intend to

formalise the notion of quantization with the canonical commutation relations and Diracs

remark in mind. It should be a procedure which has as input the phase space (M,co) of a

system in the symplectic formulation and as output a Hilbert space K together with a map O

which assigns to a real valued function f on M a self adjoint operator O(f) = f on K, such

that certain conditions are satisfied. In the first place, the physical contents should be the

same, i.e. M and K describe the same physical system and if the function f on M represents

an observable quantity, then O(f) should represent the same physical quantity. In the second

place the map O should satisfy certain desirable conditions Q(i).. .Q(v) listed below.

O(f+g) = O(f) + O(g) )
r <=> O is R-linear

= X O(f) (XeR) J

where f+g is the pointwise addition of functions. I do not know of a physical motivation for

this linearity condition, but it is certainly desirable from the computational point of view. | j

However, even this linearity condition raises questions : a priori it is not guaranteed that the

domains of O(0 and O(g) are the same, so in condition Q(i) one has to be careful with the

domains of the operators. Another desideratum is that the constant observable 1 is

represented by the identity operator:
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iii) 0(1) = Idx>

which represents the idea that if a measurement yields always 1 in the classical description,

then it should yield 1 in the quantum description too (see §3.1). According to Dirac's

remark one also would expect O to be a Lie algebra morphism:

Q(iv) [O(f),O(g)]=-ifiO({f,gJ).

The final condition to be imposed on a quantization procedure should be that it yields the

well known and well tested Schrodinger quantization in the case of M = R2n, i.e.

K = L2(Rn) (the square integrable (complex) functions of r e Rn) together with the

following assignments for some operators : 0(r) = r (pointwise multiplication) and

O(p) = -ifi d/dr (differentiation with respect to r). In view of a theorem of Stone and Von

Neumann this condition can be reformulated as :

Q(v) X is irreducible under the action of a complete set of canonical coordinates

(this reformulation by means of Stone-Von Neumann is not quite correct, but for the sake of

simplicity we ignore the technical details). Condition Q(v) has a clear physical motivation :

the (abelian) group of translations in position and momentum R2n acts transitively on the

phase space M = R2n, i.e. there exists no proper submanifold of M which is invariant

under the action of the group of translations R2". Q(v) is a different formulation of the same

idea : there should not exist a proper subspace of X which is invariant under the action of

the position and momentum operators (because the canonical coordinates are position and

momentum).

Unfortunately, condition Q(v) does not make sense for a general phase space, i.e. a

symplectic manifold, because in general there do not exist global canonical coordinates

(although Darboux's theorem tells us that locally there always exist canonical coordinates).

With the motivation for Q(v) in mind, we can reformulate Q(v) in such a way that it makes

sense for a larger class of symplectic manifolds. Suppose G is a symmetry group of the

symplectic manifold (M,o)), i.e. each diffeomorphism geG of M leaves co invariant (see

also analogy 3, §4.2). If we assume G to be a symmetry group of the quantum description

too, then it follows from §4.2 that a central extension G' of G acts as a group of unitary

transformations on the Hilbert space X. If we now suppose that G acts transitively on M, as

is the case with M = G = R2", then we can reformulate Q(v) as Q(v)':

Q(v)' X is an irreducible representation space for (a central extension of) G.

In this way Q(v)' is applicable to a large class of symplectic manifolds (and if we go to the
category of diffeological manifolds as developed by J.-M. Souriau [So3], Q(v)' is
applicable to all symplectic manifolds).

However, Van Hove has shown in [vH] (see also [Ab&Ma]) that even for the

i i

i? ,*•/!
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phase space R2" the five conditions Q(i)-Q(v) are incompatible! For M = R2n there does not

exist a map O from all (smooth) functions f on M to self adjoint operators on any Hilbert

space K such that the conditions Q(i)-Q(v) are satisfied. That this could happen was already

felt by Dirac himself because he phrases his remark which led to canonical quantization as:

"...the quantum-brackets, or at any rate the simpler ones, have the same values as the

corresponding classical Poisson brackets" [Di, p87]. What physicists usually do is to

weaken condition Q(iv) by requiring that Q(iv) holds only for a certain subset of all

observables (but which one is in general not specified).

§5.2 The first step in the geometric quantization procedure

In the previous section we have seen that the quite natural conditions Q(i)-Q(v)'

cannot be used as an axiomatic basic for quantization because they are contradictory.

Geometric quantization is a quantization procedure which tries to define in an intrinsic way

the Hilbert space % and the map O when the symplectic manifold (M,o>) is given, such that

Q(i)-Q(iii) are always satisfied, such that Q(iv) is satisfied for a (well defined) subset of

observables and such that Q(v)' holds whenever applicable. Moreover, when both the

classical and the quantum description of a physical system are known, it tries to obtain the

given quantum description from the classical description. It should be said that up to now

geometric quantization is not completely succesful in the realisation of this program (e.g.

see [Du]).

To give the reader an idea how the geometric quantization procedure works, we

take the well known phase space M = R2" with its canonical symplectic form co (formula

(2.6)) as an example. The Liouville measure eL = dp r..dpndr1...drnon M gives us in a

canonical way a Hilbert space : X j = L2(R2n, eL), i.e. the space of square integrable

(complex) functions on M. Using the Hamiltonian vector fields Xf associated to (real)

functions we can define (self adjoint) operators Oj(f) on 3Cj by:

O,(f) = -ifi Xf.

One now can verify that the map O t satisfies the conditions Q(i), Q(ii) and Q(iv) (because

the map f -* Xf is a Lie algebra morphism) but it does not satisfy condition Q(iii) since the

Hamiltonian vector field of a constant function is zero.

To find a Hilbert space and a map O for which Q(iii) is satisfied, we can use the

prequantum bundle (Y,oc) with Y = R ^ x U(l) over the symplectic manifold (M,co). On Y

we also have a canonical measure eY = dp,.. .dpndrj.. .drnd# (with e w the element of U(l)).

so we can define a Hilbert space 3«2= L2(R2 nxU(l), eY). i.e. the space of square

integrable (complex) functions on Y. Using the injective representation V of the Poisson

i
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algebra (formula (4.5)) we can define operators O2(f) on W2 by:

O 2 ( f ) = - i i V f .

Again, one can easily verify that O2 satisfies conditions Q(i),Q(ii) and Q(iv), but as before

O2 does not satisfy Q(iii). Although the operator O2(l) is not the zero operator on X2,

neither is it the identity operator (it is -ih d/d$). We now define K3 as the subspace of K2

on which O2(l) is the identity operator, one deduces ftom the expression of O2(l) that X3 is

given by:

X3 = { fe X21 f(r,p,fl) = f(r,p) e1** }. (5.2)

From the expression of the vector fields Vf (formula (4.2)) one deduces that the Hilbert

space 3t3 is invariant under the action of the operators O2(f), so we can define O3 as the

same map as O2 (but in this case the operators have to be seen as operators on 3C3).

Table

Kj = functions on M Oj(f) = - i * Xf

3t2 = functions on Y O2(f) = -ifi Vf

y O3(f) = O2(0 = - i * Vf

What we have got now is a Hilbert space X3 and a map O3 which satisfies the

conditions Q)(i)-Q(iv); our only worry is condition Q(v)'. However, before we investigate

whether Q(v)' is satisfied or not (it is not), we will say a few words about the case of a

general phase space. We have said already that if (M,co) is any symplectic space, then there

exists (nearly always) a prequantum bundle (Y,a) over (M,(o) and an injective

representation V of the Poisson algebra as vector fields on Y. In such a case one can always

define the analogue of X2 and the map O2 (Y has a canonical measure defined by the 1-form

a), but sometimes the subspace X3 consists of the zero vector only. Whether X3 is {0} or

not depends upon the value of the number per which is associated to the symplectic manifold

(M,co) (see the end of §4.1): JC3 * {0} if and only if pCT is an integer multiple of 2Kb. An .i

"explanation" of this condition can be found in studying formula (5.2). We know from the \'-.

discussion at the end of §4.1 that the coordinate •& should be taken modulo per, hence ft = 0 "f

and -Q = pa indicate the same point, which in turn "implies" that exp( i p^/ft) = l. | |

This condition on the symplectic manifold (pCT an integer multiple of 2jtfi) can be '"

thought of as a quantization condition : it restricts the possible phase spaces for which this

method works. To show that this condition has a meaning in physics, we first memorate '»

that if (M,0)) is a cotangent bundle with its canonical symplectic form, then pCT is zero, so

the quantization condition is trivially satisfied and a pair (JC3,O3) with the properties

Q(i)-Q(iv) always exists. Secondly, if (M,a>) is the symplectic space which represents in the

„ Wj

t
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classical formalism a particle with spin, i.e. M = S2 and co = X sind d& A d<p (see the end of

§2.5), then per = 47$. and the quantization conditions becomes the well known quantization

of spin in quantum mechanics \ = Jnfi (with n e Z ) . One of the conclusions of these

observations could be that this procedure, i.e. the construction of a pair (X3,O3) by means

of the prequantum bundle Y, gives us relevant information on the quantum behaviour of the

physical system when we only know its classical (symplectic) description. This

consideration plus the fact that (X3,O3) satisfies Q(i)...Q(iv) explains the names

prequantization and prequantum bundle : (Y.ct) and (X3,O3) can be seen as a first step

towards a quantum description.

Let us now return to condition Q(v) and our example M = R2". Since we know the

dependence of functions in Jt3 on the coordinate d, we can identify X3 with L2(R2n).

Using formulas (4.2) and (5.2) we find that O3(f) can be expressed by:

O3(f) = - i f i ^ ^
3f 3 _ 3f 3 , 3f
dpdr drdp dp

from which one deduces that O3(p) = -ifi d/dr, which is indeed differentiation with respect

to r and that O3(r) = r + ifi d/dp, which is not multiplication by r. That we do not obtain the

usual Schrddinger quantization (see §5.1) is in complete agreement with Van Hove's result

that the conditions Q(i)-Q(v) are incompatible. In fact Van Hove has indicated in [vH] a

proper subspace of 2C3 which is invariant under the action of the operators O3(r) and O3(p).

§5.3 The idea of a polarization and pairing

The main idea to obtain (in an intrinsic way) the Schrodinger quantization from the

constructions described in the previous subsection, the idea which is the heart of the

geometric quantization procedure, is the idea of a polarization. Since the technicalities of the

construction with polarizations are beyond the scope of this paper, this section will be brief

and it will only outline the main idea and mention the problems which one encounters. The

first observation one should make is that if we restrict K3 to functions which depend only f

on the coordinates r and if we integrate these functions only over r, then the operators O3(r) 1

and O3(p) are the correct operators on L2(R") for the Schrddinger quantization. The *>

problem then is that for a general observable f (e.g. the kinetic energy ilpl2) the operator 'j

O3(f) does not have any meaning on this "subspace" of <K3; only for functions which are at 's

most linear in p makes O3(f) any sense on the space of square integrable functions in r. •?

Nevertheless, it is this idea which is generalised by a polarization. With regard to ^ j

polarizations, the main property of the coordinates rx.. .rn is that they constitute a maximal | '-

set of independent functions in involution, i.e. the differentials of them are everywhere I j
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linearly independent, the Poisson bracket of any pair of them is zero and the set is maximal

with respect to the previous two properties. Roughly speaking, a polarization F on a

symplectic manifold is a set of (complex) functions fj...fn which is a maximal set of

independent functions in involution; these functions need not be defined globally, but in

every neighbourhood such a system should exist and they should satisfy compatibility

conditions on the intersection of two such neighbourhoods. One can deduce that the number

of independent functions in a polarization F is always half the dimension of the symplectic

manifold M and that if the functions are real there exist functions g] • • -gn such that the set of

functions f1...fn,g1...gn constitutes a system of canonical coordinates on the symplectic

manifold. One then constructs a Hilbert space XQQ (GQ to indicate Geometric Quantization)

which consists of functions on Y on which O3(l) is the identity operator (i.e. which depend

in a specified way on the coordinate ft in the fibre of the bundle Y) and which depend only

on the "coordinates" f,.. .fn; the norm of such functions is defined by integrating over the

"coordinates" f,.-fn.

The main technical problem with this approach is the question how to define

"integrating over the coordinates f,.. .fn" for a general polarization F. The first solution was

the idea of half-densities (something like square roots of measures), but this did not give the

correct quantization of the harmonic oscillator. The second solution is the idea of half-forms

(something like square roots of volume forms) which gives the correct results for the

harmonic oscillator. However, there remain systems for which even the solution with

half-forms does not yield the correct answers (e.g. see [Du]), but it is the best solution till

now. The map OQQ which gives us the operators on XQQ associated to classical observables

is derived from the map O3 but, as we have seen in our example, the domain of OQQ is a

rather small set of observables which depends strongly upon the choice of the polarization

F. On this small domain the map O G Q satisfies the conditions Q(i)-Q(iv). In the case of

M = R2n and the polarization defined by the position coordinates r it also satisfies Q(v); for

a certain class of Lie groups G one can show that if such a Lie group G acts transitively on

M as diffeomorphisms which conserve the symplectic form to, then the modified condition

Q(v)' is satisfied (for mathematicians : this is essentially the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem on

irreducible representations of compact simply connected Lie groups).

Let us give some examples of polarizations and the associated Hilbert spaces for I

our example M = R2n. As already said Fr = (r r . .rn} is a polarization and the associated ;

Hilbert space Kr is the space of square integrable functions of the coordinates r with respect ;

to the Lebesgue measure on Rn . Another polarization is given by the momentum 1

coordinates : F = {p , . .p n j for which the associated Hilbert space X is the space of i

square integrable functions of the coordinates p with respect to the Lebesgue measure ~l

(physicists will recognise these two Hilbert spaces as the position and momentum

representations of the Schrodinger quantization). Yet another polarization is given by the
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complex functions z- defined by z- = p= + i r : Fz = {z1 . . .znj; in this case the associated

Hilbert space %% is the space of holomorphic functions in z (i.e. functions independent of

the coordinates z-+ which are the complex conjugates of the Zj) which are square integrable

with respect to the Gaussian measure exp(-Xj Izjl2) on R2"=Cn; this is called the Bargmann

representation of the Schrodinger quantization.

It is known that there exist unitary equivalences between the three Hilbert spaces

described above (between Xr and X it is the Fourier transform and between X r and X z it is

the Bargmann transform), so the natural question is whether we can "always" construct in

an intrinsic way a unitary equivalence between the Hilbert spaces associated to different

polarizations on the same symplectic manifold. Up till now the answer is sometimes yes and

sometimes no. Under certain conditions on two polarizations F, and F2 on a given

symplectic manifold (M,co) with associated Hilbert spaces Xj and X 2 one can define a map

*F: Kj x X 2 -» C which is linear in the second coordinate and and linear in the first. This

map is called the pairing and is defind by means of a kernel function, the so called

BKS-kernel after Blattner, Kostant and Steinberg. 4* is defined by integration of this kernel

function over (not always all coordinates of) M. One hopes that such a pairing defines

bijective maps A : Xx -» X 2 and B : X 2 -» X j such that:

where {, )• is the inner product on X= and moreover, one hopes that A and B are unitary. It

turns out that the pairing defined by the BKS-kernel applied to the case of the polarizations

Fr, F and Fz on R2" defines indeed unitary maps which are the already mentioned unitary

equivalences between Xr, X_ and Xz. Unfortunately no general theorem is known under

which circumstances this pairing defines a unitary equivalence between the Hilbert spaces

associated to different polarizations; there exists an example in which the pairing defines a

dilatation and there exists an example in which the pairing defines bijective maps A and B

which are neither unitary nor dilatations.

We conclude this section with three remarks.

1) The inner product on a Hilbert space XQQ associated to a polarization F is defined by the

pairing of F with itself, so the BKS-kernel generalises the inner product

2) One can use the pairing to extend the domain of the map OQQ but on the extended domain

OQQ does in general no longer satisfy condition Q(iv). The idea behind this extension is to

use the flow <pt of the Hamiltonian vector field X f on the phase space M to define a

transformed polarization <p,*F, then to construct the pairing between F and <pt*F (if it

exists!) and finally to take the derivative with respect to t This method is sometimes called

the method of infinitesimal pairing; it can be used for the kinetic energy ilpl2 on the phase

space R 2 n with the polarization Fr in which case it yields the correct answer '\ |

OGQ(ilpl2) = - 4 b 2 \ on Xr. The main draw back of this method is that there is no guarantee
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that the result is a self adjoint operator; one can not even tell beforehand whether it is

formally symmetric : in each separate case one has to check whether the obtained operator is

a self adjoint one.

3) Suppose we have two different polarizations F, and F2 which define two Hilbert spaces

JC, and K2, suppose that the BKS-kernel defines a unitary equivalence A : Kj -» K2

between Xj and K2 and suppose that f is an observable which lies in the extended domains

of both OQQ , and OGQ 2 as defined in the previous paragraph. One might hope that OQQ j(f)

and OGQ2(f) are "the same", i.e. A • OQQ ,(f) = OGQ2(0 • A. Unfortunately, this is not true

in general: the result of geometric quantization depends on the choice of the polarization,

even when the Hilbert spaces are unitarily related (see [Tu2] for an example of this kind on

M = R2n). This "negative" result is intimately related to the fact that geometric quantization

tries to satisfy the incompatible conditions Q(i).. .Q(v)1 as far as possible (see [Ab&Ma] for

some explicit calculations).
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Central extensions and physics

by G.M. Tuynman and W.A.JJ. Wiegerinck

Abstract

In this paper two themes are considered; first of all we consider the question under

what circumstances a central extension of the Lie algebra of a given Lie group determines a

central extension of this Lie group (and how many different ones). The answer will be that

if we give the algebra extension in the form of a left invariant closed 2-form co on the Lie

group, then there exists an associated group extension iff the group of periods of co is a

discrete subgroup of R and co admits a momentum mapping for the left action of the group

on itself.

The second theme concerns the process of pre-quantization; we show that the

construction needed to answer the previous question is exactly the same as the construction

of prequantum bundles in geometric quantization. Moreover we show that the formalism of

prequantization over a symplectic manifold and the formalism of quantum mechanics (where

the projective Hilbert spaces replaces the (symplectic) phase space) can be identified

(modulo some "details" concerning infinite dimensions).

1985 AMS subject classification : 22E99,58F06,22E41,57T10. ;

Key words : central extensions, prequantization. ,
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§1 Introduction and notation

Central extensions play an important role in quantum mechanics: one of the earlier

encounters is by means of Wigner's theorem which states that a symmetry of a quantum

mechanical system determines a (anti-) unitary transformation of the Hilbert space, which is

unique up to a phase factor el9. As an immediate consequence of this phase factor, one

deduces that given a quantum mechanical symmetry group G there exists an extension G' of

G by U(l) (the phase factors) which acts as a group of unitary transformations on the

Hilbert space. In most cases physicists have been succesful in hiding these central

extensions by using larger symmetry groups : SO(3) gives rise to a nasty sign, so one uses

its universal covering SU(2) instead for which this problem with signs disappears (the

extension is trivial); the connected component of the Lorentz group has the same problem,

so one uses its universal covering SL(2,C) for which this problem disappears. However,

there are two important exceptions for which this trick does not work : for the translation

group R2" of translations in both position and momentum it is not possible to hide the phase

factors : one obtains the Heisenberg group. The same problem occurs for the Galilei group:

it is not a symmetry group of the (non relativistic) Schrodinger equation, but its central

extension, the Bargmann group, is. Another area of physics where one encounters central

extensions is the quantum theory of conserved currents of a Lagrangian. These currents

span an algebra which is closely related to so called affine Kac-Moody algebras, which are

the universal central extension of loop algebras. The central terms in this case are known as

Schwinger terms. More recently, these affine Kac-Moody algebras and their associated

groups also appear in the theory of strings.

The central extensions of Lie groups which occur in physics are often defined at the

algebra level (e.g. by means of commutation relations). This raises the question whether

such an algebra extension determines an extension of the Lie group. If we only have Lie

algebras, then the question is easy to answer: according to Lie's third fundamental theorem

to each Lie algebra there exists a global Lie group associated to this Lie algebra. However,

if the group of the original algebra is fixed, then the answer becomes more complicated. The

construction needed to answer this question is already described by E. Cartan in [Ca] where ;

he gave a geometrical proof of Lie's third fundamental theorem. More recently W.T. van \

Est has memorated in [vE,l] this proof and its applications to the case of infinite >

dimensional algebras and Banach-Lie groups. •

After the complete answer to the above question (existence of a Lie group extension j

of a given Lie group associated to an algebra extension) we will show that exactly the same i

construction is used in the process of pre-quantization (which is the first step in the I

procedure of geometric quantization [Ko], [Si&Wo], [So,l]), although it does not directly

give the well known quantization condition : the quantization condition enters by means of
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conditions imposed by physics. Finally we discuss the relation between prequantization and

central extensions of Lie groups (see also [Gu&St], [Si,l] and [Si,2]) and we show that the

relation between prequantization and quantum mechanics is more than a formality : the

Schrodinger equation on a Hilbert space can be interpreted as the canonical flow of a

Hamiltonian function on a symplectic manifold (infinte dimensional); the Schrodinger

equation itself is in this formalism the (unique) lift of the Hamiltonian vector field to the

prequantization bundle.

We conclude this introduction with the remark that we do not claim to present

essentially new results (all separate facts will be known by various specialists). The aim of

this paper is to show a unified approach to various (seemingly unrelated) problems such as

(1) does an algebra extension determine a group extension and (2) the quantization problem

in physics. It is our hope that such a unified approach will lead to a better understanding of

both classical mechanics and quantum mechanics and the connections between them.

We finish this section with some conventions about notation and language.

1. Except when stated otherwise explicitly we will always assume that (i) all manifolds

(and especially all Lie groups) are connected, (ii) all manifolds, functions, vector fields and

k-forms are smooth (i.e. C°°).

2. Substitution of a vector field X in a k-form (giving a (k-l)-form) is denoted by i(X) and

the Lie derivative in the direction of X is denoted by LQi.)-

3. Except when it denotes the real number 3.1415..., the letter 7t will always denote a

canonical projection between two spaces; in the context it will be clear which projection is

meant.

4. Abelian groups will be denoted additively except the group U(l) c C which is denoted

multiplicatively.

5. We assume summation convention : when an index is given twice, summation over this

index is understood implicitly.

I
§2 An origin in physics : Wigner's theorem

In ordinary quantum mechanics a physical system is described by a Hilbert space X {
equipped with an inner product denoted by ( , ). However, two non zero vectors of K
which differ by a complex constant represent the same state of the system, so the set of
states of the system can be described by the complex lines in It, i.e. by the projective
Hilbert space PX. In the projective Hilbertspace one can define a structure P ( , ) (with
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values in R^Q) induced by the inner product on It as follows

P(7tx'ny)= S ^
where 71 denotes the canonical projection n : X\{0} -» PX ; P( , ) is often interpreted as the

transition probability between two states.

With these definitions one then defines a symmetry transformation g as a bijection

of PX to itself which leaves the structure P invariant: V x,y e PX : P(gx,gy) = P(x.v).

According to a theorem due to Wigner such a symmetry transformation can be lifted to a

transformation of the Hilbert space X itself.

Theorem 2.1 (Wigner) : Suppose g is a symmetry of PX, then there exists either a

unitary or an anti-unitary operator U(g) on X such that the action of g is induced by the

action of U(g):

V x e P X :gx=i tU(g)7 i 1 x.

Moreover, the operator U(g) is unique up to a phase factor exp(i8).

For a proof we refer to [Bau] and [Barg.l]. It follows from this theorem that if we

have a connected Lie group G of symmetry transformations then each element g e G will be

represented by a unitary operator on X (in a neighbourhood of the origin each element g

can be written as the square of another element g = h2, U(h)2 is an (ami-) unitary lift of g

(=> U(g) = U(h)2 e"9), the square of an and unitary transformation is unitary and each

neighbourhood of the origin generates the whole group if it is connected).

Corollary 2.2 : Suppose G is a connected Lie group of symmetry transformations on

PX, choose for every ge G a unitary transformation U(g) on X, then there exists a function

q>: GxG-» U(l) such that:

U(gh) = U(g) U(h) <p(g,h), (2.1)

and by associativity of group multiplication this <p satisfies

<p(g,h) <p(gh,k) = <p(g,hk) cp(h,k). (2.2)

If the U(g) can be chosen such that the function <p is constant 1 then it follows from

formula (2.1) that U is a unitary representation of G on X; in the general case (<p not

constant 1) one calls the representation U of G as unitary transformations on X a "projective
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representation", "ray representation" or "representation up to a phase factor" (because of the

phase factor cp appearing in (2.1)). In the next section a detailed discussion will be given

concerning the freedom in cp and its implications; at the moment we will be content with

some ad hoc constructions.

With the aid of the function q> one can construct a unitary representation of a central

extension G' of G as follows. Define G' = G x U(l) as set with multiplication :

(g,C) • ( M ) = (gh, C-Tvtp(g.h)-1).

It follows from relation (2.2) that this is a well defined group multiplication, and we now

can define a unitary representation of G' on K by

( g , 0 x = C • U(g) x for x e K

where U(g) is the specific choice of the unitary lift of g to X used in the construction of cp.

The group G' is a central extension of G in the sense that the kernel of the canonical

projection K: G1 -»G is a central subgroup of G' (isomorphic to U(l)).

Since G' is represented unitary on X, it leaves the innerproduct ( , ) and the unit

sphere SX = {xe X I (x,x) = l ) c j t invariant, i.e. G' acts on SX leaving ( , ) invariant. In

the sequel we will often encounter such a situation in which a group acts on a set, leaving

some structure invariant; we will summarise such a statement by saying that the group is a

symmetry group of the pair (set, structure). With this convention we can summarise the

above result: if a connected Lie group G is a symmetry group of (PX, P), then there exists

a central extension G' of G by U(l) which is a symmetry group of (SX, {, )). If we

furthermore depict the action of a group on a set by a wiggling arrow . -~ ~. •*•• > then this

result can be summarised in the following commutative diagram:

• (SX,<,»

(2.3)

It I
Remark 2.3 : The fibres of the projection rc: SX -> PX are all circles and the action of jj I

U(l) on SX leaves the fibres invariant. Moreover, U(l) acts transitively without fixed | 1

points on these fibres, hence SK is a pricipal fibre bundle over PX with structure group f •

U( 1); the central subgroup U( 1) of G' behaves as if it were the structure group. 4
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In physics one often asks the question whether the function q> in (2.1) is constant 1,

i.e. whether G can be represented as symmetry group of (SK, ( ,)) rather than G' (N.B. an

equivalent formulation of the above question is : when is G' isomorphic to G x U(l) as a

group, not only as a set). One can show that if G is a semi simple and simply connected,

connected Lie group, then the operators U(g) can be chosen such that (p = 1, i.e. in such a

case G can be represented as a symmetry group of (S3C,(,)). If one of these two

conditions is not fulfilled then in general there is no choice for the U(g) such that (p = 1. The

various cases do occur in physics : (a) the group SO(3) of rotations is semi simple but not

simply connected : the operators U(g) can be chosen such that (p(g,h) = ±1. (b) The

universal covering group SU(2) of SO(3) is semi simple and simply connected : it is a

symmety group of (Sft, {,)). (c) The restricted Lorentz group L is semi simple but not

simply connected : also in this case the U(g) can be chosen such that (p(g,h) = ±1. (d) The

double covering SL(2,C) of L is semi simple and simply connected: SL(2,C) is a symmetry

group of (S3C, ( ,)) . (e) The group R2" acting as translations in position and momentum of

a physical system is simply connected but not semi simple : the central extension G' is the

Heisenberg group, (f) The Galilei group occurring in non-relativistic mechanics is neither

semi simple nor simply connected: the central extension G' is the Bargmann group. A more

detailed account of some of these examples can be found in [Barg,2], where the emphasis is

on simply connected Lie groups.

Apart from the question whether the U(g) can be chosen such that <p s 1, another

question is even more important: is the extension G' of G a Lie group if G is? The problem

is whether the multiplication in G' is smooth; if q> is smooth then the multiplication is

smooth, but is this a necessary condition? In physics the groups G' turn out to be Lie

groups; the underlying idea is that in physics one constructs a central extension of the

corresponding Lie algebra rather than of the group; G' then is a Lie group associated with

this Lie algebra extension. This raises immediately the question under what circumstances

can an extension of a Lie algebra be "extended" to an extension of the corresponding group?

In the next section this question will be discussed in more detail.

§3 The mathematical problem:
Central extensions of (Lie) groups and Lie algebras

In this section we will discuss the relation between Lie algebra extensions and Lie

group extensions. Therefore we start with the definition of a central extension of an abstract

group, together with a classification of the possible different extensions. Then we will do
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the same for Lie algebras. To obtain the classification of the inequivalent central extensions

we need the basic definitions of group and Lie algebra cohomology, so we supply them.

Finally we will specialise central extensions of groups to central extensions of Lie groups

and we will discuss the connection between group and algebra extension. We will finish

with the main question whether an algebra extension determines a group extension. The

answer to this question will be given in §5. More information on the use of group

cohomology can be found in [St]. For simply connected Lie groups the connection between

Lie algebra central extensions and Lie group central extension can be found in [Barg,2],

[Si,l] and [Si,2].

§3.1 Central extensions of abstract groups

Definition 3.1 : Let G be a group and A an abelian group. A group G1 is called a central

extension of G by A if (i) A is (isomorphic to) a subgroup of the center of G' and (ii) G is

isomorphic to G'/A. Two central extensions G'1 and G'2 of G by A will be called

equivalent if there exists an isomorphism O : G'1 -»G'2 such that (i) JC2 <P = rtj where JU; is

the canonical projection of G'1 to G = G"'/A, and (ii) <I> is the identity on the subgroup A :

cp(g' a) = <l>(g') a for any gf in G'1.

Remark 3.2 : When we use the language of exact sequences (the image of one map is the

kernel of the next), a central extension G' of G by A is given by a short exact sequence

of group homomorphisms with the restriction that image(A) <z center(G'). An equivalence

of central extensions then is a commutative diagram

,2 — ^ * i

in which both upper and lower exact sequences represent the central extensions.

Definition 3.3 (group cohomology) : Let G be a group, then for any ke IN denote by

Ck(G,A) =a {<p: Gk -» A) the set of k-cochains on G with values in the abelian group A,

which forms an abelian group under pointwise addition of functions. One defines the

coboundary operator 8 k : Ck -* Ck+1 by

|
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= <p(g2 gk+I)

and one calls Zk(G,A) = k e r ^ ) the set of k-cocycles and Bk(G,A) = im(8k_j) the set of

k-coboudaries. It is easy to verify that 5^ 5,^ = 0, hence Hk
gr(G,A) = k e r ^ ) / im(5kl)

is a well defined abelian group called the k-th cohomology group of G with values in A (the

subscript "gr" denotes "group" to distinguish these cohomology groups from others).

Proposition 3.4 : The inequivalent central extensions of a group G by A are classified by

Proof: Let G' be a central extension of G by A, denote by Jt the canonical projection from

G' to G and let s : G -» G' be a section of G' i.e. a map satisfying jt s = id(G). It follows

that for any g,h e G there exists an element <p(g,h) e A such that:

s(gh) = s(g) s(h) <p(g,h). (3.2)

((p measures the extent in which the section s fails to be a homomorphism). Since

multiplication in G1 is associative it follows that the map <p:GxG-»Aisa 2-cocycle on G

with values in A. If s' is another section then there exists a function x : G —» A such that

s'(g) = X(g) s(g); the associated 2-cocycle (p' is related to q> by <p' = <p - 5 ^ . We conclude

that the extension G' determines a unique cohomology class in H2 (G,A).

Conversely let cp be a 2-cocycle on G with values in A representing a particular

cohomology class, then we define an extension G' by:

G' = G x A with multiplication (g,a) (h,b) = (gh, a+b-q>(g,h)). (3.3)

One verifies easily the following facts: (i) the condition <p a cocycle implies that (a) <p(e,e) =

<P(e,g) = <p(g,e) for all g in G where e denotes the identity in G, (b) (e,<p(e,e)) is the identity

of G' and (c) this multiplication is associative; (ii) n : (g,a) -» g defines G' as a central

extension of G by A; the canonical injection A —» G' is given by a -» (e,a+<p(e,e)). By

choosing the section s(g) = (g,0) one shows that this extension determines a cohomology

class represented by cp, showing that this construction is a left inverse to the map

"extensions -» cohomology classes" constructed above.

Finally let <pj and <Pj be two 2-cocycles with associated extensions G'1 and G'2 and

suppose O is an equivalence between them. By definition of equivalence O must be of the

form <D(g,a) = (g,a+%(g)) and one verifies easily that "fl> a group homomorphism" implies

that (p2 = <pj + SjX, proving the proposition. QED
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Corollary 3.5 : If G is a connected Lie group of symmetries of IPX then the mapping <p of

corollary 1.2 is a 2-cocycle and the associated cohomology class [cp] e H2 (G,U(1))

depends only on the action of G on IP3C, not on the specific choice of the unitary maps U(g)

on the Hilbert space 7t.

§3.2 Central extensions of Lie algebras

Definition 3.6 : Let of be a Lie algebra and RP an abelian Lie algebra. A Lie algebra of is

called a central extension of of by RP if (i) Rp is (isomorphic to) an ideal contained in the

center of o)' and (ii) of is isomorphic to of I RP. Two extensions will be called equivalent if

there exists an isomorphism (of Lie algebras) which is the identity on the ideal RP and

which is compatible with the "projections" to of.

Remark 3.7 : In the language of exact sequences a central extension of of o/ by Rp is

given by a short exact sequence

{0} -> RP -» s>'-> <y -» {0}

of Lie algebra homomorphisms with the restriction that image(RP) c center(gr'). An

equivalence of central extensions then is a commutative diagram

in which both upper and lower exact sequences represent the central extensions.

Definition 3.8 (Lie algebra cohomology): Let 9 be a Lie algebra, then for any keIN :

denote by Ck(g>, RP) = {© : o)k -» R P I co is k-linear} the set of k-cochains on gr with v ~

values in the abelian Lie algebra Rp, which forms a vector space in the obvious way. One <f I

defines the coboundary operator 8 k : Ck -» Ck+1 by: §' •»

" k+1 (3.4)

and one calls Zk(oj, RP) = ker(8k) the set of k-cocycles and Bk(gr, RP) = ̂ (c^.j) the set of
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k-coboudaries. One can verify that 8^ 8k.j = 0, hence H * ^ , RP) = ker(8k) / im(8kl)

is a well defined vector space called the k-th cohomology group of oj with values in RP (the

subscript "al" denotes "algebra" to stress that it concerns Lie algebra cohomology).

Remark 3.9 : In formula (3.4) one recognises (a part of) the formula for the exterior

derivative of a k-form and indeed if G is a Lie group with Lie algebra of, if (0 is a left

invariant k-form with values in RP (i.e. p separate left invariant k-forms) and if Xlv.,Xk+1

are k+l left invariant vectorfields on G (where we identify left invariant vectorfields with

elements of the Lie algebra of) then 5^ is just the exterior derivative on these p k-forms. It

follows that the Lie algebra cohomology groups are isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology

of left invariant forms with values in RP : H^Sf.RP) = Hk
UdR(G,RP) = [Hk

lwR(G, R)]P.

Proposition 3.10 : The inequivalent central extensions of a Lie algebra of by RP are

classified by H ^

Proof: Let of' be such an extension, % : of' -» of the canonical projection and a : of -» of a

section of of, i.e. a linear map satisfying rc a = id(gj). It follows that there exists a map co

from of x of to RP c: of such that :

a([X,Y])= [o(X), a(Y)] + 0)(X,Y), (3.5)

and from the Jacobi identity in of one deduces that 0) is a 2-cocycle. The rest of the proof

follows the same pattern as the proof of proposition 3.4, so we leave it to the reader.

QED

§3.3 Central extensions of Lie groups and the associated extensions of
their Lie algebras

In this subsection we will always work with the following situation : a central <

extension of groups {0}-»A-»G'-»G-»{l}, in which A, G' and G are connected Lie 1

groups and the arrows Lie group homomorphisms (i.e. C°° group homomorphisms); in "

particular i t : G' -» G denotes the projection. In such a case we will say that G1 is a Lie I

group (central) extension of G by A. Since A is a connected abelian Lie group, its universal t

covering group is (isomorphic to) RP with addition of vectors. It follows that a j

neigbourhood of the "identity" in A is isomorphic to an open subset of RP containing 0, so

we have a canonical way to identify the Lie algebra of A (i.e. the tangent space at the

•M
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identity) with RP. The Lie algebras of G' and G will be denoted by of and of. The map

7t: G' —> G induces a map at the algebra level 7t* : of —> of which is readily seen to be a

central extension of of by RP (which is the algebra of A). To facilitate the discussions we

introduce the following notations : Ext(G, A) will denote the set of all inequivalent Lie group

central extensions of G by A and ext(gr, RP) will denote the set of all inequivalent Lie

algebra central extensions of o/ by Rp. In the previous section we have seen that ext(3»,Rp)

is isomorphic to H2
a](gf, RP). More facts about extensions of Lie groups (not only central

ones) can be found in [Sh] and [Ho].

What we now want to do is to establish a map A between H2 (G,A) and

H^gf.RP) which associates to the cohomology class representing the extension G' of G

the cohomology class representing the extension y' of of. However, there are some

difficulties related to the fact that we have to do with Lie groups which are in particular

smooth manifolds. If G is a Lie group and (p a 2-cocycle with values in A then we can not

guarantee that the group G' defined in formula (3.3) is a Lie group. If this cocycle 9 is a

smooth function then we are sure that G' is indeed a Lie group (and moreover a Lie group

extension by A), which suggests that for Lie groups we have to restrict ourselves in the

definition of group cohomology to smooth functions. The cohomology groups derived in

this way (using functions (p : Gk -» A which are smooth) will be denoted by Hk
s (G,A),

the subscript "s" denoting "smooth". However, in the general case H2 (G,A) does not

classify all central extensions of G by A, but only those which admit a global smooth

section (see §5). The appropriate cohomology theory in which H2
S (G,A) does classify

the Lie group central extensions, is the one based on e-smooth cochains, i.e. cochains

(p : Gk -» A which are smooth in a neighbourhood of the identity ek e Gk; the resulting

cohomology groups will be denoted by H2^ (G,A)-

Proposition 3.11 : Ext(G,A) is "isomorphic" to H2
esgr(G,A).

Proof (sketch): If G' -» G is a central extension, then G' is in particular a locally trivial

principal fibre bundle over G with structure group A, hence there exists a section s: G -»G' ;

which is smooth in a neighbourhood of e. Consequently the associated 2-cocycle is smooth \

around e2 e G2, hence defines an element of H2 (G,A). •

Conversely if <p is a representative of an element of H2
esigr(G,A), then <p is smooth ]

around the identity. Using the facts that G and A are topological groups and that q> is ]

continuous around the identity, it is easy to construct a fundamental system of |

neighbourhoods of the identity e' 6 G ' = G x A (the group constructed in formula (3.3)) i

which turns G' into a topological group. Then using the facts that G and A are Lie groups V I

and that <p is smooth around the identity one shows that G' admits the structure of a Lie
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group (lemma 2.6.1 of [Va]) for which it : G' -» G is a Lie group morphism. QED

Remark 3.12 : There exist canonically defined maps

Hk
s gr(G,A) -> Hk

es gr(G,A) -> Hk
gr(G,A)

which associate to a cocycle representing a cohomology class the cohomology class of the

same cocycle in the cohomology group with less structure; what we will show in this

section is that there exists a map A : H2^ (G,A) —» H^gr, RP) with the property that if

[<p] represents the extension JC : G' —> G then A[<p] represents the extension Jt* : y' -* °).

We will see in §5 that the map A is in general neither surjective nor injective.

Construction 3.13 : To define this map we proceed as follows : choose p left invariant

vector fields Y l t . . .,Y on G' which form a basis for the Lie algebra of A; then choose n left

invariant vector fields S j , . . . , ^ on G' such that Yj,...,Y ,Zv...,En is a basis of the Lie

algebra of of G'. It follows that the left invariant vectors X; = Jt* S ; on G form a basis of

the Lie algebra g of G. Finally denote by p'.-.-.P™ the left invariant 1-forms on G which

are dual to the basis Xj,...,Xn of $ and denote by a1,...,^ the left invariant 1-forms on

G' such that a1 , . . . , aP,n*P1 Jt*Pn are dual to the basis Yv..., Y p , S , , . . . , En ,

especially ot^Y-) = 6'=. Since A is contained in the center of G' we have [Yj.Y-] = 0 =

[Yj.SJ and there exist constants Cyk and d-' such that:

[ S i 3 p - c ^ S k + d u ' Y r (3.6)

It follows immediately that [X;,XJ = Cy* Xk. By duality one derives the following

identities:

da r = - i djjr Jt*pj A jt*pi (full summation) (3.7)

from which one deduces that dar is the pull back of a closed 2-form coT = - i d-1 (3' A P> on

G. The map a(X;) = 2; from of to g' is a section of the Lie algebra extension jr* : gr' -» of, :

and it follows easily from (3.6) and (3.7) that the 2-cocycle co with values in RP associated !

to this section according to proposition 3.10 is given by 00 = (of) = of ® Yr.

What follows at this point is not directly relevant for the present discussion, but it is .

appropriate to mention it here. Suppose G is a Lie group, M a manifold, O : Gx M—>M a |

C~ map and denote O(g,m) by O(g)(m), i.e. O(g) : M - > M a C " map. The map O is called , j

a left action of G on M if it satisfies O(gh) = <D(g) 3>(h); it is called a right action if it

satisfies G>(gh) = <J>(h) O(g).
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Definition 3.14 : If O is an action (left or right) of G on M and if X e of, we define the

fundamental vector field XM on M as the vector field associated to the flow O(exp(Xt)) on

M.

In the case of a left action we have <D(g)* XM = (Ad(g) X)M; for a right action this

formula becomes 4>(g)* XM = (Ad(g') X)M. We now assume that the reader is familiar

with the definition of a principal fibre bundle over a manifold; we recall the definition of a

connection.

Definition 3.15 : A connection 1-form a on a principal fibre bundle P over M with

structure group G (in particular O : PxG-»P denotes the (right) action of G on P) is a

1-form with values in the Lie algebra 9 of G satisfying :

(i) V X e o) a(Xp) = X

( i i ) V g e G O(g)* a = Ad(g ' ) • a.

Proposition 3.16 : The 1-form a on G' with values in the Lie algebra of A = RP defined

by a = (ar) = a r ® Yr is a connection 1-form on the principal fibre bundle G1 over G with

structure group A.

Construction 3.17 : We now proceed with the main discussion of this subsection. Let s

be an arbitrary section of the extension n : G' -> G by A which is smooth around the

identity and let <p be the associated e-smooth 2-cocycle, then formula (3.3) defines an

isomorphism between G1 and G x A which is smooth around the identity. Hence this

isomorphism defines an identification between of and j x R P identified with the tangent

spaces in the identities. Using this identification, an elementary calculation shows that for

(X,v), (Y,w) e of with X, Y e oj and v,w e RP the commutator is given by : *

[ (X,v) , (Y,w) ] = ([X,Y] , Q(X,Y) ) |
with %

£i(X,Y) = £-1 ^ - 1 {<p(exp(Xt),exp(Ys)) - (p(exp(Ys),exp(Xt))} (3.8) |
dtt=0 aSs=0

(N.B. Here we treat the function <p as if it were a function to Rp instead of to A; this is

permitted because we are only interested in the values around the identity of A) Since <p is a

i -m
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2-cocycle on G with values in A it follows that Q is a 2-cocycle with values in RP on the
algebra o/ (it also follows from the fact that of is a Lie algebra in which the commutator
satisfies the Jacobi identity). A different section s' of G\ which is equivalent to adding the
boundary 5% of a 1-cochain % to <p, would have changed the 2-cocycle £2 with the boundary
of the 1 -cochain \\r defined by:

V(X)= ^ l i = o X(exp(Xt)).

From these observations we deduce that the map defined by (3.8) from e-smooth group

2-cocycles q> to algebra 2-cocycles £2 induces a map A : tf^CA) - » H ^ g r , Rp).

Remark 3.18 : We know in an abstract way that the algebra 2-cocycles co (defined in

construction 3.13) and £2 (defined in construction 3.17) on oj with values in RP have to

differ by a 2-coboundary. However, we can indicate explicitly a section s of the bundle G'

which yields according to formula (3.8) the algebra 2-cocycle (0 = (cor) of the initial

construction (n*uf = dar, aT dual to Y). The exponential mapping from a Lie algebra to an

associated Lie group is a diffeomorphism in a neighbourhood of the identity; the 2-cocycle

CO is constructed by means of the section o of <tf -» of defined by O"(X;) = Sj, so we can

define a section s of the extension G' -> G by : s(expGX) = expG.o(X) in a neighbourhood

of the identity and arbitrary elsewhere. This section then is e-smooth and calculation of

(3.8) for die 2-cocycle associated to this section yields the algebra 2-cocycle co.

3.18 Summary: We can summarise our results in the following commutative diagram

H2
sgI(G,A) U H2

esgr(G,A) —

Ext(G.A)

where the map d) is the natural inclusion, (2) is the map A defined in construction 3.17, (3)

is the map defined in proposition 3.4 when restricted to smooth 2-cocycles, (4) is the

equivalence of proposition 3.11, (5) is the equivalence of proposition 3.10, and (6) is the

map which associates to the Lie group central extension jt : G' -» G the extension

n* : Te.G' -> TeG of Lie algebras. Now the question arises naturally whether one of the

maps 1,2 or 3,6 is invertible or not. As already said in remark 3.12 in general neither of the
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two maps 2,6 is invertible : there exist different group extensions with the same algebra

extension and there exist algebra extensions which do not derive from a group extension.

Moreover, there exist group extensions which do not admit a global smooth section, i.e.

which do not determine an element of H2 (G,A), hence in general the maps 1,3 are not

invertible. On the other hand, if G is a simply connected Lie group all the arrows are

invertible. In §5 we will derive necessary and sufficient conditions under which an algebra

extension is associated to a group extension, from which we can deduce the claims made

above.

§4 "Central extensions" of manifolds

As a particular case of the previous section we have seen that if G1 is an extension

of G by a 1-dimensional abelian Lie group A (i.e. A = R/D with D a discrete subgroup of

R), then G' is a principal fibre bundle with connection 1-form a over G with structure

group A (proposition 3.16) and da = Jt*oo where 0) is a closed (left invariant) 2-form on G.

Moreover we have seen that also in (quantum) mechanics a principal fibre bundle (with fibre

U(l)) occurs (remark 2.3). This should motivate the questions studied in this section :

suppose M is a connected manifold and co a closed 2-form on M. Under what conditions

does there exist a principal fibre bundle Jt: Y -» M with structure group R/D, D a discrete

subgroup of R, together with a (connection) 1-form a on Y such that da = Jt*a> ? If it

exists, what are the different possibilities for (Y,a) ?

In the next sections we will show that the answers to these questions tell us how to

construct central extensions of Lie groups, how to construct principal fibre bundles over

symplectic manifolds (prequantization) and how to duplicate the situation of diagram (2.3)

for classical mechanics.

§4.1 Definition of the group of periods Per(co)

We start with a closed 2-form to on a connected manifold M and we choose a cover

II of M such that all finite intersections Uj, n...n Ujk are either contractible or

Iempty (e.g. one can choose the Ut geodesically convex sets for some Riemannian metric on i

M). By contractibility of these finite intersections there exist 1-forms d f , functions f- and '

constants a^ such that:

tii
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on Uj (to is closed)

on Uj n U- (with f- = - f-;

on

(4.1)

In order to define the group of periods Per(co) we need a few words on Cech

cohomology. The set Nerve({Uj}) is defined by :

Nerve ={ (io,...ik)e I k t l IU i on. . .nU i k^0,k=O,l ,2 , . . . )

and an element (io,...ik) is called a k-simplex. With these k-simplices one defines the

abelian group (^({Uj}) as the free Z-module with basis the k-simplices, i.e. ^({U,})

consists of all finite formal sums X Cj0 ^ (i,,,. ..ik) with cj0 j k € Z ; elements of Ck

are called k-chains. Between C^ and C^.j we can define a homomorphism dk called the

boundary operator by:

k
dk(i0,...ik)= £( - l ) i (io,...,ij.1,ij+i ik)

j=0

on the basis k-simplices and extended to C^ by "linearity".

A homomorphism h : Ck -» A from the k-chains to an abelian group A is

completely determined by its values on the basis k-simplices h(io,...ik); it is called a

k-cochain iff it is totally antisymmetric in the sense that if two entries i and i in (i0>.. .ik)

are interchanged then h changes sign. In this sense the constants a^ defined in (4.1) form a

2-cochain with values in A = R. The set of all k-cochains with values in the abelian group A

is denoted by (?({Uj},A); equipped with pointwise addition of functions this is an abelian

group. By duality we can define coboundary operators \ : C?({Uj},A) -* ( ^ ' ( { U ^ A ) :

(Skh)(c) = h(dk+1c) for c e ^ ^ ( { U ; } ) .

One can verify that dkdk+1 = 0, and hence \ 8,^ = 0. It follows that Bk = im^ . j ) (whose

elements are called k-coboundaries) is contained in Zk = k e r ^ ) (whose elements are called

k-cocycles), so their quotient Hk
c( {U;) ,A) = Zk / Bk is a well defined abelian group called

the k-th Cech cohomology group associated to the cover {U;} with values in A. It follows

directly from (4.1) that the 2-cochain a is a 2-cocycle.

Remark 4.1 : One can show that the Cech cohomology groups Hk
c((Uj},A) do not

depend upon the chosen cover (Uj) (with the restrictions imposed on such a cover as

above), so one usually denotes it by Hk
c(M,A). Moreover one can show that for A = R

these Cech cohomology groups Hk
c(M,R) are isomorphic to the de Rham cohomology

groups Hk
dR(M,R) (e.g. see [Wa]). In particular the map [to] -»fa] which associates to the

!
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cohomology class of co in H2
dR(M,R) the cohomology class of the 2-cocycle a in

H2
C(MJR) is the well defined isomorphism between H2

dR(MJR) and H2
C(MJR).

Definition 4.2 : Per(oo) = im(a : ker 32 —»R) where a is the 2-cocycle defined in (4.1).

Proposition 4.3 : Per(co) is independent of the various choices which can be made in the

construction of the 2-cocycle a.

Proof: If -&{ is replaced by dj + dty (with fy a function on U;) then a;-k is not changed; if f;-

is replaced by f- + Cy (with c- a constant) then a^ is changed to (a+8c)ik but by definition

of Per(co) this does not change Per(co) because 5c is zero on ker 3. Since these changes

exhaust the possible choices in the construction of a the proposition is proved. QED

Remark 4.4 : If co is replaced by co + dft then fy is replaced by ft; + d and fy is not

changed; it follows that Per(co) depends only upon the cohomology class of co in the

de Rham cohomology group H2
dR(M,R).

Proposition 4.5 : Let D be a subgroup of R containing Per(co), then the cocycle a can be

chosen such that aijk e D.

Proof: N.B. This is a purely algebraic statement; no topological arguments are involved and

D might be dense in R. We define a homomorphism b : Cj({U;J) -» R/D as follows : on

the subspace im(d2) b is defined by : b = n a 3 2 ' where n is the canonical projection

R -» R/D; this is independent of the choice in d2
A by definition of D and Per(co). Now R/D

is a divisible Z-module so there exists an extension b to the whole of C, (see [Hi&St],

§1.7). Since C, is a free Z-module, there exists a homomorphism b ' : C, -* R satisfying : I

7t b' = b. Finally we can replace the functions fy by fy - bV which changes the cocycle a | <

into a - 8b' and by construction of b' it follows that n( a^ - (5b')ijk) = 0, showing that this i \

modified cocycle has values in D as claimed. QED f i

Nota Bene 4.6 : the simplex (ijk) is clearly not in ker d, nevertheless we have shown that

the cocycle a can be chosen such that it takes everywhere values in D containing Per(co)!
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§4.2 Construction of the R/D principal fibre bundle (Y,a)

If D is a dense subgroup of R then R/D is not a manifold in the usual sense

(although it is a diffeological manifold [So,2], [Do], an S-manifold [vE,2] or a Q-manifold

[Barr]), so from now on we will always assume that D is a discrete subgroup of R. Since

we also assume that it contains the group of periods Per(co), this condition excludes some

pairs (M,oo) (the easiest situation we know of where Per(oo) is dense is on S'x S*x S1x S1

with © = dXjA dxj +1 dx3A dx4 where t is irrational). On the manifold R/D we will use the

local coordinate x inherited from the standard coordinate on R. Finally we assume that the

functions fy have been chosen such that the cocycle a takes its values in D everywhere.

With these assumptions it follows that the functions g^ : Uj n Uj -* R/D defined by

= n( fjj(m)) satisfy the cocycle condition

so they define a principal fibre bundle n: Y -» M with structure group R/D, local charts

Uj x R/D with projection n(m, x;) = m, and transitions between charts

Uj x R/D 3 (m, X;) -» (m, xt + gy(m)) = (m, xp e Uj x R/D;

the action of y e R/D on Y is given on a local chart U4 x R/D by (m^) • y = (m,X;+y).

On Y we can define a 1-form a as follows: on the local chart Vi x R/D it is given by

a = w*dj + dXj, (4.2)

which is correctly defined globally because of the construction of the fy (N.B. although x;

is in general not a global coordinate on R/D, dxj is a globally defined 1-form). In fact a is a

connection 1-form on the principal fibre bundle Y if we identify the Lie algebra of R/D with

R itself as tangent space of 0 e R. Since (4.2) implies da = n*a>, we can now answer the

question posed at the beginning of this section.

Proposition 4.7 : A principal R/D fibre bundle Y over M with a compatible connection I

form a exists iff Pcr(co) is contained in the discrete subgroup D. ;

•>

Proof: The if part is shown in the construction above. For the converse we reason as i

follows : if (Y,ot) exists, then there exist transition functions g-: Uj n Uj -»R/D. For a j

general connection a the local expression is given by a = Ad(g']) n*-& + g'dg; in this case ?

the structure group A is abelian, hence a is expressed locally by a = n*^ + dx( and the

condition da * n*u> implies dd{ = (0. By contractibility of U{ n Uj the existence of

functions fy satisfying (4.1) follows and the original bundle is shown to be obtained by the
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process described above. In particular nCa^) = 0, i.e. a^ e D, showing that Per(co) £ D.
QED

§4.3 Classification of the different possibilities (Y,a)

Two "bundles with connection" (Y,a) and (Y'.a1) will be called equivalent if there

exists a bundle diffeomorphism (p : Y -» Y' commuting with the group action (i.e. if

<p(m,x) = (m,x') then <p(m,x+y) = (m,x'+y)) such that <p*oc' = a. With future applications

in mind we will relax the notion of equivalence slightly, using the following definition of

equivalence.

Definition 4.8 : Suppose 6 is a subgroup of the vector space of all 1-forms on M, then

we will call an extension (Y,a) over (M,co) 0-equivalent to an extension (Y',a') over

(M,co') if there exists a 1-form tie 0 and a principal fibre bundle equivalence <p : Y -» Y'

(i.e. <p commutes with the projection to M and <p is equivariant with respect to the action of

the structure group R/D), such that <p*ot' = a + n*&, it follows that to' = to + dd, i.e. the

cohomology classes of (0 and of to' are the same, hence their groups of periods are the

same.

Remark 4.9 : One sometimes borrows the language of exact sequences to denote principal

fibre bundles (e.g. [Br&Di]): the principal fibre bundle n : Y -» M with group A then is

denoted by the sequence:

{0} -> A > Y -» M

where the first arrow is added to show that the action of A on Y is without fixed points.

Using these sequences, two bundles with connection (Y,a) and (Y',a") arc ©-equivalent if i

there exists a commutative diagram of the following form: -

- j t (Y,OC+JC*0) ^ ^ I

{0J -» A — I J* (M,OM-d0) I
(Y\a'+Jt*e)

in which both the upper and the lower sequences denote the principal fibre bundles, and in

which the arrows "preserve" the (collections of) forms.

. i
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Before we can state the classification of the 0-inequivalent extensions over M, we f'-.
need a few comments. Let ft be any closed 1-form on M and let {U;} be a cover as in §4.1,
then on Uj there exists a function r ; such that dT; = ft. It follows that Tj - Tj = y~ is '

constant on U{ n U= hence is a 1-cocycle with values in R. It is easy to show that the
cohomology class [y] of the 1-cocycle y depends only upon the cohomology class [ft] of ft
in H^MJR) (the map [ft] -» [y] is the equivalence H ^ M . R ) -» H^M.R), see also
remark 4.1). When we project the cocycle y to R/D, we get a cocycle n y, hence an induced
map 7t: H^tMJt.) -» ^(M.R/D). Finally we denote by 0O the set of closed 1-forms in
0 , by [60] the image of 6 0 in H^MJR.) and by [0O]D the image of [6O] under n in

Theorem 4.10 : The 0-inequivalent possibilities for the principal R/D bundle with

connection (Y,a+7t*Q) over (M,GHd6) are classified by: H^M, R/D) mod [0O]D.

Proof: Suppose (Y,a) over (M.co) is constructed with solutions ftj and fy to (4.1) and
(Y'.ot1) over (M,w') with ft'; and f y (with 0)1 = « + dft for some ft in 0 and with the
constraint that a^ and a'ijk should be in D 2 Per(co) = Pcr(co')), then the transition
functions between two local charts are given by g~ = 7t f̂  for (Y,a) and by gV = n fy for
(Y'.cf).

Since Uj is contractible, all closed 1-forms are exact, hence there exist functions F;

on Uj such that ft'j = ftj + ft + dFj. Since U; n U, is contractible there exist constants c-
such that f jj = fjj + Fj - Fj + c ,̂ and the constraint a^, a'^ e D translates as (SjC)^ e D,
which is equivalent to n c being a 1-cocycle with values in R/D. In the construction of the
cohomology class [n c] we have two degrees of freedom: we can modify the functions F;

with a constant bi? which changes the 1-cochain c with the coboundary 5b, hence the
cohomology class of the 1-cocycle n c is not changed. In the second place, we can modify
the choice of fte 0 by an element ftoe 0 O which modifies the functions F: with the
functions F; (associated to the closed 1-form ft0 on M (see above)), hence n c is modified
by « Y (Yy = Fj - Tj, hence 5y=0), so the image of [re c] in H^M, R/D) mod 1©O]D is
independent of the possible choices in the construction of the cochain c. It follows that if we
classify all bundles (Y',a') relative to (Y,oc) then we have constructed a mapping from the
0-inequivalent bundles to H^M, R/D) mod [0O]D, which is surjective as can be verified
easily.

Now suppose <p is an equivalence between (Y,a) and (Y'.a1); it follows that on U;

<p is given by <p(m,x) = (m, x + <p;(m)) for some function q>j: Uj —» R/D. Since Uj is
contractible (hence simply connected) there exist functions <(>;: U4 -»R such that Jt ty = (p;.
From the equation q>*a' = a + ft" for some ft"e 0 one deduces in the first place that

1
i

»

\

\

i
?
(

?• ;

i :!
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•&"=•& + -&o with #os @o and #e 0 as used in the construction of the classifying cocycle

it c. In the second place one deduces that -&{ - fy+tf+i^-dct);, from which one deduces that

Fj+fy-r; is constant (dF; = #o). When we now apply the transition functions between iwo

local trivialisations U; x R/D and U- x R/D we find that g'y = g- + (pj - <p; which implies

that f ;• = f;- + <|>- - <j>; + d;- for some constant d- e D. Combining all these facts we find that

the cohomology class [n c] in H ^ M , R/D) is the same as the cohomology class of [K y]

determined by ̂ e ©0, showing that two equivalent bundles determine the same element in

H1
C(M, R/D) mod [©JD. Reversing this argument one sees that two bundles which

determine the same element in H ^ M , R/D) mod [0O]D are equivalent, which proves the

proposition. QED

Remark 4.11: As is known the Cech cohomology group H^fM.A) is isomorphic to the

group Hom(7t1(M) -» A) of homomorphisms from the first homotopy group of M into A.

From this it follows that if M is simply connected then all possible bundles (Y,a) are

equivalent

Remark 4.12 : In the classification of 9-inequivalent bundles we can consider the two

extremes : 0 = {0} and 0 = all 1-forms. When we consider 0 = {0}, we consider the

classification of the principal A bundles (Y,a) over M such that da = co; these are classified

by H ^ M . R / D ) . On the other extreme, when we consider 0 = all 1-forms we are

obviously not interested in the specific choice of (o as long as the cohomology class [co]

remains constant. Moreover, in choosing all 1-forms, we also disregard the connection a

on Y : we are only interested in the different principal R/D bundles Y over M which can be

constructed by the method of §4.2. To prove this statement, suppose that Y and Y1 are two

principal R/D bundles over M constructed by the method of §4.2 (for two closed 2-forms in

the cohomology class [co]) and suppose <p is an equivalence of principal fibre bundles over

M between Y and Y'. If a is the connection on Y and a ' is the connection on Y1 as

constructed in §4.2, then <p*a' is a connection on Y which satisfies d<p*ot e [co]. It is easy -

to show that the 1-form cp*a' - a on Y is the pull back of a 1-form on M (it is zero on j

tangent vectors on Yin the direction of the fibre and its exterior derivative is the pull back of !

a 2-form on M), hence <p*oc' = o + re*d, which shows that (Y,a) and (Y'.ot1) are |

©-equivalent for 0 = all 1-forms. •

We can summarise the above discussion by the statement that the inequivalent

principal R/D bundles Y over M, which can be constructed by the method of §4.2,

regardless of the connection form and regardless of the specific choice of co in [co], are

classified by H'C(M, R/D) mod it H*C(M, R). If D = (0), then this statement reduces to
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the fact that there is up to equivalence only one such bundle. If D = Z then we can use the

long exact sequence in cohomology associated to the short exact sequence of abelian groups

0->D-»R-»R/D-»0 to show that this quotient is equivalent to the image of H ^ M , R/D)

in H ^ M , D), which in turn is equal to the kernel of the map H2
C(M, D) -» H2

C(M, R)

(specialists in algebraic topology will recognise this as the kernel of the map H2
C(M, Z) —>

Hom(H2(M, Z) ,Z) where H2 is the homology group). This result connects cohomology

with values in a constant sheaf (the Cech cohomology H^M.A)) and cohomology with

values in a sheaf of germs of smooth functions (which we will denote by H(M,AS)). The

long exact sequence in H(M,AS) associated to the above mentioned short exact sequence,

together with the fact that H^MJR.,.) and H^M.Rg.) are zero (a partition of unity argument,

see [Hi]) shows that H^M.OR/D)^ and H^M.D,.) are isomorphic. Now H^M^R/D),.)

classifies all inequivalent principal R/D bundles Y over M (the transition functions g- of

§4.2 determine an element of H1(M,(R/D)S)) and H2(M,DS) = H ^ M . D ) (because smooth

functions to the discrete set D are necessarily (locally) constant), so indeed the image of

H1
C(M, R/D) in H^tMJD) classifies inequivalent principal R/D fibre bundles over M.

Remark 4.13 : It is possible that Y is topologically trivial but not trivial as "bundle with

connection" (in the strict sense with 0 = {0}) as can be seen in the example M = S1 (all

2-forms are zero hence exact hence closed) where the above construction always gives a

topologically trivial bundle (see the next proposition) although the {0)-inequivalent

"bundles with connection" are classified by H^S^R/D) = R/D.

Proposition 4.14 : (a) (Y,a) is topologically trivial => 00 is exact <=> Per(co) = {0};

(b) if D = {0} then (Y,a) is topologically trivial.

Proof: (i) If Y is trivial then there exists a global (smooth!) section s : M -> Y. Since a is a

global 1-form on Y, s*oc is a global 1-form on M and d s*a = s* da = S*JI*OO = to, proving

that <o is exact. J ••
(ii) If 09 is exact it follows directly from the definition of Per(to) that it equals {0}. •:§ !

(iii) Suppose Per(to) = {0}, and let fy and fy be as in (4.1). Let pj be a partition of I -j

unity subordinate to the cover {Uj}, then the local 1-forms O'j = ̂  + 2 ^ d(pk fik) are well 'J' |

defined on U; and they coincide on the intersections U; n Uj, thus defining a global 1 -form ; '-

& which obviously satisfies dd' = co.

(iv) Suppose D = (0), we want to show that Y is topologically trivial. Let p{ be a

partition of unity subordinate to the cover {U;}, then applying proposition 4.5 it follows

that the set of local sections Sj(m) = 2^ pk(m) f^m), given as functions from Vi to R,
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defines a global smooth section, which proves that Y is topologically trivial. QED

Remark 4.15 : Part (b) of the above proposition is a partial converse to the implication Y

trivial => co exact (if D = {0} then, since it contains Per(co), to is exact by part (a)). That in

general the implication co exact => Y trivial is not true can be seen "easily" by the following

example. The real projective plane P2(R) is the quotient of the 2-sphere S2 with respect to

the action of the group {± id } = Z/2Z seen as transformations of R3 which leave S2

invariant. Y = S2 x S1 with the canonical projection on the first coordinate and the 1-form

a = dx (x the cyclic coordinate on S1) is a principal S1 bundle with connection over S2 and

curvature form to = da = 0. On Y acts the group {id,r} with r(u,x) = (-U,X+TC), i.e. r is the

reflection (with respect to the origin) in both coordinates. One easily verifies that the

quotient Y' of Y with respect to this group is a principal S1 bundle over P2(R) and that the

connection form a descends to a connection form a' on Y', transforming (Y'.ot1) into a

principal U(l) bundle with connection overP2(R) with da' = 0. We claim that this bundle

is not trivial, so suppose it is trivial.

P2(R) can be thought of as the upper hemisphere of S2 with its boundary where

opposite points on the boundary have to be identified. If Y' is trivial, it has a global smooth

section and such a global section can be identified with a function f from the upper

hemisphere to the circle S1 with the condition that the values of opposite boundary points

are opposite on S1 (a direct consequence of the construction of Y1). Now the upper

hemisphere is the full disc with boundary S1 and the condition on f can be translated as "the

restriction of f to the boundary S1 of the disc is a function with odd winding number". This

is a clear contradiction with the fact that f is defined on the whole disc which implies that the

restriction to the boundary has winding number zero. Hence the initial assumption has to be

false, implying that Y' is not a trivial principal fibre bundle (see also example 5.12).

Remark 4.16 : One can show that if the first homology group with values in Z ,

Hj(M,Z), is without torsion, then the classifying quotient H1
C(M, R/D) mod Jt H1

C(M, R) ,,

equals {0}. In such a case we have the equivalence (Y,a) trivial «=> to exact, because among |

the possibilities for the extensions is the trivial bundle and the classification tells us that f

there is only one equivalence class of extensions. i
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§4.4 Lifting infinitesimal symmetries

Related to the question of the existence of the bundle Y over M is the question

about infinitesimal symmetries : suppose the vector field X on M is an infinitesimal

symmetry of the pair (M,co), i.e. the Lie derivative of co with respect to X is zero :

L(X) 0) = 0, or in other words : the flow <pt of X leaves co invariant , i.e. (pt*co = co.

Question : does there exist a vector field X' on Y such that 7t*X' = X and X' is an

infinitesimal symmetry of (Y,cc), i.e. L(X') a = 0 ?

Proposition 4.17 : Such X1 exists if and only if there exists a function f on M satisfying

i(X) co + df = 0 (i.e. i(X) co is exact); if X1 exists, it is uniquely determined by this function

f, a function which also satisfies 7i*f = a(X').

Proof: Suppose X' exists, then L(X') a = 0 and 7i*X' = X which imply :

0 = i(X') da + d(a(X')) = Ji*(i(X) co) + d(a(X')).

From this equation one immediately deduces that a(X') is the pull back of a function f on M

and hence 7c*(i(X) co + df) = 0, implying the only if part of the proposition because it* is

injective. On the other hand, if i(X) co is exact, say i(X) co + df = 0, then we can define a

vector field X' on the local chart U; x R/D by

Using the local expression for a : a = 7t*d + dx; one shows that X' is on Uj x R/D

uniquely determined by the equations Jt*X' = X and a(X') = 7t*f. Since these equations are

global equations it follows that X1 is a globally defined vectorfield satisfying these

equations. Finally : L(X') a = i(X') da + d(a(X')) = jt*(i(X) co + df) = 0. QED

Now suppose G is a Lie group which is a symmetry group (on the left) of (M,co), ;! '•

i.e. the left action <D: GxM->M (definition 3.14) satisfies <D(g)*co = co for all g. Since all 4 i

O(g) leave co invariant, it follows that each fundamental vector field XM (whose flow is | -j

given by <D(exp(Xt))) is an infinitesimal symmetry of (M,co).

Definition 4.18 : A momentum mapping J for the action of a symmetry group G on

(M,co) is a linear map from the Lie algebra of G to smooth functions on M (i.e. if X is a left

invariant vector field on G then Jx is a function on M) such that:

;

••M
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i(XM)co + d J x = O. (4.3)

Proposition 4.19 : A momentum mapping exists iff each fundamental vector field XM

can be lifted to an infinitesimal symmetry of (Y,a).

Proof: The only if part follows from the definition of momentum mapping and proposition

4.17. Conversely, if each fundamental vector field can be lifted to an infinitesimal

symmetry of (Y,a), then by proposition 4.17 for a basis of the Lie algebra there exist

functions satisfying (4.3); extending this map to the whole of the Lie algebra by linearity we

obtain a momentum mapping. QED

Remark 4.20 : The action of R/D on Y is a symmetry group of (Y,a); the fundamental

vector field associated to the left invariant vector field dx on R/D is the vector field which is

expressed on each local chart Uj x R/D as dx. One easily verifies that the freedom in the lift

of an infinitesimal symmetry X on (M,oo) to an infinitesimal symmetry X' on (Y,ct) is just

a multiple of the vector field dx; this freedom corresponds exactly to the freedom in the

function f satisfying i(X) 0) + df = 0 : f is determined up to an additive constant (we always

assume that M is connected!). It follows that the freedom in a momentum mapping (if it

exists!) is an element p. of the dual Lie algebra, i.e. one may add to each function Jx the

constant ji(X).

Remark 4.21 : Let us denote by symm(Y,a) the Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries
of a (a Lie algebra because £.([X,Y]) = [L(X)£(Y)]) and denote by symm'(M.co) the Lie
algebra of infinitesimal symmetries of co which satisfy the lifting condition of proposition
4.17 (a Lie algebra because i(X)(0 + df = 0 A i(Y)co + dg = 0 => i([X,Y])© + d<o(X,Y) = 0).
From dL(X)a = L(X) it*© = 0 for Xe symm(Y.a) we deduce that n*X is a well defined
element of symm'(M,co); it follows from 4.17 and 4.20 that n* is a surjective Lie algebra
morphism with a 1-dimensional kernel consisting of multiples of the fundamental vector
field dx associated to the structure group of Y. Moreover, the vector field 8X is an element of
the center of symm(Y,a) hence symm(Y.a) is a (1-dimensional) central extension of
symm'(M,0)). This is one of the reasons why we call (Y,a) a central extension of (M,oo).

I
!
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§5 Applications

In this section we will discuss two different applications of central extensions of

manifolds, the first one to answer the question posed at the end of §3 concerning central

extensions of a Lie group associated to central extensions of the corresponding Lie algebra.

The second application is to classical mechanics where it yields (up to a minor difference)

the well known prequantization bundle over a symplectic manifold. The difference is that no

quantization condition is necessary, only the condition Per(co) discrete; the connection with

the usual prequantization construction is discussed. We finish this section with an

application which is a combination of the previous two : we duplicate diagram (2.3) for

classical mechanics and we give an explicit (easy) way to define the central extension G'

occurring in the classical mechanics diagram.

§5.1 Lie group extensions associated to Lie algebra extensions

In this section we will concentrate on the case p = 1, i.e. we will consider central

extensions of a Lie algebra o/ by R and we will consider central extensions of a

corresponding Lie group G by R/D with D a discrete subgroup of R. The general case is a

relatively straightforward generalization of the 1-dimensional case so we leave it to the

reader.

Suppose G is a Lie group with associated Lie algebra oj and let 9 ' be a

1-dimensional central extension of g determined by the algebra 2-cocycle to seen as left

invariant closed 2-form on G (remark 3.9). As we have seen in proposition 3.16 if G' is a

central extension of G by R/D for which <y' is the associated extension of of, then G' is a

principal fibre bundle with connection a over G such that doc = co (at least such an 0) can be

found in the cohomology class determined by the extension of'). Proposition 4.7 then tells

us that a necessary condition for the existence of G' is that D contains Per(co); since all

groups R/D are equivalent for D infinite discrete, it follows that a necessary condition for

the existence of Gf is that Per(co) is discrete. However, for the moment this is not a

sufficient condition because if Per(co) is contained in D then we have a principal fibre bundle ;

with connection (Y,a) over G, but a principal fibre bundle is not yet a Lie group. What we ^

need is a way to see whether Y can be equipped with the structure of a Lie group such that j

the projection n : Y —> G is a Lie group homomorphism. To tackle this problem we start ;

with some general remarks and terminology on Lie groups. ?

5.1 Terminology : The graded algebra of left invariant forms on a Lie group is called the
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Maurer Cartan algebra on G, its elements are called Maurer Cartan forms. If P1,.. .,Pn are n f

left invariant 1-forms on G which form a basis of the dual of the Lie algebra o> of G, then f

the Maurer Cartan algebra is generated by these 1-forms, i.e. each Maurer Cartan k-form }

can be written as a linear combination of the forms P" A. . .A p"-k (I<t,<t2<.. .<tk<n).

Now let Xp . . .,Xn be n left invariant vectorfields on a Lie G forming a basis of its

Lie algebra <y and c-k constants such that [X;,Xj] = c^ Xk. If we denote by p1,.. .,Pn the n

left invariant 1-forms on G dual to the basis Xj,...,Xn, then these 1-forms satisfy the

equations:

d(Sk = - i cSj
k p1 A pi. (full summation) (5.1)

From these equations it follows that the Lie algebra <y and the graded differential algebra of

Maurer Cartan forms together with the exterior derivative are completely determined by

equations (5.1). One now can ask the converse : does a set of 1-forms on a manifold

satisfying equations (5.1) determine a Lie group with Lie algebra <y?

Definition 5.2 : Let gr be a Lie algebra, Xp . . . ,Xn a basis of y and c-k constants such

that [Xj,Xj] = c;.
k Xk. Let M be a manifold and x1,.. .,xn 1-forms on M, then M is called a

^-manifold if the following two conditions are satisfied :

(i) at each point m of M : x1,... ,xn is a basis of T mM,

A diffeomorphism of M which leaves the x1 invariant is called a Maurer Cartan

automorphism of the gr-manifold M (abbreviated as MC automorphism). The MC

automorphisms of a ^-manifold obviously constitute a group called AutMC(M) and the

^-manifold M is called a complete ̂ -manifold if this group acts transitively on M.

Proposition 5.3 : A ^-manifold M can be given the structure of a Lie group with Lie

algebra o) for which the X1 are left invariant 1-forms iff it is a complete gr-manifold.

Proof (sketch) : The only if part is obvious since if M is a Lie group, then all left

translations are MC automorphisms hence AutMC(M) acts transitively.

To prove the if pan we n^.' ? the following comments : denote by x' (i=l,.. .,n) the

1-forms on M which establish M as a gf-manifold and denote by pr : M x M —> M the

projection on the j-th component (j=l,2). The equations prj*x' = pr2*x' (i=l,...,n) define a
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foliation on M x M of dimension n = dim M (it defines an involutive distribution on M x M
hence by Frobenius' theorem it is integrable) and we have two obvious types of integral
manifolds : (i) the diagonal {(m,m) I meM} and (ii) the graph of an MC automorphism g
{(m,gm) I meM} . From the uniqueness of integral manifolds we conclude that if the
MC automorphism g has a fixed point, then it must be the identity, i.e. AutMC(M) acts
without fixed points. This shows that if AutMC(M) acts transitively as well, we can establish
a bijection between Au^ c(M) and M as follows: choose a point mo in M then $ -»<)>(mo) is
a bijection. This defines a group structure on M by : (|)1(m0)())2(m0) = <)1(<l)2(mo)),
((Km,,))"1 = (^(ir^) and identity element mo. Now let <f>(mo) be any point of M, then left
translation by <t>(m0) is just the MC automorphism <|> hence the x1 are left invariant 1-forms.
It remains to show that this group action is smooth; as a technical "detail" this is left to the
reader. QED

We now go back to our original problem : is it possible to equip the bundle with
connection (Y.a) with the structure of a Lie group such that Jt: Y -» G is a Lie group
homomorphism? Therefore let P1,...,^1 be a basis of the left invariant 1-forms on G, then
a,Jt*P1,...,Jt*Pn are 1-forms on Y and moreover, since da = CO is a left invariant 2-form on
G, it follows (using formulas (3.S) and (3.7) that Y is a ^'-manifold. Hence Y is a Lie
group iff it is a complete ^'-manifold, i.e. if AutMC(Y) acts transitively.

As a first step in proving the transitive action we note that the action of R/D on Y
leaves the 1-form a invariant and, since its orbits are the fibres, it also leaves the K*P'
invariant, so R/D is contained in AutMC(Y) and any two points in one fibre of Y can be
joined by an MC automorphism.

If we could lift each left translation L on G (geG), i.e. an MC automorphism of
the ^-manifold G, to an MC automorphism A of Y (a ^'-manifold) satisfying 7t A = L J:,
then we would know that Y is complete, because if y and y' are two arbitrary elements of Y
then n(y) = h and n(y') = h' are two elements of G which can be joined by a left translation
h' = LJi, hence y' and A y are two elements of the same fibre which can be joined by an
MC automorphism, hence y and y' can be joined by an MC automorphism. Finally we note ';> :

that the condition Ag e AutMC(Y) reduces to the equation Ag*a = a because Ag*Jt*P' = J j
n*L *P' = n*P'. With these preliminaries we can now state and prove the necessary and f '

t'i: *>
sufficient condition for the existence of a Lie group extension associated to a Lie algebra i | ;
extension.

Theorem 5.4 : Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g and suppose <o is a Lie algebra
2-cocycle with values in R, i.e. [co] e H2,; dR(M,R) = H2

a)(9,R). Then there exists a Lie
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group central extension G' of G by R/D associated to the Lie algebra extension of' of of by

R (defined by co) if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied :

(i) Per(co) <= D discrete in R

(ii) there exists a momentum mapping for the left action of G on (G,co).

If these conditions are satisfied then the inequivalent group extensions (definition 3.1) are

classified by H]
C(GJR/D) / [0 O ] D with © = all left invariant 1-forms (definition 4.8) (see

also fSh] and [Ho]).

Proof (only if part): Let us first assume that G' exists and let a be the connection form on

G' defined in §3.3 (a is a left invariant 1-form on G' dual to the center R/D). According to

proposition 4.7 Per(to) is contained in D. Now for any X e 9 the fundamental vector field

XG associated to the left action of G on itself is the right invariant vector field Xr determined

by the vector Xe at the identity (where we identified <g with TeG). Since (0 is left invariant

this vector field Xr is an infinitesimal symmetry of (G,co). Let X'r be any right invariant

vector field on G' satisfying J U X * = X1 (such X*1 exist: choose a lift above the identity e'

of G' and extend to a right invariant vectorfield on G') then XT is an infinitesimal symmetry

of (G',a) because a is left invariant. According to proposition 4.19 we may conclude that

there exists a momentum mapping as specified in the theorem. qed

(if part): According to the discussion preceding this theorem we only have to show

the existence (for each geG) of a diffeomorphism A on G' satisfying re A = L JI and

A *a = a when (G',a) is a principal fibre bundle with connection associated to (G,co). To

do this we proceed as follows : Let X e of and Jx the function on G determined by the

momentum mapping for the left action of G on itself. It follows from proposition 4.17 that

Jx determines a unique vector field X' on G' such that L(X')a = 0 (i.e. an infinitesimal

symmetry of (G\oc)), JUX' = XG = Xr and a(X') = Jt*Jx. From the fact that the vector

field Xr is complete on G one can deduce that the vector field X' is complete on G', hence

its flow <pt is determined for all times t and <p,*a = a. Because X' projects on X, its flow

projects on the flow of X which is left multiplication by exp(Xt). From this we deduce that

we have found the mappings A e x p ( X l ) = q>, we were looking for. Since exp is a

diffeomorphism from a neighbourhood of 0 to a neighbourhood of the identity and since

every neighbourhood of the identity generates the whole group (G is connected) we can find

lifts A for all gin G, proving the if part. qed I i

(Classification part): If we can show that two bundles with connection (G',a) and

(G",a') over (G.co) are 0-equivalcnt in the sense of definition 4.8 with 6 the collection of

all left invariant 1-forms on G if and only if the Lie group extensions G' and G" are
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equivalent extensions, then we are finished because by theorem 4.10 we know the

classification of inequivalent bundles with connection to be given by H^GJR/D) / [0O]D-

Therefore suppose O : G' —» G" is an equivalence of Lie group extensions, then a

and O*cc' differ by the pull back of some left invariant 1-form on G because they are both

left invariant 1-forms on G' which are dual to the algebra of R/D. Since <t> is also an

equivalence of bundles, it follows that G' and G" are 6-equivalent bundles. On the other

hand, suppose O : G' -»G" is an equivalence of bundles with connection and both G' and

G" are Lie group extensions of G defined by the cohomology class of to in H2
UdR(GJR).

Since the action of R/D on G" is an equivalence of G" to itself, we can assume that

<J»(e') = e", i.e. O maps the identity of G1 on the identity of G". Now <E>* maps the Maurer

Cartan algebra of left invariant forms on G" onto the Maurer Cartan algebra of left invariant

forms on G' because TI" O = TC' (where 7t' is the canonical projection from G' on G and n"

from G" on G) and because a and O*a' differ by the pull back of a left invariant form on G

(we have chosen the collection 6 as all left invariant 1-forms on G). One now verifies easily

that these two conditions (MC algebra -» MC algebra and <t(e') = e") imply that O is a

group homomorphism, hence the extensions G' and G" are equivalent Lie group

extensions, proving that inequivalence of Lie group extensions is the same as

©-inequivalence of bundles with connection. QED

Remark 5.5 ([vE,3]): Theorem 5.4 remains valid if one replaces "(finite dimensional) Lie

group" by "Banach-Lie group". On the other hand, a thorough analysis of finite

dimensional Lie groups (which will not be given here) shows that there exist no central

extensions of finite dimensional Lie groups for which the group of periods is infinite

(Per(co) * {0}), hence for finite dimensional Lie groups a slighdy stronger theorem holds :

condition (i) can be replaced by (i1) Per(co) = (0} (or by co is exact as 2-form on G).

Remark 5.6 : The diffeomorphism Aexp(X[) of G' occurring in the proof above can be

computed explicitly in local coordinates for small t : let U x R/D be a local chart of G' on

which a is expressed as n*d + dx for some potential •& of CD (•& not necessarily left

invariant). On this chart the lift X1 is given by X1 = X* + (Jx - d(X0) 3x (see proposition

4.17) hence for small t the flow A^^ ,* of X' is given by

t
Aexp(Xt)(8'x) - (e*P(Xt> B. * + / (Jx - <HX0)(exp(Xs) g) ds )

o

from which one can easily see that X' is indeed a complete vector field (N.B. n*X' = Xr is
the right invariant vector field associated to Xe of\). In general the function cp(cxp(Xt), g) =
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! (Jx - #(Xr))(exp(Xs) g) ds can not be extended to the whole of G x G; however, if G is

simply connected, it can be extended to G x G as we will show.

If G is a simply connected Lie group then a theorem of Hopf tells us that not only

the first de Rham cohomology group H'^GJR) is zero, but also H2
dR(G,R) = {0} (the

ingredients of the proof are the Kunneth formula and the group structure). It follows in the

first place that for any algebra extension defined by to the conditions of theorem 5.4 are

satisfied : H2={0} implies that 0) is exact hence Per(to)={O} and H ^ O ) implies that all

1-forms i(X*) to are exact implying the existence of a momentum map. In the second place it

follows that if co is a closed (left invariant) 2-form on G then there exists a 1-form •& (not

necessarily left invariant) such that d# = to. From the construction of the principal fibre

bundle with connection (G',a) in §4.3 we know that G' is the trivial bundle G' = G x R/D

and that a is given by a = d + dx (up to equivalence). Now let geG then there exists a

function fg on G such that: fl - Lg*O = dfg (H1
dR(GJR) = {0}); it follows that the map Ag

on G x RfD defined by :

Ag(h,x) = (gh, x + fg(h)) (5.2)

leaves the 1-form a invariant, hence is the lift one looked for in the proof of theorem 5.4.

Moreover, it is easy to show that the function J'x defined by J'x - <KX0 = dt |1=o fexp(Xt)

satisfies the equation i(X7) to + dJ'x = 0, hence differs only a constant from the momentum

function Jx. This shows the relation between the two methods to lift left translations L on

G to A on G* (i.e. the method in the proof of theorem 5.4 and formula (5.2)).

Corollary 5.7 : If G is a simply connected Lie group, then the map A defined in

construction 3.17, A : H2 (GJR/D) -* H2
|](g,R) is an isomorphism, and the Lie group

central extensions of G by R/D are classified by either V&a(°l JR.) or H2
S (GJR./D).

Proof: As we have seen above, if G is simply connected, then each closed left invariant

2-form satisfies the conditions of theorem 5.4, hence for every algebra extension there

exists a Lie group extension. Moreover, the classification part shows that there exists up to

equivalence only one extension, showing that the Lie group central extensions of G by R/D J

jare classified by H^grJR.). On the other hand, if G' is such a central extension of G then

by proposition 4.14 it is topologically a trivial bundle, hence there exists a global smooth

section, showing that G' determines a cohomology class in H2
t (r(G,R/D), which in turn

shows that the map A is surjective. Since each algebra extension determines up to

equivalence only one group extension, A is also injective. QED

h

. -.i

- ;1
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Corollary 5.8 : If G is semi simple, then the central extensions of G by R/D are classified

by H^G.R/D).

Proof: G semi simple implies that its Lie algebra o} is semi simple. For semi simple Lie

algebra's one can show that H^gf.R) = H^giJR) = {0} (see e.g. [Gu&St,§52]). From

H2
a)(g>,R) = {0} one deduces that there exists (up to equivalence) only one algebra

extension. From H^gf j l ) = {0} one deduces that each closed left invariant 1-form on G is

the exterior derivative of a left invariant 0-form, hence each closed left invariant 1-form is

exact, hence the set [©O]D occurring in theorem 5.4 is zero. According to theorem 5.4 this

shows that the inequivalent group extensions associated to the unique algebra extension are

classified by H^G.R/D). QED

Corollary 5.9 : If G is a simply connected, semi simple Lie group, then the only Lie

group central extension of G by R/D is the trivial extension.

Example 5.10: One of the easiest examples is the group R2 with addition : it is an abelian

simply connected Lie group. However, its Lie algebra cohomology (left invariant de Rham

cohomology) is not trivial: left invariant functions are constants, left invariant 1-forms are

of the form £dx + r)dy (where %,f\ are constants and x.y denote the canonical coordinates

on R2) and left invariant 2-forms are of the form S dxAdy (5 a constant). It follows that

the exterior derivative of all left invariant forms is zero, hence H2
Ii dR(G,R) = R and dxAdy

is a generator of this cohomology group. If we choose D={0), then the extension G'

(associated to the Lie algebra extension defined by the Lie algebra 2-cocyclc dxAdy) is

topologically R3 with connection a = i(xdy - ydx) + dt, hence with group structure :

(x.y.t) • (x'.y'.Q = (x+x'.y+y'.t+f+Kx'y-xy1)),

where we have chosen (0,0,0) as the identity (the point mo of proposition 5.3). Using the

section s(x,y) = (x,y,0) we get a 2-cocycle <p which yields after application of formula 3.8 [

exactly the defining 2-cocycle dxAdy (not only one in the same cohomology class). - \

When we choose D = d Z for some element deR, then the Lie group extension of -..'

R2 by R/D can be obtained from the above one by taking the quotient with respect to the 3

normal subgroup (0) x {0} x D. Although there should be only one Heisenberg group, all ,;

these extensions are called the Heisenberg group (mathematicians usually call the extension ^

with d=0 the Heisenberg group, physicists usually call the extension with d=2n the

Heisenberg group).
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Example 5.11 : The abelian Lie group G = (R/Z) x R together with the left invariant

exact 2-form dxAdy is a slight modification of the previous example. However, G is not

simply connected and moreover, there exists no momentum mapping for the left action of G

on (G.dxAdy) : the fundamental vector fields associated to the left action are linear

combinations of the vector fields 3. and 3U and then : i(dj dxAdy = - dx which is closed
A y y

but not exact (x is a cyclic coordinate). Hence there does not exist a Lie group extension G'

associated to the Lie algebra extension defined by dxAdy (one can verify by hand that a

bundle with connection (Y,a) as constructed in §4 can not be given a group structure such

that the projection is a homomorphism).

Example 5.12 : SU(2) is a semi simple, simply connected Lie group, hence by corollary

5.9 the only Lie group central extension of SU(2) by R/D is the trivial extension

SU(2)xR/D.

The group SO(3) is the quotient of SU(2) by the normal subgroup {id,-id}; the Lie

algebra of SO(3) is the same as for SU(2) so there exists only one Lie algebra extension (up

to equivalence): the trivial extension. However, rc,(SO(3)) = Z/2Z = {id,-id} and hence

H1
C(SO(3),R/D) = Hom(Z/2Z -> R/D), which classifies, according to corollary 5.8, the

inequivalent group extensions of SO(3) by R/D. Consequently, if D = {0} there is only one

group extension : the trivial one; if D = dZ (with de R\{0}) there are two inequivalent Lie

group extensions of SO(3) by R/D. These two extensions can be obtained from the trivial

extension SU(2) x R/D of SU(2) by taking the quotient with respect to the normal

subgroups ((id,0),(-id,0)) (giving the trivial extension) and {(id,0),(—id.id)} (giving a non

trivial extension of SO(3) which will be discussed again in example 5.29).

Example 5.13 : The group SL(2,R) is semi simple but not simply connected :

topologically SL(2,R) = R2 x S1, hence 7tj(SL(2,R)) = Z . It follows from corollary 5.8

that the inequivalent Lie group central extensions of SL(2,R) by R/D are classified by

H1
C(SL(2,R)JR/D) = Hom(Z -> R/D) = R/D (for all discrete D c R).

§5.2 Pre-quantization

Prequantization is a construction which can be carried out within the framework of

classical mechanics (or in symplectic geometry). The purpose of this construction is to

obtain a faithful representation of the Poisson algebra (as vectorfields on a manifold). Such

I
I
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a representation of the Poisson algebra realises a part of the canonical quantization program

of Dirac, i.e. constructing a faithful representation of the Poisson algebra as (essentially

selfadjoint) operators on a Hilbert space 3C. In this section we will elucidate these

statements.

5.14 The Poisson algebra and the pre-quantization bundle : The usual (modern)

formulation of classical mechanics is by means of a symplectic manifold (M,co) called the

phase space and a Hamilton function H : M —> R generating the time flow by means of the

associated Hamiltonian vectorfield ijH defined by the equation i(£H) o) + dH = 0. The map

f -> £f from functions on M to vector fields on M is clearly a linear map. The Poisson

bracket of two functions {f,g} = %{g defines the structure of a Lie algebra (infinite

dimensional) on the set of all smooth functions on M which is called the Poisson algebra.

The commutator of vector fields defines a Lie algebra structure on the set of all smooth

vector fields on M and equipped with these Lie algebra structures, the map f -* %{ is a

homomorphism of Lie algebras. However, this map (representation) is not injective : its

kernel consists of all constant functions on M (which is supposed to be connected).

The most natural way to obtain an injective representation of the Poisson algebra

(functions on M) out of the Hamiltonian vectorfields is to apply the construction of §4. The

idea is roughly as follows: the map f -»%f is a faithful representation of the Poisson algebra

modulo the kernel of this map and the Poisson algebra is a 1-dimensional Lie algebra

extension of this quotient, so one only needs a way to represent this kernel injectively. This

can be done by adding an extra coordinate to the manifold M and representing the constant

functions as constant vector fields in the new direction. The actual construction is a bit more

delicate : since a symplectic form to is in particular a closed 2-form one can apply the

construction of §4 to obtain a principal fibre bundle with connection (Y.ot) over M with

da = (o provided Per(co) is discrete. This puts a constraint on the class of classical systems

which can be treated in this way (although it is not a quantization condition, see the

discussion below). If this condition is satisfied, then an injective representation of the

Poisson algebra of functions on M as vector fields of Y is an easy application of proposition

4.17: each Hamiltonian vector field %{ satisfies the equation i(^) co + df = 0, so it defines a

unique infinitesimal symmetry T)f of (Y,a) satisfying n*r|f = £f and a(r|f) = 7t*f. Using the

local expression for r|f as given in the proof of proposition 4.17 it is an easy exercise to

prove that the map f -> T|f is an injective Lie algebra homomorphism of the Poisson

algebra to the infinitesimal symmetries of (Y,a). The bundle (Y,a) over M is usually called

the pre-quantization bundle over M of (M,a>). The results are summarised in the following

theorem.
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Theorem 5.15 : Suppose (M,<o) is a symplectic manifold with Poisson algebra p and

suppose that there exists a bundle with connection (Y,a) over M such that da = to, i.e.

there exists a pre-quantization bundle Y over M. Then we can construct a faithful

representation T) of fp on Y with the following properties:

Sf L(T|f)a = o <x(rif) = 7t*f

(and remember: L(4f)co = O i(£f) co + df = 0).

5.16 Quantization : When one speaks in physics about quantization of a classical

system, one is looking for a Hilbert space X and for (selfadjoint) operators O(f) on X

representing classical observables f (i.e. f : M -* R). According to a remark of Dirac

([Di],p87) the ideal situation would be the situation in which the map f —» O(f) is linear

and maps the Poisson bracket to i times the commutator of operators; more precisely, a map

which satisfies the following conditions [vH], [Go]:

(i) it is an R-linear map from the Poisson algebra to the operators on X which

satisfies the condition : h = [f,g]p => O(h) = (fi/i) [ O(f),O(g)],

where [ , ] p is the Poisson bracket of functions, where [ , ] is the usual

commutator of operators and where fi is Planck's constant h divided by 2K (in

short it should be a Lie algebra homomorphism for a certain algebra structure

on the set of operators on X),

(ii) the function constant 1 is mapped to the identity operator on X and

(iii) X is irreducible under the action of the images of a set of canonical coordinates.

Apart from the fact that there does not always exist a set of global canonical coordinates on

an arbitrary symplectic manifold, we have the famous no-go theorem of Van Hove [vH]

which tells us that even in the case of R2n with its canonical symplectic structure, such a

map can not exist: one has to drop one of the conditions. In quantization procedures one

usually relaxes condition (i) to : it should be a Lie algebra homomorphism for a restricted

class of observables. We will not discuss this here; what we will do is construct a Hilbert

space X and a map from observables to operators which satisfy (i) and (ii) by means of the

injective representation of the Poisson algebra on vector fields on the pre-quantization

bundle (Y,a). This approach is the starting point of the geometric quantization procedure;

geometric quantization proceeds by constructing "irreducible" parts out of the Hilbert space ' j

X and defining the operators on such an irreducible part; it follows from Van Hove's

theorem that in general condition (i) is no longer satisfied for the class of all observables.
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5.17 The Hilbert space and the quantization condition : The symplectic manifold

(M,co) carries a natural volume form : the Liouville volume form e which is (apart from

some numerical constant) given by erf1 where 2n denotes the dimension of the symplectic

manifold M. With this volume form one can define in a canonical way the Hilbert space

X = L2
c(M,e) of square integrable complex valued functions on M with respect to the

measure defined by the volume form e. Moreover, observables f : M -» R, can be

represented in an obvious way as operators on X. If we define the operator O(0 associated

to an observable f by O(f) = (fi/i) £f then this map satisfies condition (i) above, but it does

not satisfy condition (ii): the Hamiltonian vector fields of constant functions are zero, so the

operator 0(1) associated to the constant function 1 is zero.

The obvious way out is to construct the Hilbert space X out of functions on Y : on

Y we also have a canonical volume element e (abuse of notation : e also denotes the

Liouville volume element on M) which is (again apart from some numerical constants) given

by a A (da)n so we can define the Hilbert space L2
c(Y,e) on which act the operators

0(f) = (fi/i) r\{ associated to an observable f. The operator O(l) associated to the constant

function 1 is the operator (fi/i) dx where x is the coordinate on the fibre R/D of Y. We see

that this operator is not the identity on the whole of L2
c(Y,e), so we define X to be the

subspace of L2
c(Y,e) on which it is. On a local chart U; x R/D the equation O(l)<b = <> for

<(N= L 2
C ( Y , E ) reduces to the equation:

» <t>(m,x) = <|>(m) exp(ix/fi). (5.3)

This equation immediately gives rise to two problems : if D = (0), then integration of I0I2

over the fibre R explodes (except when ((Km) = 0), so in that case the subspace X of

L2
c(Y,e) is {0}; on the other hand, if D = d Z (with deR\{0) a generator of D), then

exp(ix/fi) should be well defined on R/D which implies that exp(id/fi) = 1 or in other

words: d e h Z (where h is Planck's constant).

The first problem is easy to solve: if D = {0}, it implies (proposition 4.14) that the

group of periods of <D is zero : Per(co) = (0), so there is no problem when we choose

D = d Z : Per((o) remains contained in D. The second problem is more serious : it poses a

constraint on the symplectic form GO because (Y,a) exists only if Per(o>) is contained in '.

D = dZ, hence the condition d e h Z implies that Per(co) should be contained in h Z . If this >

condition is satisfied then the subspace X of L2
c(Y,e) on which the operator O(l)

associated to the constant function 1 acts as the identity is not trivial. An easy way to j

describe this Hilbert space X is in terms of the action of the structure group R/D on Y: >

X«{<NL 2
c (Y,e)IVaeR/D:(Ky+a)-<tKy)cxp(ia/f i )} . (5.4)

In this way we have constructed a Hilbert space and operators on it satisfying the

conditions (i) and (ii) mentioned above. We have seen that the existence of the

i >r.i
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pre-quantization bundle Y is subject to the constraint Per(to) discrete and that the

supplementary condition (ii) yields the quantization condition Per(co) c h Z (it is called a

quantization condition because it restricts the generator of Per(co) to a discrete subset of R).

5.18 Relations with other prequantization constructions : We have called the

principal fibre bundle (Y,a) the pre-quantization bundle over the symplectic manifold (M,co)

with a hyphen between pre and quantization to distinguish it from the bundles constructed in

the usual prequantization procedures. In literature one encounters two versions of

prequantization due to J.-M. Souriau [So,l] and B. Kostant [Ko]; we will discuss the

relations between these two versions and the version described above. The relation with

Souriau's version is very simple : he only considers the case D equal to h Z , so the fibre of

Y is fixed and one obtains the quantization condition that a generator of Per(oo) should be a

multiple of h. In our case with D c h Z one can obtain a bundle with fibre R/h Z from the

bundle with fibre R/D by taking the quotient of Y with respect to the action of the subgroup

h Z / D of R/D on Y; this is equivalent to saying that one takes the "transition functions" f-

of §4.2 not modulo D but modulo h Z . It will be clear from formula (5.4) that there is a

canonical unitary equivalence between the Hilbert space of formula (S.4) with the

"arbitrary" subgroup D and the Hilbert space constructed with D = h Z , so with respect to

the Hilbert spaces there is no difference. It should be noted that the process of taking the

quotient of Y with respect to the action of the subgroup h Z / D of R/D on Y is called by

Souriau in [So.l] "quantization by fusion".

To discuss the relation with Kostant's version we need a small digression on

associated vector bundles. Let pk (for keN) be the unitary representation of R/dZon C

defined by pk(x) = exp(-2knix/d) and denote by L^ the complex line bundle over M

associated with the principal fibre bundle (Y,ot) and the representation pk (see e.g. [Pij]).

The connection o on Y defines a connection V on L^ and one can calculate (an easy

exercise) that the curvature 2-form of the connection V is given by:

curvature(V) = (-2kni/d) id(C) co.

Now one can show that there exists a 1-1 correspondence between the sections of L^ and

the functions <)> on Y satisfying the condition <t>(y+a) = <Ky) * exp(2knia/d). Comparing this

with formula 5.4 we see that the Hilbert space X defined in formula 5.4 consists of sections

of the bundle Ly. where the integer k is defined by the equation d = k h. It follows that the >

curvature of V is given by -i/fi (0, independent of the choice of d (which has of course to

satisfy the "equation": Per(co) c dZ c hZ). In Kostant's approach one focuses right away

on a complex line bundle L over M by asking : given a symplectic manifold (M.co) does

there exist a complex line bundle L over M with connection V such that its curvature is
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given by : curv(V) = -i/fi co? The answer is given by A. Weil: a necessary and sufficient
condition is that co/fi determines an integer cohomology class, a condition which can also be
stated as Peifco) contained in hZ. We see that Kostant's approach is more direct to the goal
of determining the Hilbert space, whereas our approach is in two steps : first an injective
representation of the Poisson algebra and then the construction of the Hilbert space. Apart
from these minor differences in approach, all three methods to obtain a Hilbert space 3t are
equivalent as we have seen above.

Remark 5.19 : So far we have said nothing about the (essential) self adjointness of the
operators O(f) = (fi/i) T|f associated to a classical observable f: M -» R. Since r\f is an
infinitesimal symmetry of (Y,oc), it follows that the Lie derivative of the volume form e on
Y in the direction of Tif is zero which shows that (fi/i) n f is formally a symmetric operator on
L2

c(Y,e). Furthermore, if the vector field r|f is a complete vector field, then its flow is a
1-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of Y which leave the volume form invariant, hence
they define a 1-parameter unitary group of transformations of L2

c(Y,e). By Stone's
theorem the infinitesimal generator of this unitary group is a self adjoint operator on
L2

c(Y,e), showing that if T|f is complete, then O(0 is (essentially) self adjoint.

Example 5.20 : Let M = R2" and let co = d (pi dq') be its standard symplectic form. M is
simply connected and co is exact, so (up to equivalence) there exists for each discrete D only
one bundle Y : M x R/D, with connection form a = Pjdq* + dx. Calculating for f: M -» R
the associated vector field T|f we find:

Tif = (3f/9pj) d/3q* - Qffo?) 3 % + ( f - Pi

Functions <|> on Y which satisfy formula 5.4 can be globally identified with functions on M
by <)>(q,p,x) = <Kq,p) exp(ix/fi), where we now assume that D = h Z (which is allowed
because Per(co) = {0}). With this identification the Hilbert space X is isomorphic to

and the operators 0 ( 0 are given by:

or

O(f) = - i f i ^ 5 ^ + i * 3 3 %; + < f - P j 5 ^ )

I
Substituting for f the functions Pj and qf we find Ofy) = - ifi d/9q> and Q(qJ) = q> + ift d/dp-
as operators on L2

c(R2n,Lebesgue). When we compare this to the usual Schrodingcr
quantization with O(pp = - ifi3/3qi and O(qi) = qi as operators on L2

c(R
n,Lebesgue), we
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see that these two quantizations do not resemble each other. In fact, they are not equivalent

since it follows from Van Hove's remark [vHJ that our quantization on L2
c(R

2n,Lebesgue)

is reducible under the action of the operators O(p-) and O(q0, while the Schrodinger

quantization is irreducible under the action of these operators. However, although

L2
c(R

2n,Lebesgue) is reducible under O(p:) and O(qi), Van Hove has shown in [vH] that

L2
c(R

2n,Lebesgue) is irreducible under the action of the complete Poisson algebra.

Example 5.21 : One of the easiest non-trivial examples of a symplectic manifold is the

sphere S2 with its canonical symplectic form co given in polar coordinates ^,9 by

co = - X sin fl d& A d(p

where X is a (positive) real parameter. Apart from being non-trivial, this symplectic

manifold also plays an important role in the relation between classical and quantum

mechanics (see for instance [So,l] and [Du]): it is the phase space of classical spin. Since

co is not exact, the group of periods of co is infinite and one can show that it is given by

Per(co) = 4nX Z ; it follows that the quantization condition Per(co) c hZ is equivalent to

X = nfi/2 for some positive integer n, giving the well known quantization of spin if we

interpret X as the classical spin.

The associated principal fibre bundle with connection (Y,cx) for D = Per(co) is

isomorphic to the Hopf fibration S3 -> S2 which can be obtained in the following way: the

sphere S2 is (isomorphic to) the complex projective line P'(C) (the Riemann sphere); when

one restricts the canonical projection C2 -» P'(€) to the sphere S3 a C2 one obtains the

Hopf fibration. The connection form a is (equivalent to) the restriction to S3 of the 1-form

a1 on C2 given by a' = i 5^ (z^ dz,^ - zj dzj where (zvz£ are the complex coordinates

on C2 and z* denotes the complex conjugate of z (see also §6). The bundles with D = hZ

for X = n fi/2 can be obtained from the Hopf fibration by taking the n-fold tensor product of

the Hopf fibration with itself.

§5.3 Duplicating diagram (2.3) in classical mechanics | >

The contents represented by diagram (2.3) can be stated as follows: (i) in quantum ? • •

mechanics the elements of PX represent bijectively the states of a system (where we ignore |

super- selectionrules, non-physical states etc.). (ii) There exists a principal fibre bundle SX "

over PX with structure group U(l). (iii) If G is a symmetry group of (PX, P(,)) then there

exists a central U(l) extension G' of G which is a symmetry group of (SX, <,)). (iv) The

ti

I -Mi
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action of G' on SX projects onto the action of G on PX and the action of the extension (the

kernel of G' —»G = U(l)) is the action of the structure group, (v) With these properties G'

is unique (up to equivalence of central extensions).

When we combine the previous two applications of the "central extensions of

manifolds", we can formulate "exactly" the same results for classical mechanics, where the

points of a symplcctic manifold (M,co) represent bijectively the states of a system.

Theorem 5.22 : Suppose (M,to) is a symplectic manifold and Per(co) is discrete; suppose

G is a connected Lie group which is a symmetry group of (M,co) and admits a momentum

mapping J, then for any discrete D r> Per(co):

(i) There exists a principal fibre bundle (Y,a) with connection over (M,(o) (the

pre-quantization bundle) with structure group R/D = U(l).

(ii) There exists a Lie group central R/D extension G' -»G which is a symmetry

group of (Y,a).

(iii) The action of G' on Y projects onto the action of G on M and the action of the

extension (ker(G'—*G) s R/D) is the action of the structure group.

(iv) With these properties G' is unique up to equivalence.

When given in a diagram this copies diagram (2.3) in the context of classical mechanics:

G1 » (Y,a)

(5.5)

Proof: According to proposition 4.7 (Y,a) exists, so we choose one (if there is any

choice). Now choose any point me M and define the evaluation map Em : G -» M by

Em(g) = O(g)(m), where <D(g) is the action of the element ge G on M. Since each O(g)

conserves the symplectic form co, the pull back ©' = Em*<o is a left invariant closed 2-form

on G, hence it defines a Lie algebra extension of the Lie algebra of of G. We now define G'

as the pull back of the bundle Y by means of Em, i.e. G1 = {(g,y)eGxY I Em(g)=jt(y)},

we denote by pr} the projection of G1 on the i-th coordinate (i=l,2), and we define the form

a1 = pr2*a. Tracing the construction of G', w' and a' one can show that pr t : G' -»G is a

principal fibre bundle over G with structure group R/D for which a' is a connection with

da' = JI*CO' (and in particular one can show that Per(to') c Per(co)). Since the action of G

on (M,co) admits a momentum mapping J, it follows easily that the left action of G on

(G.co1) admits a momentum mapping J' Oust the composite of Em with J), hence according
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to (the proof of) theorem 5.4 G' is a Lie group central extension of G associated to the Lie

algebra extension defined by co'.

To show that G' is a symmetry group of (Y,a) we use the ingredients of the proof

of theorem 5.4. The element A ^(e 1 ) of G' is obtained by the flow through the identity

e' of G1 of the lifted vector field X' (the lift to an infinitesimal symmetry of (G'.a1) of the

right invariant vector field X7 on G, uniquely defined by means of the momentum mapping

J': see §5.2); the action of this element on Y now is the flow (during a time t) of the unique

vector field Tif defined by the function f = Jx which is the image under the momentum

mapping of Xe y, or in other words, T|f is the unique lift of the fundamental vector field XM

on M defined by the momentum mapping. If we define the action of the central extension

subgroup R/D to be the action of the structure group R/D on the principal fibre bundle Y,

then it is an easy excercise to show that we have indeed defined an action 4>' of G' (which

is the pull back of Y!) on Y; moreover, this action leaves the 1-form a invariant because the

action of the structure group and the flows of the vector fields T}f leave a invariant.

We finally outline that G' is unique, so suppose G" is a second Lie group with the

properties (ii), (iii) and (iv). We start with the choice of a fixed element ye Y. Let g'e G',

denote by g = Jt(g') e G then by property (iii) there is a unique g"eG" such that 7t(g") = g

and such that the images g'(y) and g"(y) are equal. Using the connectedness of M and the

fact that G' and G" leave the form a on Y invariant one can show that the action of g1 is

equal to the action of g" on the whole of Y (not only on the fixed element y). It follows

easily that the correspondence g' -» g" is an isomorphism of group extensions. To show

that it is also a Lie group morphism one uses a local description of G1'" in a neighbourhood

of the identity as G'/r = G x R/D and the properties (ii), (iii) and (iv) of G1'". QED

Remark 5.23 : The above construction of G" is carried out after the choice of a special

point me M. However, one can show, independently of the proof of uniqueness of G\ that

the cohomology class of ©' = Em*to is locally constant as function of m ([So,3]), hence

(since we assume that M is connected) the associated Lie algebra extensions are equivalent.

Remark 5.24 : In the language of exact sequences as introduced for extensions and

principal fibre bundles (remarks 3.2 and 4.9) diagram (5.5) can be enlarged to a

"commutative" diagram in which the upper sequence denotes the Lie group extension and

the lower sequence the principal fibre bundle:

{0}- R/D
{1}

(M,co)
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Remark 5.25 : One can formulate conditions on M or on G which guarantee the existence

of a momentum mapping independent of the action of G on M and independent of the

symplectic form GO (ISo.l]). (i) If H^^MJR) = {0} then all closed 1-forms are exact,

especially the 1-forms i(XM)o, hence there exists a momentum mapping, (ii) If [of,of] = g
(where of is the Lie algebra of G), then there exists a momentum mapping (because of the

identity i([XM,YM])co + d <o(XM,YM) = 0). In the general case the existence of the

momentum mapping depends upon the triple (G, M, co), G acting on M. If one of the above

two conditions is satisfied and if Per(co) is discrete, then the conditions of theorem 5.22 are

satisfied and we obtain diagram (5.5) as classical analogue of diagram (2.3).

Remark 5.26 : When we compare theorem 5.22 with Wigner's theorem (theorem 2.1),

one difference is obvious : in 2.1 a single symmetry can be lifted to the principal bundle

(obtaining a unitary or anti-unitary transformation) and in 5.22 a whole group is lifted
simultaneously provided some conditions are satisfied. Even in classical mechanics one can

sometimes lift a single symmetry. If g : M -» M is a diffeomorphism of M which leaves co
invariant and if (Y,a) is pre-quantization bundle over M with structure group R/D c Per(co)
then the pull-back g*Y of Y by means of g is a pre-quantization bundle over M. Hence if
H1

C(M,R/D) = {0} then g*Y is equivalent to Y and this equivalence defines a lift of g (see

also [So,l],§18 and [Wo],§5.6).

Example 5.27: Let M be R2" with its standard symplectic form (example 5.20) and let G
be the abelian group R2" which acts as translations on M. Denoting the coordinates on M by
(q.p) and on G by (a,b) we have <o = dp; A dq' and 4>(a,b)(q,p) = (q+a,p+b), hence the pull
back to' of 0) to G is the same for all me M: to' = db( A da'. Combining examples 5.10 and
5.20 we see that the Lie group extension G' (which is the Heisenberg group) is the same as
the prequantization bundle Y and that the action of G' on Y is the left action of G' on itself.
Note that the extension G" in example 5.10 is defined by means of another connection form
a, than the prequantization bundle Y of example 5.20 (i.e. with i(pdq - qdp) + dx instead
of pdq + dx), so one has to adapt one set of coordinates to get the exact correspondence.

Example 5.28 : In this example we modify the previous example slightly (see also [
example 5.11): as symplectic manifold we use M * T*S' « R/Z x R with the canonical ^
symplectic form co « dp A dq and as symmetry group we take the abelian group G » R x R
with the action O of G on M defined by: 4Ka,bXq mod Z,p) * (q+a mod Z,p+b). The pull
back of the symplectic form w to G is the standard left invariant form db A da on G which

u
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defines the Heisenberg extension. However, the action of G on M does not allow a

momentum mapping so we can not apply theorem 5.22. What we can do is the following :

since GO is exact there exists a pre-quantization bundle Y = T*S' x R/Z with connection

1-form a = pdq + dx. When we ask which elements of G can be lifted to a diffeomorphism

of Y which leaves the form a invariant and which commutes with the projection onto M

(see remark 5.26), an easy calculation shows that only the elements (a,b) e G can be lifted

for which b e Z . This fact should be compared with the fact that in quantum mechanics the

linear momentum of a particle on a circle is quantised.

Example 5.29 : The group SO(3) acts as symmetries on the symplectic manifold (S2,co)

described in example 5.21, it admits a momentum mapping and Per(<o) is discrete, so we

can apply theorem 5.22. Although to is not exact, the pull back to SO(3) is (see example

5.12); however, the extension G' constructed as the pull back of the Hopf fibration over S2

is not the trivial extension (in the sense of either principal fibre bundles or groups), but the

one obtained from SU(2) xU(l) by taking the quotient with respect to the normal subgroup

{(id,l),(-id,-l)) (see also remark 4.15). This phenomenon is known in quantum mechanics

where one says that for SO(3) one can get rid of the phase factor (corollary 2.2) up to a

sign.

If we use SU(2) as symmetry group of (S2,<o) instead of SO(3) (where we can

visualise the action of SU(2) on S2 either via the projection or SO(3) or as the action of

SU(2) on P'(C) = S2 induced by the action of SU(2) on C2), then the extension G' defined
by theorem 5.22 is necessarily the trivial extension G' = SU(2)xU(l) and the action of G'
on the Hopf fibration S3 then is given as follows: (A, exptfd)) e SU(2) xU(l) acts on C2

as first A and then exp(id)id(C2); this is a unitary action on C2 so it induces an action on
S3, which is the action of G' on Y as defined by theorem 5.22.

It is now easy to see how the non trivial extension of SO(3) by U(l) above arises :
the element (-id,)) e SU(2) xU(l) does not act on C2 as the identity whereas (-id,-l) does!

$6 More analogies

1
In this section we will show that the resemblance between diagram 2.3 and diagram -{

5.5 is not as superficial as one might think : quantum mechanics can be cast in the
symplectic formalism in such a way that (i) PX is a symplectic manifold (with a canonically
defined symplectic form), (ii) SX is the associated principal fibre bundle with connection
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over PX and (iii) the Schrodinger equation is equivalent to the flow of a vector field r\f on

the prcquantization bundle SX which is the lift of a Hamiltonian vector field on the phase

space PX (see also §5.2). To achieve these goals we will work in the category of smooth

manifolds modeled on a Hilbert space; our basic references are [La] and [Ch&Ma].

6.1 The manifolds : Suppose X is a separable complex Hilbert space with inner product

{,) (which we assume to be linear in the second variable and anti-linear in the first), then it

is clearly a manifold modeled on the underlying real Hilbert space and SX is a submanifold

of X; moreover, the complex projective space PX (the set of complex lines in X) is also a

manifold modeled on a Hilbert space for which the projection n : X\{Oj -* PX is a

submersion. N.B. If X = Cn then X is modeled on R2", SX = S 2 n l is modeled on R 2 n l

and PX = Pn I(C) is modeled on R2""2; if X = 12(C) then X, SX and PX are all modeled on

6.2 Local charts : For any me X with (m,m) = l we can define Um c PX as the set of
lines Cx in X with <m,x> * 0, hence T1(Um) - {xeX I <m,x) * 0); defining the (complex)
Hilbert space X' by X' = {xeX I (m,x) = 0} (all X' for different m are isomorphic!) then
PX is modeled on X' and the projection n : Jrl(Ura) -»Um = X' is given by:

K: x -» z = (nvx)'1 x - m.

When we restrict the projection n to the unit sphere SX, the local chart Um = X' defines a

local chart X' x U(l) for SX (SX is a U(l) bundle over PX) by :

X1 xU(l) j(z,e») <-* (1 + (z,z))l/2e»(z + m ) e S X c X (6.1)

where one has to recall that ze X' => (m,z) = 0. It is easy to see that the action of the

structure group U(l) of the principal fibre bundle SX over PX is given on the local chart

X' x U(l) just by multiplication in the second coordinate, hence these charts are bundle

charts.

6.3 Connection and symplectk forms : On the complex Hilbert space X one has the ; j

canonically defined real symplectic form <r defined by ox(v,w)« 2 Im(v,w) where we have ; [

identified TXX with X. However, this form is NOT the pull back of a 2-form on PX, so if ^

we want to define a symplectic form on PX we have to be more careful. When we restrict

the 2-form o to the unit sphere SX we obtain a 2-form on SX which IS the pull back of a

2-form at on PX (a pull back to SX)! On the local chart X' of PX the form co is given by:

,0
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<v,w)-<w,v) (v,z)<z,w)-(w,z)(z,v)

or in terms of forms:

<dz,Adz) (dz,z> A <z,dz)

Since a is closed, it is closed on SX and because n*(0 = o (on SX!) <o is closed. Moreover,
it is not hard to show that co is strongly symplectic in the sense that the map v —» i(v) coz

from T^K to TZ*PX is an isomorphism.
The form o is not only closed, but also exact: it is the exterior derivative of the

1-form a on X defined by : ax(v) = Im (x,v). When we restrict this form to SX, we can
express it in terms of the coordinates (z,eie) defined by formula 6.1:

e' 2i(i + <z,z»

or in terms of forms:

(z,dz)-<dz,z)
a d 8 +

From this formula it is clear that a restricted to SX is a connection 1-form on the principal
fibre bundle SX over FX with da = it*&). Moreover, one can show [vE,3] that in all cases
(finite or infinite dimensional) Per(co) = in Z, showing that (SX,a) is a pre-quantization of
the (strongly) symplectic manifold (PX.oo) in the sense of §5.2 with D = Per(co). Because
the complex projective spaces are simply connected, this pre-quantization is unique.

Remark 6.4 : In the finite dimensional case X = C" the form a is usually given in the
complex coordinates (x,,... ,xn) by:

o , - H 2 j ( x j d x , t - x j t d x j )

f
wheret denotes complex conjugation. In real coordinates (p,q) with x. = p= + i q= the form I '
a is expressed as Z; (Pj dq= - q̂  dp-) showing that (up to a factor 2) the symplectic form | i
a on X is the canonical symplectic form on R2". i( " j

In the case n*2 the associated projective space PC2 * P'(C) > S2 is the Riemann !, ?
sphere and the symplectic form <o defined above is the same one as the symplectic form
defined in example 5.21 with X » i.

I

f

i
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Remark 6.5: As already said, o~ is not the pull back of co, so one might ask which form is
the pull back of 0):

(dx,Adx> <dx,x> A <x,dx) <x,dx> - <dx,x> a

T0^> i<x,x><x,x) = d 2i<x,x) = d P -

This pull back is not defined in the origin, which is obvious since the projection to PX is

only defined on non-zero vectors. We also have a projection from X\{0} to the unit sphere

SX (x —» x/llxll) and the 1-form p above is the pull back to X\(0) of the restriction to SX of

the 1-form a on X.

6.6 The Schrddinger equation : Let H be a self adjoint operator on X which defines

the time evolution of the quantum system by means of the Schrodinger equation :

dx(t)/dt = (i/fi) H x(t).

We can view this equation as the equation of the flow of a vector field v on X defined by:

vx = (i/*) H x, which poses only one problem : this vector field is not defined for all x (in

general). However, our point of view is that the important feature of a vector field is the

flow it determines and a self adjoint operator defines a flow (even a 1-parameter group of

unitary transformations of X), hence we will not be bothered by the fact that in the sequel

some functions and vector fields are not defined every where.

The important property of the vector field v associated to the Schrddinger equation

is that it projects down to PX, more precise: denote by K the real function on PX defined

by the equation:

(x*H)(x) = <x,Hx) / <x,x) (the expectation value of H in state x)

then the vector field v obeys th~ ujuation:

i(v)(x*fia>) + d

9

which shows that x*v is the Hamiltonian vector field on PX with respect to the symplectic

form b co associated to the observable H. We can do even more : the restriction of v to the

unit sphere SX satisfies fioc(v) = x*H, hence v (restricted to SX) is the unique lift (f

(proposition 4.17) of the Hamiltonian vector field associated to the observable H: X -»R.

The above results are summarised in the following proposition.

Proposition 6.7 : When we apply the process of pre-quantization of $4 and §5.2 to the
symplectic manifold (PX,4a)) with discrete D = Per(no>) = h Z , then we obtain the unique
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pre-quantization bundle (SW.fi a) over PX. Moreover, if H is any self adjoint operator on

X and H : PX -* R the associated expectation value function on PX, then the unique lift of

the Hamiltonian vector field £H on PX to a vector field T|H on SX is the restriction of the

Schrodinger equation to the unit sphere SK.

Remark 6.8 : Applying the process of geometric quantization to the symplectic manifold

(PX,fito) we can do even better : using the anti-holomorphic polarization on the Kahler

manifold (FX,fio>) the Hilbert space derived by means of geometric quantization is the same

as the original Hilbert space X we started with.

For those who are familiar with geometric quantization we briefly outline the proof

of the above statement. The Hilbert space constructed by geometric quantization consists of

C-valued smooth functions f on the prequantization bundle satisfying certain conditions,

among which is the condition that fCe*8 x) = e19 f(x). Now for any y e X we can define a

function f on SX by f (x) = (y,x) which has this property. If we can show that these

functions are the only ones, then we have proven our claim. Therefore let f: SX —»C be a

smooth function satisfying f(e ie x) = e'9 f(x), then we can define a smooth function f* on

X\{0} by: f*(x) = llxll f(x/llxll) where Ilxll = <x,x>1/2 denotes the norm of x. The function f*

satisfies the equation f(K\) = X f*(x) for \e C and is obviously smooth on %\{0}. Having

chosen the anti-holomorphic polarization, the condition that f should be covariant constant

in the direction of this polarization together with the homogeneity property translates to the

condition that f* should be holomorphic on K\{0}, i.e. the (real) derivative off* should be

complex linear. Now take any two vectors x.yeXMO), then the function f* defined on

C\[0} by f*(k,\i) = f*(Xx+ny) is holomorphic, hence by Hartog's theorem it is defined on

the whole of C2; since it is homogeneous of degree 1 it is necessarily complex linear, which

shows that the original function f is complex linear. Finally f* is linear and smooth on

X\{0}, hence it is continuous in 0, so it defines an element y of X such that f is given by

f (x) = (y,x>.

One final remark: apart from the condition that the function f should be covariant ;

constant in the direction of the polarization, the process of geometric quantization imposes ' '.

the condition that f should be square integrable over the symplectic manifold. In the finite 4;. j

dimensional case this poses no extra condition on the functions f, but in the infinite :• [

dimensional case one should integrate over the infinite dimensional non-compact manifold .• i

PX, which is (as far as we know) not defined. This misting procedure it the only shadow '! , ' ;

on the above result that geometric quantization applied to (PX.neo) recovers the original j , ?

Hilbert space X . , t.j '

f.
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6.9 On Wigner's theorem : Now that we know that quantum mechanics can be

formulated as symplectic mechanics, we have two definitions of symmetry : a quantum

mechanical one which tells us that a diffeomorphism g : PX - » P X is a symmetry if it

conserves transition probabilities (the absolute value squared of the inner product, see §2)

and a classical one which tells us that g is a symmetry if it leaves the symplectic form fioa

invariant. The question arises naturally whether these two definitions coincide, or more

generally, whether there is any connection between these two definitions.

In the finite dimensional case (dim X < «°) this question can be answered : a

diffeomorphism g conserves transition probabilities if and only if g leaves the symplectic

form invariant and conserves the complex structure (i.e. g should be holomorphic). The

only if part is an easy consequence of Wigner's theorem (where we forget the possibility

that the lift to X can be anti unitary because we are always interested in connected Lie

groups of symmetries). The if part requires (a consequence of) a theorem of Chow: if g is a

holomorphic diffeomorphism of Pn(£) then it is projective linear, i.e. it is induced by a

linear isomorphism of C"+1. Using this theorem it is an elementary calculation to show that

if g also conserves the symplectic form, then it is induced by a unitary transformation of X,

which implies that g conserves the transition probabilities.

In the infinite dimensional case we do not know of an equivalent of Chow's

theorem, so (for us) it is an open question whether there exists such a relation between the

two definitions of symmetries.

§7 Summary and discussion

In the previous sections we have studied two questions; the first one a mathematical

problem : given a Lie group G with Lie algebra of, what are necessary and sufficient

conditions on a Lie algebra central extension (of dimension 1) of 9 such that there exists a .:

Lie group central extension of G by a 1-dimensional Lie group associated to this algebra \

extension? The second question was a question in physics : in quantum mechanics a |

symmetry group G does not a priori act on the Hilbert space, but only upon the projective '•'

Hilbert space; using Wigner's theort.n one shows that a central extension of G (by U(l))

acts as (unitary) transformations on the Hilbert space (diagram (2.3)). We asked if an

analogous situation occurs in classical mechanics.

We snowed that the answers to both questions involved the same construction : a

central extension of a manifold; more precisely: the construction of a principal fibre bundle
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with connection over the manifold with specified curvature form*. Moreover, the answers §

are "the same" : given a Lie algebra extension defined by a closed left invariant 2-form (0, a ,

Lie group extension exists if and only if the group of periods of G) is discrete and if £0

admits a momentum mapping (for the left action of G on itself); diagram (2.3) in quantum

mechanics can be duplicated in classical mechanics provided that the group of periods of the

symplectic form (0 on the phase space is discrete (to guarantee the existence of a

pre-quantum bundle) and admits a momentum mapping. It should not come as a surprise

that the answers are "the same" because the central extension of a symmetry group G in the

classical analogue of diagram (2.3) is constructed with as closed left invariant 2-form the

pull back of the symplectic form.

Although we can duplicate diagram (2.3) for classical mechanics, there are some

important differences. Wigner's theorem tells us that for every symmetry group there exists

a central extension which acts on the Hilbert space; in classical mechanics not every

symmetry group admits a central extension which acts on the pre-quantum bundle. The

example to illustrate this difference is a 1-dimensional particle with the circle S1 as

configuration space (hence T*S' as phase space : example 5.28): the classical symmetry

group of translations in position and momentum does not admit a momentum mapping,

hence cannot be "lifted" to the pre-quantum bundle. In quantum mechanics this group is not

a symmetry group; the 1-dimensional group of translations in position is a quantum

mechanical symmetry group (with the momentum operator as infinitesimal generator), but a

position operator does not exist. However, these differences disappear and the analogy

between quantum mechanics and the pre-quantization formulation of classical mechanic:-

becomes striking if we realise that translations in position admits clasically a momentum

mapping and can hence be "lifted", that a discrete subset of the translations in momentum

can be lifted to the pre-quantum bundle (example 5.28), and that there exists in quantum

mechanics a discrete symmetry group (of unitary transformations on the Hilbert space)

representing shifts in the discrete spectrum of the momentum operator. Hence, although

Wigner's theorem and theorem 5.22 differ superficially in the conditions imposed on the

symmetry group, nevertheless upon closer scrutiny they offer striking analogies between

quantum mechanics and the pre-quantization formalism (i.e. the construction of the

pre-quantum bundle over the phase space). '

In the last section we showed that the analogy between quantum mechanics and the •

pre-quantization formalism can be extended even further: quantum mechanics itself can be '•

formulated as a classical system. Its phase space is the (infinite dimensional) projective ,!

Hilbert space with its canonical (strongly) symplectic form and the Schrodinger equatior

The question about the relation of arbitrary abelian extension! (not only central ones) of Lie group* and Lie
atfebru can be treated in the tame way, requiring a minor modification of the construction of "extensions of
manifolds".

!

. ' • • *
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defines the flow of a Hamiltonian vector field on the projective Hilbert space associated to

the (real) function which gives the expectation value of the Hamilton operator. Moreover,

the unit sphere in the Hilbert space is the unique pre-quantum bundle over the quantum

mechanical phase space, which shows that the pre-quantum formulation of classical

mechanics fits naturally into the quantum theory. Last but not least: application of the

procedure of geometric quantization to the classical system defined by the projective Hilbert

space yields the original Hilbert space (modulo some technical "details"), which completes

the circle : from quantum mechanics with a Hilbert space to classical mechanics in the

projective Hilbert space to quantum mechanics in the original Hilbert space by means of

geometric quantization.

Finally we want to point out another use of the general method of central extensions

of manifolds in physics, one which is closely related with pre-quantization (in fact it is

pre-quantization but not on a symplectic manifold). The usual description of classical

mechanics is by means of a symplectic manifold (M.co) (the phase space) and a Hamiltonian

function H (the energy, whose Hamiltonian vector field determines the time evolution). An

equivalent description is by means of an evolution space E = M x R with a closed 2-form

o = co - dH A dt where t is the coordinate on the time axis R in E = M x R. The time
evolution of the system then is described by the kernel of this 2-form a : the trajectories (in
time) of the system are the integral curves of the 1-dimensional kernel of o (this description

of classical mechnics is strongly favored by Souriau [So,l]; we will show some reasons
why). One of the advantages of this description is that the Hamiltonian function H now may

depend on the time t : we can describe in a natural way time dependent systems. In this

context a symmetry group is a group of diffeomorphisms of E which leave a invariant (i.e.
if they arise from symmetries on the symplectic manifold they have to be diffeomorphisms
which leave <•> and H invariant). Again the advantage is that time dependent symmetries can

be described easily.

Since o is a closed 2-form we can construct a pre-quantum bundle (Y,a) over the
evolution space (E,o) according to the construction of §4 (assuming that the group of
periods of a is discrete, which it is if co has discrete periods). If G is a symmetry group of E
which admits a momentum mapping, then this defines a central extension G' of G which is ; • •

a symmetry group of Y; the construction is exactly the same as in the symplectic case : G' is i .
the pull-back of Y (see theorem 5.22). Let us explain why this is so interesting : if the i ]

Galilei group Gal (which contains time dependent transformations!) is a symmetry group of j • !
the classical system described by the evolution space E, then the existence of a momentum ; |
mapping exhibits all 10 conserved Noether quantities (not only the widely known 7 b '
conserved quantities : total energy (1), total linear momentum (3) and total angular ,i j
momentum (3); see also [So.l]). Moreover, the central extension Gal' which acts upon the
pre-quantization bundle Y is the Bargmann group, which usually occurs in quantum physics
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as the symmetry group of the non-relativistic Schrodinger equation. Finally, the

pre-quantization bundle Y we obtain in this fashion is exactly the same prequantization

bundle one uses in geometric quantization when one applies this quantization method to time

dependent systems (see [Sn,§9] and references cited there).
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Hyperfine interaction in a classical

hydrogen atom and geometric

quantization

by C.Duval, J.EIhadad and G.M.Tuynman

Abstract

We start with a Galilei-invariant symplectic model of two charged particles with

spin and magnetic moment in interaction, which could serve as a model for the (classical)

hydrogen atom. To this model we apply two different versions of geometric quantization

and we obtain a Hamiltonian operator which is (apart from some numerical constants) the

well-known Hamiltonian for the hydrogen atom, including spin-orbit coupling

(fine-structure) and spin-spin interaction (hyperfine-structure).

1985 AMS subject classification : 58F05,70F99,58F06, 81D07. i

Key words : hydrogen atom, classical mechanics, hyperfine interaction, i
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§1 The classical hydrogen atom '

Let us recall that the movements of a classical (i.e. non-relativistic and not

quantized) particle with spin under the influence of an exterior electromagnetic field are

curves in the evolution space E = R 7 x S 2 , curves who are the characteristics of a

presymplectic 2-form o" (of rank 8) given by :

a = (m dVj - e Ej dt) A (dri - vJ dt) + i e eijk B
1 dri A dr11

- ise i j ku 1 duJAduk + d(nBjUJdt)

with ( r, v, t ) e R7, u e S 2 c R 3 (llull = l ) .

The quantities m, e, s and |i are constants which are interpreted as the mass, the

electric charge, the spin and the magnetic moment associated to the spin vector of this

particle. The electromagnetic field (E,B) is supposed to depend only on the space-time

variables (r,t). The condition da = o leads us in particular to the homogeneous Maxwell

equations, who guarantee the existence of the electromagnetic potentials (A,V) such that

B = rot A and E = - grad V - 3,A. With these definitions and the observation that

i Cjy u> duk A du1 = sin # dd A d<p = surface(S2), the presymplectic form o can be written

as:

a = d{ (m v - e A ) • dr - H dt} - s- surf,

where H = imllvll2 + e V -nBu.

The equations of motion of this system are given by the characteristic foliation of c,

i.e. by ker(o) :

Sr = v 8t

m5v = [ e ( E + v x B ) + j i g r a d r ( B u ) ] 5t

sou = nuxB5t. :•
i

If we suppose that the electromagnetic field is created by a second particle of the '

same kind, then one derives finally (see [So2]) the following model : two particles in i

interaction with masses mk, charges ek, spins sk and associated magnetic moments nk ;

(k=l,2) can be described by an evolution space E, which is an open set in R 1 3 x S 2 x S 2 , |

and a presymplectic 2-form a :

a = dco - sx-surf.j -
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with co = Vj. dr-j + [u* x C(rj- r2)] • drj +

dr2 + [u# x C(r2- Tj)] • dr2 - H dt

and H = i mj llvjll2 + i m, llv2ll
2 + e} e2 V ( r r r2) +

(1.1)

where we have introduced the following useful abbreviations :

U* = A.j Uj + %2

V (q) = llqlH ,

C'(q)= 1-llall-3

U2

- 3

. v
C(q) =

aaTlla

= k (J.j e 2 , i

-gradql /(q)

I-5.

2̂ = k ^j Z\ .

= q-llqll-3

k

(1.2)

One easily verifies that a is invariant under the action of the Galilei group :

rk
v k
uk
t

A e

-> Avk4

-* Auk

-> t + x

SO(3),

bt +
b

b,C€

c

R 3 , TE R

hence the general theorem on barycentric decomposition can be applied (see [Sol]), which

results in the following obvious change of cooidinates:

R = ( mj Tj +
V = (irij v, +

r2 ) / M

j v2 ) / M

r =
V =

M =

- r2

- V 2

nj + 1H2 , m = nij n^ / M.

In these coordinates the l-form co (1.1) takes the form :

co = ( M V-dR - H bdt) + (m vdr + [u#xC(r)] • dr -

Hb = i M IIVII2

Hj = i m llvll2 + ej e2 V (r) + H, U2 "i" C'(r) • u2

(1.3)

(1.4)

This model was proposed by Souriau to describe the hydrogen atom in terms which

are purely classical. If we forget the movement of the barycentre (which is rectilinear with

constant velocity), we obtain a reduced evolution space Er=R\{9] x R3 x R x S2 x S2

containing the point (r.v.t.Uj.u^ with presymplectic 2-form a r :

1
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or = .j - s2*surf.2

cor = [ m v + u# x C(r) ] • dr - H, dt.

(1.5)

(1.6)

This system has SO(3) x R as a dynamical group and the associated momentum-mapping

([Sol]) gives us 4 conserved (Noether) quantities : the energy Hr and the total angular

momentum L,'r,lot *

Lr.tot = r x ( m v + u * x C ( r ) ] + s1u1 (1.7)

Since we will be interested only in the reduced model, in the sequel we will drop

the subscript r, so from now on we work with an evolution space E c R7 x S2 x S2 ,

together with a presymplectic 2-form o defined by (1.5). The formulas (1.6) and (1.7)

strongly suggest the introduction of the coordinates p = m v + u* x C(r) instead of v

and indeed this gives:

a = dpAdr - Sj-surf.j - s2-surf.2 - dHAdt

L to t = r x p + sx Uj + s2 u2

H = Ilpll2/2m + ele2V(r) - u # - ( C ( r ) x p ) / m

+ ji t ^ ut- C'(r) • u2 + llu# x C(r)ll2 / 2m.

(1.8)

In a one should recognise the canonical part dp A d r , in L one recognises the

usual angular momentum plus the two internal angular momenta usually called spin, and

finally H should be compared to the usual Hamiltonian-operator of the hydrogen atom :

kinetic energy, Coulomb potential, spin-orbit coupling, spin-spin interaction and the

diamagnetic term.

The equations of motion are again given by ker(o), i.e.:

8r /8 t = v = ( p - u ' x C ( r ) ) / m

si l ^ 1 l 2 u i ( 1 9 )

8p/8t = C'(r) •[vxu*] + e , e2C(r) - \L\\h. u f C f r ) ' U2

where a • C"(r) • b = -3 llrll5 [(r-a)b + (r-b)a + (a-b)r] + 15llrll"7(r-a)(r-b)r.

Associated to this evolution space £ is a phase space M, which is a leaf t = constant

of £. The pull-back of o to M is a symplectic form, which we will denote also by a, and the

equations of motion are given by the flow of the Hamiltonian vectorfield XH associated to

the Hamiltonian H (because H is independ of t, it is defined on M) by c(XH , .) + dH = 0.

m
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§2 Prequantization

Prequantization is the intermediate step between a classical description of a system

(by a symplectic manifold and a Hamiltonian) and the corresponding quantummechanical

description derived by means of geometric quantization. It should be noted at this point that

there exist two (nearly) equivalent viewpoints of geometric quantization : one by Souriau

and one by Kostant (e.a.). In this and subsequent sections we will describe briefly the

necessary ingredients of these two viewpoints, specialising to the model we want to study,

i.e. the reduced hydrogen atom as described in §1. For a more detailed account of these two

quantization procedures the reader is referred to [Sol] and [Du] for Souriau's approach, and

to [Bl], [Kol] and [Ko2], or to [S&W], fSn], [Wo], [Tul], [Tu2] for the approach by

Kostant and others.

§2.1 Prequantization according to Souriau

A prequantization of a symplectic manifold (M,a) is a pair (Y,a) in which 71: Y—>M

is a principal U(l) = S1 c C bundle over M and alb a connection-form on Y with

associated curvature form curv(oc/fi) = (n*o)/b.

If M — S2, c = - s-surf.(S2) then M admits a prequantization only if s = infi,

ne Z\[ 0}. To describe such a prequantization we recall the Hopf fibration n: S3-»S2 which

can be defined as follows :

( 7I \ (t denotes

Z 2 J , Z+ = (Z1*, Z 2 t ) , Z+-Z = 1 complex-conjugation
and transposition)

=> 2 Z-Z+ - 1 e GL(2,<C) is a hermitian involution with zero trace

=> 3! u e S2 c R3 : 2 Z-Z+ - 1 = u-2

with 2 = Pauli-matrices = (a1,a2,a3) = ( [ 0 1 | , [ ? ' ' l , | 1 0 | )

Now jt(Z) = u is a well defined projection which turns S3 into a U(l) bundle over f i

S2, because 7t is invariant under the action of U(l) on S3 defined by scalar times vector: ?| i

2Z-Z t -1 =2(ZQ- (ZQt_ i => Jt(Z)==7c(ZO
Z e C2, Z+-Z = 1 J k

and because this is the only freedom in Z when n(Z) is given.

The group Z/nZ can be considered as a subgroup of U(l) and U(l) modulo
(Z/nZ) is isomorphic to U(l), so we can construct U(l) bundles Yn over S2 by
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Yn= S3/(Z/nZ).

The 1-form an on S3 defined by an = infi Z+dZ descends to Yn and (Yn, ocn) defines
a prequantization of (S2 , -1 n fi -surf.).

The case we are interested in is the symplectic manifold M = T*Q x S2 x S2 with
configuration space Q = R A { 0 ) and the symplectic form a given by (1.5) or (1.8) (at
t=constant). One can verify (see [Sol]: quantization by fusion) that a prequantization (Y,a)
of this system is given by:

where

for

Y = T * Q x S 3 x S 3 / ~

(r, v, Zv Z2) „ (r, v, Zl £ exp(2Tcik,/nj), Z2 C"1

U(l), e Z , Si = i rij £i, (i = 1,2)

and a l-form a on Y which is the direct image of the l-form P on T*Q x S3 x S3 :

p = [ m v + u# x C(r) ] • dr + uijfi Zj+- dZj + in2fi Z2
f- dZ2.

It should be noted that any other prequantization (Y', a') of this system is equivalent to the
given one since M is simply connected (which implies that H^A/.T) = {0} and this
cohomology space indexes all inequivalent prequantizations).

The Hamiltonian vectorfield XH of H (see (1.4) or (1.8)) on M can be lifted to a
vectorfield XA

H on Y in a unique way such that

oc( XA
H) = n*H and it* XA

H = XH.

When we restrict ourselves to the case s2 = ̂ =if i which is particularly interesting,

one finds for XA
H:

8r = v

8v = m1 { C(r) x 8u# - u# x [C'(r) • v] - C'(r) • [u# x v]

+ et ej C(r) - ^ ^ u f C(r) • u2 }

8Zj = i/fi {v1Z l + ( [^C(r)xv - j i ,^ C'(r)u2]-fi)Z1

8Z2 = Vfi {v2Z2 + ( [^C(r)xv - ji ,^ C'(r)Ul] -ffi)Z2

v = Vj + v 2 = imllvll2 - e^VOr) + ^fij UjC^r)

= Hr - 2 e,e2 V(r) (c.f. (1.4) )

(2.1)
i

•>

I
I

m
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where 8u# is given by (1.2) and (1.9) with St = l.

In this formula v, and v2 are two real Lagrange multipliers; their remaining arbitrariness

(Vj - v2) disappears when passing to the quotient Y.

§2.2 Prequantization according to Kostant

In this formalism a prequantization of a symplectic manifold (M,o) is a complex

line-bundle L over M with connection V and compatible fibre-inner product such that

curvature(V) = o/ft. The connection between this formalism and Souriau's is that Jt: L-*M

is the vector bundle associated to the principal U(l) bundle Y by means of the standard

action of U(l) on C; the connection V on L is then derived from the connection ct/fi on Y.

If M = S2, a = -ssurf. the bundle L is trivialised by means of two local charts

U± = R2 = C on M with transition function z_ = l/z+ (i.e. U± are the two natural charts

on S2 = IP'OE), where z+ is the projection from the north pole of S2and z_ the projection

from the south pole followed by an inversion; the local coordinate z+ is related to the

coordinates (Z1, Z2) defined in the beginning of §2.1 by z+
+ = ZVZ2). Local charts of L

are now given by U± x C with transition function :

U+ x C 3 (m, w) -» (m, g ^ m ) w) e U_ x C,

= (z+/lz+l)-2s /* = (z. / lzj)2 5"1 = exp(-2is(p+/fi) = exp( 2isq>_/fi).

From this formula one can see the origin of the quantization condition 2s/fi e Z : this is a

necessary condition to guarantee that this transition function is well defined on S2.

A section \ of L is represented by two complex functions X± on U± and the

connection V acting on A. is defined by means of local symplectic potentials fl± (i.e. dft± =

= O" = - s • surf.): for a (local) vectorfield \ on M:

= is(z±z±t + i ) i (z±dz±+ -z±+ d ^ ) a = 2is (z±Z±t + l ) 2 dz±

In our case M = T*Q x S2 x S2, Q = R^fO}, and a given by (1.5) or (1.8) (at j

t = const.), and a trivialisation of L is given over four charts U±± = T Q x U± x U± with ?

transition functions g ^ x i i ) given by e.g.:

g(__X_+)(
m) = exP( -1{hVlA )• g(+-x-+)(m) = exP( 2 i (si<P
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The connection V is given on local sections X±± by the formula:

•&±± = pdr + isx (z1±z1±+ I)"1 (z1±dzi±
+ - z,±

+ dz1±

Other choices of local symplectic potentials •d correspond to different trivialisations

of the same bundle L (since there is only one such bundle up to equivalence).

§3 Polarizations

One can associate in a canonical way a Hilbert-space Xc to a prequantization (in the
formalism of either Souriau or Kostant) with the nice property that to each observable f,
f: M —s R, corresponds an operator Qf on Xc satisfying the commutation relation

[ Q P Q g ] = - i f i Q j f . g ]

(with on the right-hand side the Poisson-bracket of f and g and on the left-hand side the
commutator of operators ), together with Qj = 1. However X c cannot serve as the
Hilbert-space representing the quantummechanical description of the system since it consists
essentially of functions on M and not of functions of the position coordinates only (or the
momentum coordinates only).

The key-idea is to replace Xc by a Hilbert-space X consisting of (roughly speaking)
functions which depend on only half the number of coordinates on M. Therefor one
introduces a polarization F which is a complex distribution on TM of dimension n=i dimM

satisfying the following conditions:

(i) Fm c (TmM)c, dimcFm = n I <=» F is lagrangian I \

(ii) Fisisotropic J I j
(iii) F is involutive I )
(iv) d i m c F t n F = k is constant on M :f \

(v) F* + F is involutive. \

Conditions (i) to (iii) say essentially that a function which is constant on the leaves
of F depends only on the first n coordinates of a canonical coordinate system; conditions
(iv) and (v) are technical conditions.
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The polarisation F we will use when quantizing the (reduced) hydrogen atom, is

spanned by either of the following three sets of five (local) vectorfields:

{ 3/dv, d/dz^, dldzj J , {8/8p, a/9z,t, d/dzj ) (3.1)

or { X r , X ^ . X ^ ) (3.2)

where z; (i=l,2 indicating the first and second particle) is a (local) complex-holomorphic

coordinate on S2 = P'(€) with respect to the complex structure introduced in §2.2. Roughly

speaking Xc will be replaced by a Hilben-space JC consisting of "functions" which are

constant along the polarization F, which means in this case of functions of r and z( which

are holomorphic in Zj.

It is from this point on that the quantization formalism of Souriau diverges from the

formalism of Kostant, so the (results of the) different quantization procedures will be

discussed in the next section.

§4 Quantization

The basic idea in both quantization formalisms is to compute die flow a, associated

to the Hamiltonian vectorfield XH (1.9), lift this flow to a flow a\ on the Hilbert-space J€,

and finally compute a,(y) up to first order in t :

V + i/fi Hy t + 0(t2)

where the coefficient in t is interpreted as the result of the Hamiltonian-operator acting on y

: the generator of time evolution.

The main computational ingredient to compute this first order term is the method of

stationary phase (see [Hd],lemma 7.7.3): for |Jt * 0:

J. e3insign(PtV4 (nt/p)-3/2 e x p ( - i p ||xl|2/1) f(x) dX

= f(0) - it/4p [AxfJ(O) + Oft2). (4.1)
1 jRemark : In the sequel of this section we will often say that the Hilbert-space X is given by ' ]

a certain vector space with an inner-product. In reality this space will only be a 1 j»

pre-Hilbert-space but we have adopted this language for the sake of brevity. The reader is

asked to interpret these statements as "H is the completion of the iiuer-product space", e.g.:

L2(R) = {C~ functions on R) .
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§4.1 Quantization with polarizers

In the quantization scheme of Souriau [Sol], given a polarization F of (M,a) and a
prequantisation (Y,a), one deals with the complex distribution F* of TY defined by :

a(FA) = 0, F = w.FA (4.2)

which is called a Planck-polarization (the horizontal lift of F). Then the Hilben space X of
wave functions is the space of C* functions f: Y-> G satisfying:

: ;*f=C-f

where on the left-hand side £ denotes the action of U(l) on the principal bundle Y and on
the right-hand side C denotes multiplication by the complex number £.

In our case Y is a quotient from T Q x S3 x S3 which is in turn embedded in
T*QxC2xC2. Now we will always use the coordinates (r,v,Z,,Z2) on T*QxC2xC2,
but it goes without saying that the expressions given will descend to Y. So the
Planck-polarization F* (which is 5 dimensional) associated to the polarization (3.1) is given
by the trace on Y of the mixed real/complex distribution on T*Q x C2 x C2 spanned by the 7
vectorfields:

a/dv, a/azp 3/az2

(N.B. beware of the relation zf = ZtyZ2 between (Z'.Z2) (as defined in §2.1) and z (as

defined in §2.2) which holds for both particles). The associated (filbert space is given by:

je = {ffr.v.z,,^) = 2Vp=i.2 ̂ frW z i a t zf* • " f «2 < ~ ) (4-3)

or equivalency by:

W and irFII2 < ~ } (4.4)

where the norm II II i s derived from the hermitian scalar product ( , ) defined by

< f , g > - (2w)"2 f -g t d r d u , d u 2

JQxShfS2

or

I.
It is worth noticing that the Planck polarisation F* (4.2) can be viewed as the
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kernel of the derivative d<)> of the complex 5-form <|> on Y:

where vol(Z,dZ) = Z1dZ2-Z2dZI.
It can be shown that this 5-form satisfies the conditions:

(i) d<(> = ik/fi aA<(> 1
\ (4.5)

(ii) rank(<J>) = n J

where k e Z\(0) (here k=2) and n = idim(Af) (=5). Any complex n-form satisfying these
conditions is called a k-polarizer and the (complex) distribution F* defined by:

F* = ker(d<(>)

is a Planck polarization. For an introductory account, see [Du] and (Ra). One of the

subtleties with polarizers is the rising of certain global existence conditions, which leads to

strong selection rules on the (prcquantizable) symplectic manifolds (e.g. only spins i and l

can be "polarized" in a SU(2)-invariant way; fortunately enough this is the case of our

model).

Using the polarizer 4> we can describe the Hilbert space X (4.3) as the set of those

C°° functions f: Y -» C satisfying :

(df-i/fifa)A<)> = 0. (4.6)

Let aj denote the flow of the Hamiltonian vectorfield XH on (M,a) (see (1.9)) and a, the
flow of XA

H on (Y,a) (see (2.1)). The flow a, is a local 1-parameter group of
diffeomorphisms of (Y,a) which leaves a invariant and commutes with the action of U(l).
Trivially, <j>, = §,*<(> is again a polarizer (i.e. satisfying conditions (4.5)) with associated
Hilbert space X, as defined by (4.6). Since f, = f°a, is in Xt if f is in X, it is possible to
define a pairing between Xt and X by:

[ftgt-<f t ,g>«K I ft-gt-V*,Aft/U-X (4.7) I

I
where X is the Liouville volume of (M,c); since $, A <J>T is a volume form on M it is §
proportional to A. with proportionality function 4>t A tf/X.1fQt A Qi* is nowhere zero (i.e. if
the polarization F transverse to the polarization a,*F) then (4.7) defines a linear map from : -
X, to X and hence an evolution operator (also called a,) on X by:

S ) = <fi-g>- (4.8)

If the constant K in (4.7) can be chosen such that the expansion (4.1) holds (and in our case
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we can) then the flow a, (4.8) on X defines a Hamilton operator H.

In the case of the hydrogen atom the pairing (4.7) of polarizers reads :

< f,, g ) = (2JC)"2 (27tmfi)- cxp(
J T'QXS 2^ 2

cxp( -i/fi J (voas)(r,v,Z,,Z2) ds)
2 2

,°(t)t Y2P(t)t)

drd(mv)du,dii2 (4.9)

where

p , g ( r , v , Z , , Z 2 ) - p

t

Yj(t) = Z/t) • exp( -i/fi | (vjoas)(r,v,Z],Z2) ds) g = 1,2) (cf (2.1)),

(r(t),v(t),Z1(t),Z2(t)) = at(r,v,Zt,Z2) and K, =Vl4>t

The expression given for the constant K contains the standard nonnalization coefficients

together with a phase factor corresponding to the Maslov index. One can show that:

and

Kj = t3'2 [ 1 + at2 + bjVJ t2 +

t

cxp( -i/fi J (voasKr,v,Zj,Z2) ds)
o

= exp(-itm Ilvll2/2n) [ 1 + it/fi ( e j e ^ r ) - n , ^ u t C'(r )u 2 ) + y t 2 + GO3) ]

where a, bj (j = 1,2,3) and y are independent of v. In view of this last expression we want to

apply the method of stationary phase to the integration over v. Since the vectorfield XH is

linear in the velocity v, the flows a, and a, are analytic in v and hence we can apply the

method of stationary phase to each term separately in the expansion of the integrand of (4.9)

with respect to v. It follows (because we also have analyticity in t) that only the coefficients

of llvll01 and llvll212 will contribute nontrivially to the lrst order in t (the Hamiltonian)

Integration on spheres is achieved by using some classical formulas on the integral over S2

of the trace of polynomials of R 3 and we finally get the result:

= - f . 2 /2m A r ^ a p +

+ 5/9 n l ( i2 V1 - (a*),,5 - 1 ^ +

I
3
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with DCr)* s &* llrll4 - rJ i* llrll"6.

If we omit the wave functions, denote by a the Pauli-matrices acting on the j-th index of the

wave function (j=1>2) a nd introduce 2* = ^S.^+ ^ ^ 2 (c-f- (1-2)) the" w e obtain the

Hamiltonian operator H as expressed with respect to the representation (4.4) of the Hilbert

space 3t :

H = -fi2/2m Ar + exe2V(r) (4.10)

- £*• ( C(r) x fi/i V r ) / m + 5/9 *i,|A2 2 f C'(r) • 2 2

+ X.jXyhi ( 2 , xC(r) ) ( 2 2 x C ( r ) ) .

§4.2 Quantization with (-1) - F • forms

Since it is outside the scope of this paper to give a complete description of this

quantization method, we only give the necessary intermediate results together with some

remarks for those readers who know about this method.

Using the polarization defined by either (3.1) or (3.2) we obtain a Hilbert space K

which can be represented by functions of r, Zj and z2 ( r e R3, ZjS C) which are

polynomials of degree (2Sj/fi -1) in z;. If we specialise to the case Sj = s 2=t we obtain

spin-spaces of dimension 2 for each spin, corresponding to particles with spin J. It should

be noted that the use of (-i)-F-forms gives us a spin-shift of one half with respect to the

previous method (which is equivalent to using (-i)-F-densities; see §4.3) (see also [Wo],

§6.3.6 and [Tu2]); the reader is referred to the discussion in §5 for more comments on this

difference. In our case the Hilbert space can now be given as :

X = { v(r. z,, z2) = I a p=0 j ' F ^ p Zl« z / (Zlz,t + 1)-

y is "square integrable" } (4.11)

with inner-product

< \|f, <p > = 16fi2 dr d x ^ d x j d y j (z,z,t + i)-2 ( z ^ t + 1)-2 •

I

Vdet A >|f(r, z t , z2)+ (p(r, z, , Zj) ?

with Vdet A = (2hfi)"1 ( z ^ ^ + 1) fyzj + 1)
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or equivalently by

X = { ^ ( r ) ^ I *Fap square-integrable, a,|J = 0,1 } (4.13)

with inner-product

V,O ) = 7t • I a p = 0 > 1 n*)aJ <»(r)ap dr.
Jij3

Remarks: 1) In the cases Zj°, & and ok the superscripts a and k denote the a-th and k-th

component of the vectors Z-, r and £; however the superscript a in z-a denotes an

exponent.

2) \|/ and (p can be seen as the local (i.e. on the chart U++) expressions of sections

of the prequantum bundle L, sections which are covariant constant along the polarisation F.

3) The (-i)-F-forms are chosen such that they are identically 1 on the meta-frame

corresponding to the frames of F given in (3.2).

4) The first line in (4.12) is derived from the Liouville measure associated to the

symplectic form a given in (1.8) by substituting the three vectorfields - 3/3p = X r On S2

we use the local complex coordinate z = x + i y as defined in §2.2, in which the surface is

given by surf. = 4 ( x2 + y2 + 1 )"2 dy A dx.

5) Vdet A is a correcting factor to insure that the expression is a correct density on

R 3 x C 2 .

6) The second, more convenient formulation of X can be computed directly from

the first one by integrating over C2.

If a, is the flow associated to the Hamiltonian veetorfield XH (1.9) then the flow at

on X is defined by the BKS (Blattner-Kostant-Sternberg) - kernel :

<\\f,at(<p) ) = I6fi2 d rdp dx,dy,dx2dy2 (z^ + l ) 2 (Zjz/ + I ) 2 •
J R 6 X C 2

(4.14)
• Vdet A, \|/(r, zv Zj)+ ((poat)(r, p, z,, Zj) •

t

• exp^i*)1 J (d(XH) - H)(as(r, p, z,, Zj)) ds )
o

with At a 5x5 matrix given by:

( (ih)-1 X-k ( r W ) (ih)"1 XJC (z, oat) "|
A = '

i 1
i I
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Remarks : 1) Here the first part is the complete Liouville measure.

2) ((poat) • exp(... J ... ds ) is the local expression of the time-evolution of the

section (p of the prequantization linebundle L.

3) Vdet At is again a correcting factor to insure that the integral is a well defined

density on R6xC2 .

4) Since at#F and F^ are transversal for small t, no extra terms representing the

(-i)-forms are involved.

Finally we compute the the term linear in t in the integral (4.14), using the flow

(1.9) and the method of stationary phase (4.1). When we evaluate the integrals over C2,

using the second representation of the Hilbert space, the result is given by the Hamiltonian :

H = -fi2/2m Ar + eie2V(r) (4.15)

- £*• ( C(r) x h/i V r ) / 2m + 2/9 n ,n 2 £ r C'(r) • s.2

i ( 2 j x C(r) )•( £ 2 x C(r))

where 2* = A.j$li + X̂ ffij (compare with (1.2)) and where the matrices a act upon the

j-th index of *Fap, i.e. 2j act upon the index a and 2 2
 uP° n P-

4.3 Quantization with (-i) - F - densities

When using (-i)-F-densities instead of (-i)-F-forms there is apparently no change

in the Hilbert space : it is, apart from an overall factor, given by (4.11) (or equivalently by

(4.13)). The most important difference is that one has to use s1 = s2 = ifi instead of

Sj = s2 = fi to derive this result. This difference can be attributed to the fact that the

(-i)-F-form which is 1 on the metaframe corresponding to the frame (3.2) is a (-i)-F-form

which is covariant constant along F, while the (-i)-F-density which is 1 on the frame (3.2)

is not. However the (-l)-F-density which takes the value (z,z,++l)'1/2 (z2z2
++i)-1/2 on the

frame (3.2) is a covariant constant (-i)-F-density. Another difference is that Vdet A should

be replaced by "Vldet Al, but since det A is real positive, this change is not visible.

The difference between forms and densities becomes visible when we calculate

(\y, at((p)> with the BKS-kemel for (-i)-F-densities: Vdet At has to be replaced by VldetA,

times a factor of modulus 1: the Maslov index (see also §4.1). Moreover the calculations of

at has to be done with Sj = s2=Jfi instead of Sj = s2 = f>. Apart from those changes,

the same remarks as for the BKS-kernel with forms are valid. In this case one obtains the

Hamiltonian H:
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H = -ii2/2m Ar + e^VCr) (4.16)

- ffi*- ( C(r) x fi/i V r ) / m + 5/9 n ^ 2 ffir C'(r) • £ 2

^ + \JkJm ( £ , x C(r) )•( 22 x C(r))

which is exactly equal to the result (4.10) obtained by quantization with polarizers.

= m e

= - e

= -geefi/(4mec)

m2 =

e2 = e

m = reduced mass = ixijinyOnj+mj) = me

e = elementary (positive) charge

\h = gpefi/(4irLc)

ft

§5 Discussion

The results of the two quantization methods (which we will call the polarizer

method and the J-form method) are given in (4.10) and (4.15). The fact that these two

methods give different results (although only in some numerical constants) should not be

surprising since they quantize different symplectic manifolds (polarizers Sj = s2=ifi «-»

i-forms sx=s2
=fi). The justification of these different models is given by the interpretation

of the parameter s (or equivalcntly by the resulting quantum Hilbert space); however, the

authors could not decide which procedure is the right one, since both methods do not really

arrive at the correct answer.

Before we discuss the different terms in more detail, we make two global

comments. First we note that we have omitted the origin of R3 from our configuration space

because of the singularity at r=0 of the Coulomb potential. However we have reintroduced

the origin in the description of our Hilbert space, which consists of four copies of

L2(R3,Lebesgue). This manipulation is completely justified by the isomorphism

L2(R3) -» L^ORAfO}) (given by restriction of functions) between Hilbert spaces. The

second remark concerns the interpretation of the model: the reduced model as given in § 1

does not describe the motion of the electron, although it does to a fairly good

approximation since the reduced mass is nearly equal to the electron mass (an "infinitely

heavy" proton). Consequently our model incorporates from the beginning the correction that ;

one has to use the reduced mass instead of die electron mass. jjj j;

We now consider the different terms in (4.10) and (4.15) separately while 1| j

substituting the correct values for the charges, magnetic moments and masses, interpreting I )

the first particle as the electron and the second particle as the proton; more precisely:
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2) Jl2 = -gpe2fi/(4mpc2)

g e = electron g-value = 2.0 g = proton g-value = 5.6

To facilitate the comparison with literature (e.g. [B&S], [Co] or [Ga]) we also introduce the ''

operators angular momentum L, electron-spin S and proton-spin I defined as :

L = r x b/\ Vr 8 = 1 6 ^ I = ifi 2 2

With these conventions we obtain the following terms.

1) Kinetic energy and Coulomb potential

* A ±
2m r llrll

These terms are well known and need no comment.

2) Electron spin-orbit coupling

(lori)- — S L
2mec

2 llrll3

Here we note for the first time a difference : the polarizer method obtains a factor l,

the i-form method finds a factor i and in literature one finds a factor i with a footnote ' *

saying that a heuristic reasoning gives a factor 1 but due to Thomas precession the correct •

value should be i. It seems that the i-form method obtains the correct factor; however, the

purely phenemenological constant k (introduced in (1.2)) was given the value k = c J by

Souriau to be compatible with the macroscopic theory of magnetism. Hence nothing hinders :i

us to make another choice, e.g. k = ic"1, to obtain the correct factor in the spin-orbit

coupling when using the polarizer method (showing that the correct value obtained by the

i-form method is accidental). 'j

I \
3) Spin-spin interaction ff •

1

llrll3 llrll5
 c

Again different constants : 5/9 by the polarizer method, 2/9 by the i-form method

and l in literature! Before we discuss the different constants we note that the operator in

square brackets contains a singularity in the origin; in the usual way (see [Ga] or [B&S])
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one deduces that this singularity has the form of a delta function 8(r). This delta function
contribution is sometimes called the Fermi-contact term and it explains the hyperfine
structure of the spectrum of the hydrogen atom (the 21.4 cm radio wave in astronomy)
which is verified experimentaly to a very high degree of accuracy. It shows that the
constants obtained by both methods are incorrect. Moreover, the i-form method, which was
originally introduced to obtain the correct energy spectrum of the harmonic oscillator
(metalinear correction), does not in this case correct the spectrum correctly.

It is our opinion that this is a serious problem which seems to be intimately related
to the use of complex polarizations. One might hope that a systematic use of real
polarizations (even if they have singularities, which is unavoidable on S2) leads to the
correct answer. Research is being done in this direction.

4) Proton spin-orbit interaction

ge 2 1
( lor i ) - — I L

2 llrll3

This term has the same form as the electron spin-orbit interaction but is neglegible
with respect to it since the ratio m7me = 2000. Apart from this consideration, the same
remarks as given for the electron spin-orbit interaction apply in this case.

5) Diamagnetic terms

(l ori) • [ — + • (ffi, x r )•( £ 2x r ) ]
m llrll4 m llrll6

These terms are of the order c"4 (it contains A.2) and hence neglegible with respect
to the terms 1), 2) and 3) which are of the order 1 or c"2. The origin of the difference in
constants here is the same as in the second term but appears here squared because it is
quadratic in the parameters \.
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Generalised Bergman kernels

and geometric quantization

by CMTuynman

Abstract

In geometric quantization it is well known that, if f is an observable and F a

polarization on a symplectic manifold (M,co), then the condition "Xf leaves F invariant"

(where Xf denotes the Hamiltonian vectorfield associated to f) is sufficient to guarantee that

one does not have to compute the BKS-kernel explicitly in order to know the corresponding

quantum operator. It is shown in this paper that this condition on f can be weakened to "Xf

leaves F+F+ invariant" and the corresponding quantum operator is then given implicitly by

formula (4.8); in particular when F is a (positive) Kahler polarization, all observables can be

quantised "directly" and moreover, an "explicit" formula for the corresponding quantum

operator is derived (theorem 5.8). Applying this to the phase space R2n one obtains a

r "ntization prescription which ressembles the normal ordering of operators in quantum

ueid theory. When we translate this prescription to the usual position representation of

quantum mechanics, the result is (a.o.) that the operator associated to a classical potential is

multiplication by a function which is essentially the convolution of the potential function

with a gaussian function of width fi, instead of multiplication by the potential itself.

1985 AMS subject classification : 58F06,8IDO7,32H10

1984 PACS subject classification : 02.40.+m, 03.65.-w, 03.65.Bz, O2.3O.+g

Key words: geometric quantization, quantization, Bergman kernel.
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§1 Preliminaries ''•;•

In the sections 1, 2 and 3 we give a brief summary of geometric quantization,
mainly to fix the notation; for more details the reader is referred to [S&W], [Sn] or [Tu].

Suppose (M,<B) is a symplectic manifold; denote by Xf the Hamiltonian vectorfield
associated to the function f: M -» R, defined by ixf40 + df = 0. Let L -» M be the
prequantization line bundle over M with connection V and compatible hermitian form ( , )
such that curv(V) = a/b (we suppose that (M,co) satisfies the quantization condition).

Let F be a (positive) polarization, i.e. F is a complex distribution of constant
complex dimension n = i dim(M) satisfying :

(i) 3 keM, 0<k£n : dimc( F n F t ) = k (+ denotes complex conjugation)

(ii) V me M there exists a neighbourhood U such that
(a) 3 zx,...,zn : U -» C : Xzi,...,Xzn span F on U, and

{ Z',ZJ) = 0 ( { . ) denotes the Poisson-bncket)

(b) 3 w I , . . . ,wk : U -» C : X w i Xwk span F n F* on U
(iii) V ve Fm : i-a>(v,vt) £ 0 (positivity).

If F is a polarization then there exists by definition a real foliation D such that
D c = F n F+; it follows that there exists another real foliation E such that E c = F + F*,
E1 = D, D x = E (orthoplement with respect to <D). We suppose that the quotient space
M/D admits a manifold structure such mat the canonical projection n : M —» M/D is a
submersion. The image n*E in M/D is a foliation of even dimension and F induces a
complex structure on the leaves of n*E such that the following description holds :
X 2e F <=> z is a function on M/D, holomorphic on the leaves of K*E.

Define RF to be the principal GL(n,C) bundle over M of all F-frames and suppose
there exists a principal ML(n,C) bundle R~F over M and a 2-1 bundle covering pr of R~F ;

over RF, where ML(n,C) is the metalinear group with projection p : ML(n,C) -> GL(n,C);
we denote by X: ML(n,C) -» C the well-defined map which represents the "square root of
det", i.e. X(g) = ±Vdet(p(g)). Under the assumption that R~F exists, B~F will denote the -

-i . <

bundle of (-i)-F-forms, which is the C-line bundle over M associated with the principal f !
bundle R~F by the representation X. The sections v of B~F can be identified with functions v j ,
on R~F with the transformation property: ? ]

! i
v(ag) = v(aH(g)1=±v(aH>ldet(p(g)))-1 (1.1) j |

for ae R"F ge ML(n,C) and p(g)e GL(n,C). i

i
On B~F there exists a partial (i.e. defined for vectors ve F only) flat connection V, and with
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these ingredients we define the quantum bundle QB with partial connection V by I

QB = L ® B~ F , " V = VIL + VIB-F" *

By an F-constant section y of QB we will mean a section which satisfies
V £e F: V^ y = 0; the same convention holds for sections of L and B~F.

Since the Hilbert space constructed by geometric quantization consists of
F-constant sections of QB, we will investigate these sections in more detail; in §3 the
Hilbert space and the inner product will be defined more precisely.

By using refinements of covers one can always construct a cover {Ua I etc A) of

M satisfying:

(i) It trivialises the bundles L, RF, R"F, B~F and QB simultaneously,

(ii) On Ua there exists a symplectic potential d a : dda = ft) and the connection

V on L is given by :

where the function sa represents a local section of L over U a (this follows
from the construction of L; the transition functions of L are related to the
exact 1-forms ^ - O p ) .

(iii) There exist r1 rk : U a -> R and zk+1 , . . . ,zn : U a -* C such that
Xri,...,X,k span D, Xri,...,Xrk,Xzk+i,...,Xzns Xri X^t span F and

the frame (Xri,...,Xzn) corresponds to the identity e GL(n,C) in the local
trivialisation of RF (the existence of these functions follows from the
definition of a polarization).

The elements of R~F are called metaframes, so to each F-frame (£j,.. .,£„) correspond two

metaframes called (%v...£n)~ (remember that pr: R~F -* RF is a 2-1 covering).

Whenever we need to define exactly which metafranie we have to use, we will specify it; in

particular the metaframe (Xri,.. ,,X^\)~ represents the identity in ML(n,C) in the same way

as pr((Xri,...,Xzn)~)s (XT\,...,Xzn) represents the identity in GL(n,C) (see condition

(iii)). fc I
i • '•

1 '•
We will call a cover f Ua I cce A} a nice cover if it also satisfies: { '

(iv) For each oce A there exists a local F-constant section y" of QB over Ua s '

which is nowhere zero on Ua.

Remark : If (Ua I a e A) is a cover satisfying conditions (i)...(iii) then the local
trivialisations v° of B~F defined by:
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v°(ide ML(n,C)) = l <=> v«( (Xj i .—.X^D = l (1.3)

arc F-constant sections, hence the search for F-constant local sections of QB can be reduced
to the search for F-constant local sections of L.

It is well known that two F-constant sections y and % of QB differ locally by a
function on M/D (better: a function constant on the leaves of D) which is holomorphic on
the leaves of Jt*E. Hence if F is a positive KShler polarization (i.e. D = {0} «=> k = 0)
then M/D = M, K*E = E and F induces a complex structure on M turning it into a Ka'hlcr
manifold. The existence of a nice cover with local F-constant sections of QB tells us that QB
is a holomorphic linebundle (i.e. on Uo n Up the y ° and yP differ by the transition function
which is holomorphic and nonvanishing since y a and yP are both F-constant and
non-vanishing). It follows that the Hilbert space (which we will define in §3) consists of
holomorphic sections of QB.

In the general case (F not KShler) one can sometimes construct a C-line bundle over
M/D which is holomorphic on the leaves of x*E, but succes is not guaranteed (e.g. the
circular polarization on RAJ©}).

§2 The BKS-kernel

In this section we will give a heuristic definition of the BKS-kemel (named after
Blattner, Kostant and Stemberg); for a more thorough definition using the metaplectic
bundle we refer the reader to [Sn].

Suppose F and F are two polarizations for which there exist two real foliations (of

constant dimension) DA and EA satisfying:

(i) Ft n F1 = D A C

(ii) F t + F = EAC (2.1)

(iii) M/DA has a manifold structure and K: M —* M/DA is a submersion.

Then EA± = DA, D A i = EA and one can define a pairing (Le. a sesquilinear form) {y.y1}

between F-constant sections y of QB = L®B" F and F'-constant sections y ' o f |

QB' = L®B~F by: .

? !
<y,y'>= (v.v1)

J Vf/TkA

, r-**r
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where ( v , \ 0 is a density (i.e. a complex measure) on M/DA defined by the following
process. Suppose V * = s<)® v ^ ' s a ' o c a ' representation of yfi\ s(l) a section of L, v a
section of B~F and v' a section of B~F. Choose vectors ^l,...,^n, £'k+1,..., £'n, tp...,tk e
TmM c such that:

S, 4,,) span F and (4,,. .-Wk+ , , . . . , £„) span F (2.2)

then ((0o) * n* ($+
k+, 5+

n4W-••< £'„. h 'k*is a (complex) frame at w(m)e M/D*
and we define the density (y,y') at n(m) on the frame ((Qo) by :

v( C^,...J^T )+ •

det( (in)-' oK^t,^) )|. u=fc+1 n ) . (2.3)

xk)\

where Li s (.i)n(n-D/2. co" / n! is the Liouville volume-form on M.

An equivalent definition using an arbitrary frame ((Q) at n(m) is given by:

, ((0)) = (s.s'Xm). v( (^, ^ ) - ) + •

ft, $ k 4 ' k + i - - §'„)- ) •

det((ih)i«X^;U)) l j u = k + 1 n ) - (2.4)

with s*"x((0) an arbitrary lift of the frame ((£)) to TmMc. v

Using the fact that x/'* is ^''-constant one can prove that the right-hand side of I
(2.3) and (2.4) is independent of the choice of m in the fibre above 7t(tn), and these J

formula's define a density on M/D*, except for two facts: (a) we have not specified which '%

metaframe we have to choose (there always exist two possible choices which differ by a I
minus-sign when va is applied) and (b) we do not know which branch of the (complex) !,
square root we have to use. In general one needs the metaplectic bundle to answer these
questions; however in the cases we are interested in one does not need the metaplectic
bundle (see also [Ral] and [Ra2]).
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§3 The inner product and the Hilbert space

If F = F is a positive polarization then one can choose £'. = %•, j = k+l,...,n and
so det((ih)"] wi^J^'J) is positive (use that veD c <=> <o(v+,v)=0) hence we can choose
everywhere the positive square root without running into trouble. Furthermore if we choose
a nice cover, then each F-constant section y of QB admits a local representation
\|f = s a ® v a (where v a is defined by equation (1.3)) and the 2n-k vectors
Xri,...,Xrk,Xzk+i,...,Xzn,Xzk+i,...,Xzn satisfy the first two conditions of (2.2), -o on
j[(Ua) we find for two F-constant sections \f and \|f' of QB, using (2.4):

, ( (0 ) ) = (sa ,s1
f t)(m)v°((Xrj,XzuD+v«((Xrj,Xz Ur)-

• V( det( (ih)"1 w(Xzjt,Xzu)). u=k+1 „) •

= (sa, s'a)(m) • V( det( (ill)1 c o ^ t ^ u ) )j#u=k+1,....n) -

•ILi(Xri,...,X,*,7V1((0))l (3.1)

This formula defines a density for each pair of F-constant sections y, y* of QB
which is positive if \jr = \|/', depends linear on Y and anti-linear on \\f, hence we can
define a Hilbert space X as the completion of the pre Hilbert space PH defined by:

PH = { y : M -» QB I \|f is F-constant and (y.y) < « } (3.2)
•'M/D

r
with inner product

Of course, if we wish to obtain results it remains to show in each case that X * [0),

a fact which sometimes leads us to consider distribution valued sections of QB, instead of

C* sections (e.g. on RA{0} with the circular polarization) (see [G&S], [Sn] or [Wo]).

§4 Quantisable observables > ?

If f is an observable, i.e. f : M —> R, then a quantization procedure should I
associate to f a self-adjoint operator f on the Hilbert space X. In geometric quantization the j

general procedure is given below, although it does not guarantee that the result is a I •'
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self-adjoint operator. However, it turns out that in almost all interesting examples the result

is a self-adjoint operator. To construct f one proceeds as follows : let pt be the flow on M

associated to the Hamiltonian vector field Xf, define the polarization F(t) by F(t) = p_t* F

and the bundle QB(t) by QB(t) = L ® B~F(t). Then there exists an associated map on

sections of L (called pt* by abuse of notation) and a map (called p(* , also abuse of

notation) p t* : R~F —» R~F(l> which are both defined in a "canonical" way (e.g.

p t+ : R~F -» R~FW is the lift to the metalinear bundles of a map which is the restriction

to R~F and R~FW respectively of the flow on the bundle of all n-frames of M (of which R~F

and R~FW are subbundles) associated to the flow pt on M). If s is an arbitrary section of L

(with local representation s a with respect to a nice cover) and v an arbitrary section of B~F

then:

(p *s)a (m) = sa(Ptm) • exp( (ifi)1 J (\QL{) - f)(psm) ds ) (4.1)
o

(pt*v)((O~) = v((pt*(C))~) (Pt*(0)~ defined by continuity in t. (4.2)

The map pt* : QB -» QB(t) defined by pt*( s ® v ) = (pt*s) ® (pt*v) now obviously

has the property that if \|f is a F-constant section of QB then pt*\|r is a F(t)-constant section

of QB(t). Finally we assume that for all te (0,e) (e>0) F and F(t) satisfy the conditions

(2.1) for a pair of polarizations. If we denote the pairing between QB and QB(t) by ( , )F F(t)

and the innerproduct in K by ( , )K then the operator f is defined by the equation :

- jjj1 -ifi d/dt <Z.Pt*

Remark : It is not at all evident that this formula defines an operator f, and indeed there

exist examples in which this "definition" does not yield a result, for instance in cases in

which lim (%, PI*V)F,F(I) *S n o t equal to (x.V)*- i

In general one has to know the specific form of f to compute (4.3); however there ;|

exist conditions on f for which one can simplify (4.3) and in which one can obtain an f ;

explicit expression for the operator f. Two of such conditions are well known : (a) if f is § j

constant along F, i.e. [ Xf, F ] = (0), then f is multiplication by f; (b) if X f leaves F I >

invariant, i.e. [ Xf, F ] c F, then f is represented by a first order differential operator. ; {

In this paper we will show that there is an even weaker condition for which we can |

compute f explicitly : the condition [ Xf, Ft + F ] c F+ + F. To compute (4.3) with this

condition on f we proceed as follows : first observe that, since f is real and F a polarization,

we also have : [ Xf, D ] c D, which implies that F and F(t) satisfy conditions (2.1) with

DA = D and EA = E; it follows that we may replace in (4.3)" lim tJ.0 d/dt" by " d/dt |t=o".

i-'i
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Now we choose a nice cover and two arbitrary elements \|f and \|/' of X, and we perform the

calculations on a local chart Ua where we have :

= s <8> v a y ' = s' <8> v a (see (1.3))

,pt*\|/) (7t(m), ( (0 ) ) = (s1, pt*s)(m) • v«( (Xrj,Xzu)~ ) t .

•(p t*v«)((Xrj,p. t*(Xzu))-).

• V( det( (ih)"1 co(Xzjt,p.t*Xzu) )j,u=k+li...,n) •

where the lift (Xrj, p_t*(Xzu))~ to R^'* of the frame (Xrj, p.l+(Xzu)) is chosen in such a

way that it depends continously on t and reduces to the well defined metaframe (Xrj,Xzu)~

at t = 0. Using (4.2) and the definition of v a (1.3) we can simplify this expression to:

0K",ptV) (K(m), « 0 ) ) = (s',p t*s)(m)-v«((p t+(X rj),Xzu)-)-

• V( det( (ih)-1 co(X2Jt, Xzu .p i) )j u=k+1 n) •

•ILi(Xri,...)Xrk,7c*-1((C)))l

We now define functions a; „ and b ; . by:

I aju Xjo, l<j<ka ju

U=1 n I ( 4 4 )

[X f>Xzj]= | a j u Xju + X a,uX2u + £ b j s X z s t k<j<n J
u=l u=k+l s=k+l

If we use the transformation property of (-J)-F-forms (1.1), we get:

d/dt | t=0 v°( ( pt*(X,j), X^)" ) = J £ a^ j ;
j= l .is . i

j

d/dt|t=0 V(det((ih)1O)(Xzit>XzU.pi))jiU=k+1 n) =

n
mitS>

Combining these results with (4.1) and (1.2) we find :

a,,) • V( det( (ih)"1 ©(X^t.X^) ) ju= |c+1 n)
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d/dt | t=0 (V,p tV) (7t(m), ((0) ) = ( s',VXf s + ( i/fi f + J I â  ) s )(m) •

• V( det( (ih)"1 co(Xzjt,X2u) )j u=k+1 „) •

•ILi(X,.i Xjk, n*H(Q)) I (4.5)

Comparing this formula with the inner product (3.1) we might say :

-ifi d/dt | l=0 (\|/',pt*y) (Ji(m), ((0) ) = (y\L fy) (7t(m),

or

-ifi d/dt | t = 0 (V,pt*V) = (V',LfV) (4.6)

where the section Lf\p of QB is defined by the local expression:

L f ( s ® v a ) = (-ifi V X f s + ( f - i i f i Z a j j ) s ) ® v a . (4.7)

By construction the right hand side of (4.5) is independent of m as long as Jt(m)

remains fixed, so it is a well defined density at n(m) e M/D. However the section Lf\|/ of

QB need not be an F-constant section of QB! So if we assume that it is allowed to change

differentiation and integration in (4.3) (and we do!) then we find :

- <v', Lf\|/> (4.8)
•'M/D

but nevertheless we cannot conclude that f y = Lfy, because we do not know whether

Lf\)/ is F-constant or not. What we are looking for is a way to construct the "F-constant

pan" out of Lf\|f: Lf\)f determines a linear operator on X by (4.8) so (if it is continuous) it

determines an element fy of 3C. In the next section we will show how to construct this

element out of Lfy by means of a kernel representation.

§5 A generalised Bergman-kernel

In this section we will assume that F is a positive Kahler polarization and that there

exists a nice cover, in §1 we have seen that, under these assumptions, QB is a holomorphic

line bundle over the complex manifold M, trivialised by the local sections Y* associated to
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the nice cover. Now if % is any section of QB, we denote by %a : Ua -» C the local

representation of % with respect to the trivialisation \\t"; i.e.

X|Ua<m) = X a ( m ) -V a (m) (5.1)

(N.B. the local representation carries a subscript a whereas the trivialising section y°-

carries a superscript); moreover % is a F-constant section if and only if xa are holomorphic

functions.

To each pair of F-constant section % and x' w e associated in §3 a density on

M/D = M (because F is Kahler) and in particular (Vj/", Y*) is a (local) density on M. Let p a

be a partition of unity subordinated to our nice cover, then we can define for any two

sections x and x' of QB (holomorphic or not) a density (X>X) by :

CCX'Xm) = Z a pa(m) • Xa(m)t • x'a(m) • W*, V
a)(m) (5.2)

which coincides with definition (3.1) if X and x' are F-constant because on U a :

(Za-¥a.X'a-Va) = Xa
+ ' X'a " CVa« V ) a n d because £ o p a = l. It follows that we can

construct a Hilbert space L2(M,F) defined as the completion of the pre Hilbert space

f ,
Jvi

with inner product <x,X'> = (X.X')
(5.3)

and associated norm llxll = ^(X.

If we introduce the measure \ia on Ua defined by

d ^ a = Pa (Va'Va) <5-4)

then this pre Hilbert space is defined equivalently by

J Ua 1 i

with inner product (x,X') = I « Xa+ ' X*a
 d ^a (5-5>

•'Ua

By construction the pre Hilbert space PH defined in (3.2) is a subspace of

L2(M,F), hence 3C as defined in §3 (the completion of PH) is the closure of PH in L2(M,F).

What we will show first is that PH is a closed subspace (see also [Wo,§5.7]), hence

"Mi
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K = PH which we will also denote by ^(M.F)^,, suggested by the fact that F-constant

sections are just the holomorphic sections. The main ingredient to prove this claim (and

others) is the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1: If X is an F-constant section in PH then for any Ua, for any compact subset

K of Ua there exists a positive constant c = c(K) such that for all me K :

I xB(m) I < c(K) • llxll .

Proof: we denote by B(m,e) the open ball of radius e around m in a local chart contained in

<Cn. Because K is compact there exists a 8 > 0 : V me K : B(m,2S) c Ua; since x a is

holomorphic on U a ("U^c <Cn") it follows by the mean-value theorem and the

Cauchy-Schwartz inequality:

I xa(m) I2 < const(8) • IjC^m')!2 • dX<2n>
^ B(m,6)

where A.(2n> denotes the Lebesgue-measure on Cn. Now (Y^V™) is a continuous density on

U a which is nowhere zero, hence there exists a constant c' depending on the compact

subset K1 defined by :

K' = closure( u B(m,6) ) c U_
meK u

such that

dJl(2n> < c' • ( V a , v a ) on K"

hence

B(m,8) J B(m,8) •' B(m.S)

a .Va) = c1- (X,X)
•' B(mS)

:'• (X.X) =
M

From these inequalities the lemma follows because const(S) and c' are positive constants

depending only on the compact subset K. QED

Using this lemma, the proof of the theorem stated below is a direct copy of the case

of complex functions on a domain in Cn : a Cauchy sequence in L2(M,F)hol implies

point-wise convergence, uniform on compacta.

U
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Theorem 5.2 : (1) PH is a closed subspace of L2(M,F).

(2) For any me U a the map P H s J C s L2(M,F)hoI -> C,

is a continuous linear functional.

Corollary 5.3 : For each m e U a there exists a unique F-constant section K (am) of QB in

L2(M,F)hol, such that for each xeL2(M,F)ho, :

Definition : The generalised Bergman-kernel K(ot ^(n^m1) is defined by

K ( a p )(m,m1) = K ( a m ) p ( m ' ) t (see (5.1)) (5.6)

Corollary 5.4 : for Z E L2(M,F)hol : Zct(m) = I p K ^ / n u n 1 ) • Xp(m') • du^m1)
J

Proposition 5.5 : If (<&) is a complete orthonormal set in L2(M,F)hol then

Zj <Pja(m) q>jp(m1)f converges to

Proof: The first step is to prove that for fixed me U a the series (<pia(m)) is a

square-summable series, i.e. (<pja(m)) e I2. Therefor let (ap e I2 with ll(aj)ll2 = £ j lajl2, then

by the Cauchy-Schwartz theorem:

If we associate to (aA e I2 the element \|f = £• j N a. <pj e L2(M,F)hol then ll\|fll2 < Ufa)!!2, | j"

and so we have:

N
constant

where the last inequality follows from lemma (5.1). So the series of partial sums is bounded

from above hence (ip^tn)) 6 I2. Applying the Riesz-Fisher theorem it follows that Z(o,m)

defined by:

gjj
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is in L2(M,F)h0, and we claim that X(a,m)= K(o,m)- T n e r e f° r choose any % e
then

X = £: ( <p:, Z ) <Pj (because (<p:) is complete orthonormal)

and so (because point evaluation is continuous (theorem (5.2))):

JCa(m) = I j < <pj. X > <Pja
(m) = I j < <Pja(m)f % > X >

By uniqueness of ica m> the equality follows, whence we have :

K(a,(J)(m 'm ') = K(a,m)p(m')t = X(a,m)^m'^ = ^ j V " ' < M m ' > t

QED

Corollary 5.6 : K(ap)(m,mI) is holomorphic in m and K^g^m.m')1^ = K(oa)(m',m).

Having defined the generalised Bergman kernel, we can proceed with the main

story. An element x 6 L2(M,F) defines a continuous linear functional on L^M.F)^, by

means of the inner product: \|/ e L2(M,F)to, -> (x,y> e C. Since L2(M,F)hol is a Hilbert

space this linear functional can be represented by an element x^i 6 L2(M,F)ho, defined by

(X»V) = OChoi'V) w n e r e t n e inner product on the left is in L2(M,F) and on the right in

L2(M,F)hol.

One can easily show that the map x -* Zhoi> L2(M,F) -> L2(M,F)ho, is the

orthogonal projection onto the closed subspace L2(M,F)hol and we will show in proposition

(5.7) that this projection can be represented by an integral formula using the kernel K,a»,.

The reason why we call this kernel a generalised Bergman kernel is that if one replaces

L2(M,F) by the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on a domain G in Cn and

L2(M,F)hol by the subspace of holomorphic functions then the same reasoning as above ' I

applies; the associated projection admits a kernel representation which is the (usual) J j

Bergman kernel representation. | •

I
Proposition 5.7 : xhoi a<m) ~ ^ p K(%p)(m,m1) •

1 Up

M
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Proof: % - Xhoiis orthogonal to L2(M,F)hol, hence <K(0Un),Z> = <K(ajtn),Xhol> = X^i a(
m)>

where the last equality follows from corollary (5.3). QED

With this proposition we can solve the question posed at the end of §4 concerning

the construction of operators in geometric quantization.

Theorem 5.8 : Let (M,ft>) be a symplectic manifold, F a positive Kahler polarization and

suppose there exists a nice cover (see §1). If f is any observable, i.e. f: M —» R, then the

associated operator f on ft = L^M.F),,,,, is defined by :

Domain(f) = { % e L2(M,F)hol I L # e L2(M,F) }

X e Dom(f) => fx = (L fx)hol,

where Lfx is defined by (4.7) and the holomorphic part (LfX)hoi ^v proposition (5.7).

§6 Application I

In this example we consider the symplectic manifold M = R2, co = dp A dq and the

polarization F = C-( d/dp + i d/9q) = C X,+i • In this case all bundles L, RF, R~F, B~F and

hence QB are trivial so we can identify sections of these bundles with functions on M. For

L the connection V is then given by:

where we choose the symplectic potential •& = i (pdq - qdp); the compatible hermitian form

is given by (s,s')(m) = s(m)t-s'(m). The cover consisting of the one chart R2 is a nice

cover because the section \i/° defined by: Si

I
is F-constant and non-vanishing. The complex structure on M induced by the positive g

Kahler polarization F is such that z = p+iq is a holomorphic coordinate.

According to §5 we have to compute the density (\|*°,y) in order to know the

innerproduct in L2(M,F) and in L^M.F)^,; using formula (3.1) (with X^j spanning F)

we find :

exp(-zty(2fi)) dpdq.
•V. .
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Consequently if we identify a section % of QB with the function g = Xo (i-
e- X~E V°)>tne

Hilbert space L2(M,F) is given by :

L2(M,F) = { g : C - » C I V(2/h) J c lg(z)l2exp(-z+z/(2fi)) dpdq

J c g(z)t g'(z) exp( -ztz/(2fi)) dpdq.

L2(M,F)ho, is the subspace of holomorphic functions g; since L^M.F)^, = JC describes

(according to geometric quantization) the quantum mechanical system, we find here the well

known Bargmann representation, mostly used for the harmonic oscillator.

The elements gn(z) = (2h)1/4 (n!)1/2(2fi)n/2zn form an orthonormal complete

system hence (proposition (5.5)) the Bergman kernel for this Hilbert space is given by :

K(w,z) = In g n(w)(gn(z)) t= Ch)-1'2 exp( z

so corollary (5.4) gives the well known reproducing formula for holomorphic functions on

C:
g(w) = V(2/h) JK(w,z)g(z)exp(-z+z/(2fi))dpdq

= h 1 J g(z) exp( z+(w-z)/(2fi)) dpdq. (6.1)

Now let f be any observable and let ge "it then :

Xf = 2i ( af/flzt d/dz - dffiz d/dz*)

[xf,xz] = 2i (a2f/Ozi)2 xzt + d^/Ozaz*) x z )

so when we calculate formula (4.7) we get :

(2fi 3f/3zt dg/dz + ( f - z+ 3f/9z* + fi d^Kdzdz*) )g)\\/°.

Applying theorem (5.8) we find the following prescription to compute the operator f (using

partial integration, omitting \|/°).

Prescription I : In the Bargmann representation the operator f associated to an observable

f is given by :

(fg)(w) = h 1 J exp( zHw-z)/(2h)) (f - fi 32f/(3z 3zt)) g(z) dp dq. (6.2)

We now notice that for "any" holomorphic function k(z) the following formula holds:

h"11 exp( zV-zy^f i ) ) z+ k(z) dpdq = h 1 Jexp( z+(w-z)/(2fi)) 26 dk/dz dp dq

= 2fi dk/dz (w).

i
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Combining this with the previous formula we get a prescription how to obtain the quantum

mechanical operators associated to polynomial observables (see also [Wo,§6.3.4]).

Prescription II : if f is a polynomial observable, then the operator f in the Bargmann

representation is given by the following proces:

(a) Compute ( f - * 32f/(3zdzt)) as polynomial in z and z*.

(b) Write in this polynomial z* to the left of z.

(c) Replace each z* by 2fi d/dz.

Examples: 1) f= i (p 2 +q 2 ) => f = i z - z t => f-fi dH/Qzdz*) = iz+z - Jfi

f = i (2fi d/dz) z - i * = 4 ( z d/dz + i )

2) f = i p 2 =* f - f i 32f/(9zdzt) = ( z t 2 + 2z+z + z2 - 2fi)/8

f = i * 2 d2/dz2 + i * z d/dz + z2/8 + ifi

3) f = i q 2 => f-

f = - ifi2 d2/dz2 + ifi z d/dz - z2/8 + ifi

Remark 1 : The connection between these operators and their counterpart in the usual

Schrodinger representation (K = square-integrable functions of q ) will be discussed in the

third application.

Remark 2 : The eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian H = i (p2+q2) are the functions g,,

defined by gn(z) = (2h)1/4 (n!)"1/2 (2fi)"n/2 zn with eigenvalues (n+i)fi (n=0,l,2,...). It

follows that the operator z (multiplication by z) is a creation operator, and the operator

z* = 2fi d/dz an annihilation operator. With this interpretation our prescription to compute I

can be stated as follows : compute f - ft d2f/(dzdzt) in terms of creation and annihilation

observables z and z+ and put all annihilation operators to the left of the creation operators. *

Stated in these words, this prescription resembles the normal ordering used in quantum field ',

theory, where - contrary to this case - the annihilation operators are put to the right of the • )

creation operators. t

Remark 3 : In the above description of our system we have used the coordinates p 3

(momentum) and q (position) and we have introduced a complex coordinate z = p + iq. :• -

However, this has physically no meaning because p and q do not have the same dimension.

If we wish to obtain a physically correct description of our system we can introduce
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constants a and p with dimensions momentum respectively position, and then define a new

complex coordinate z' = p/a + iq/p\ which has no dimension. The changes in our

prescription due to this change of the complex coordinate are slight:

X = { g : C -» C I g holomorphic J,

<g,h> = V(2<xp7h) J c g(z')+ h(z') exp( -z 'V <xp72fi ) dp/a dq/p,

and in formula (6.2) and in the prescription fi has to be replaced by the dimensionless

constant fi/(a|3).

§7 Application II

In this case we consider the manifold M = S2 together with the symplectic form

(0 = - X e where X.eR\{0} and e the standard volume (=surface)-form on S2. For the

physical interpretation of this symplectic manifold as representing the phase space of the

classical spin, we refer the reader to [So]. In polar coordinates (8,<j>) on S2 c R3 e is given

by e = sin8 d8 A d<|>; however, we prefer to use complex-holomorphic charts on S2 = P ' (C)

which can be obtained by projection from the north/south pole : Uo = C = U, with

transition function Uo 3 z -» 1/z = w e U,, which corresponds in homogeneous coordinates

(z o :z j ) on P J(C) to : z = Zj/z0 <-» (zo:Zj) «-» w=zo/z1; the relation with polar

coordinates is : z = cotg(6/2) e"*. In these coordinates the volume element is given by:

2i — 2i
e = dz A dz+ = dw A dw+.

(ztz+l)2 (w+w+1)2

We now introduce the local symplectic potentials •&• on U- defined by:

fl0 = — — — (z dz+ - zt dz), « j = (w dw+ - w+ dw), . \

so &0 - dj = d ( i k logfw/w^) ), from which one deduces that the gauge transformation

g0j of the prequantum bundle L is given by:

go^z) = exp( i (i A/fi) log(w/w+) ) = (z/zt)Wn.

Since gg, should be a well defined function on U o nUj this formula shows (it is not a

proof, but it can be made into one) that L exists if and only if ik/h e Z , i.e.:
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X. = n fi/2 for some ne Z .

On (S2,to) we use the positive Kahler polarization F = C Xz = C Xw (Xf as
always the Hamiltonian vectorfield associated to the function f) so with the trivialisation
defined by these Hamiltonian vectorfields, the gauge transformation g'01 of the F-frame
bundle RF is given by :

g ' 0 1 ( z ) = - z"2 ( X z = - z 2 X w ).

Since - z'2 admits a global square-root the metaframe bundle R~F exists and hence the

quantum bundle QB. Using formula (1.2) one can show that the local sections s> on Uj of

L defined by:

s°(z) = (ztz+l)"1"12 s'(w) =

are F-constant, hence the cover {U0,Uj} is a nice cover. Combining the transition functions
of the bundles L and B~^ (the latter has transition function V(-z'2) = i/z) with the fact that
(w+w+l)"n'2 = (z+z+l)"n/2'(z+z)n'2, we get the result that, with respect to the trivialisation
of QB by the F-constant sections y> = si®v> (see formula (1.3)), the transition function
h01 of QB is given by :

hOi(z) = i/z • (z/zt)"/2 • (z+z)"'2 = i z n l .

In other words, a global section % of QB determines two holomorphic functions %\ (see

(5.1)), who are related by the equation :

This shows that ̂  can be at most a polynomial in z of degree n-l, implying that if we wish
to obtain something non-trivial, then n (and hence A.) should be positive, and that the
resulting Hilbert space X = L2(M,F)hol has dimension (at most) n. At this point we
mention that, had we used the polarization F* instead of F, then the complex coordinate zf

had been the holomorphic coordinate and we had found that %i could be at most a
polynomial of degree -n-l, implying that n (and hence X) should be negative and that X has
dimension (at most) -n.

To show that this bound on the holomorphic functions X; is in complete agreement
with the inner product, we compute the densities Ojf\ yp), using formula (3.1):

= (z+z+1)"• V( w(Xzt,Xz)/(ih)) • l«f>l

= V(2Vh) • (ztz+i)-n-i • Idz A dzt| f

= 2V(n/2it) • (z+z+l)"1 • dx dy (with z = x+ iy)

i
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A similar result holds for (y1, \|f') but, since S^UQ consists of one point which has

measure zero, it follows that we only have to deal with the chart Uo with its holomorphic

coordinate z = x+i y : omitting i|/° we obtain :

3c = ( g : € —» C i ga polynomial of degree at most n-1 in z &

2V(n/27t)Jc lg(z)l2(z+z+l)nl d x d y < ~ )

g(z)t g'(z) ( zWl) n l dx dy

Careful analysis shows that the two conditions on g are equivalent, hence we can say that K

consists of all polynomials of degree n-l in z, and indeed, as already said, X is a Hilbert

space of dimension n.

The functions gk(z) = (n/2Jt)1/4 V( n-l over k ) zk form an orthonormal system in

3C and hence the generalised Bergman kernel is given by:

Finally let f be an observable (i.e. a real function on S2) then on the chart Uo :

x f = (ztz+i

3((z1"z+l)23f/3z+)/az Xz + i/2*. 3((ztz+l)2 dt/dz^)Bz^ Xzt

hence:

9z+)/3z + f - z+ (z+z+l) 3f/3zt ] g(z) y 0

+ 1/n (z^z+l)2 af/dzt dg/dz \|f°. (7.1)

Applying theorem (5.8), using partial integration and omitting \|/° we find tiie following

prescription for operators.

Prescription : for an observable f on S2, the corresponding operator on polynomials g of !

degree 2X/fi -1 is given by: '• •; j

n -- - i n-l I . z* e(z) 4_ (ztz+ir 3 T •
(fg)(w) = - S k wk — — — [f(z,zt) j d x d y t

n v1 fn-O k f ztkg(z)= - S I k )wfc — -
rck=0V 7 J c (ztz+l)^ 2n 8zdz' i ^

Examples : let (a,b,c) e S 2 cR 3 , then the correspondence between the three coordinates
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(a,b,c) and the complex coordinate z is geven by:

a = (z++z) • (z+z+l)1 b = i (z+-z) • (z+z+1)"1 c = (z+z-1) • (z+z+l)1,

which represents the projection from the north pole onto the x-y plane. Now we introduce

the spin-observables Sj= Xa, S2= Xb, and S3= Xc; for these observables the expression in

(7.1) is already holomorphic, so in this case we do not need to apply the generalised

Bergman kernel to obtain the corresponding operators, which are :

S ^ i f i t O - z 2 ) d/dz + (n- l )z]

5 2 = iifi [ (1+z2) d/dz - (a-l) z ]

5 3 = ifi[2z

whence:

When we say that this model with a classical parameter X = (s+i) fi describes a particle with

spin s (2s = 0,1,2,...)> then these results are in complete agreement with the usual quantum

mechanical description of spin : the Hilbert space of a particle with spin s has dimension

2s+l = 2\/b = a and the sum of squares of the spin operators is s (s+1) fi2 1 = i t 2 (n2-1)1.

Moreover , if we express the spin operators as matrices with respect to the orthonormal

basis gk introduced above (in descending order!), then one recovers the usual Pauli-spin

matrices; in particular in the case n = 2 (spin J) one obtains:

and in the case n=3 (spin 1):

f o i o " ! ( o - i o ^ f 1 0 0

S, = iV2 * 1 0 1 S, = iiN2 ft 1 0 -1 S, = fi 0 0 0
l o i o j l o i o j ^oo - i

Remark 1 : If one computes in the case A. = fi(<=>n = 2 « s = i)the operators associated

to the observable f = (Sp2 then one finds in all cases f = (fi2)/3 1, which is in agreement

with the observation that Sj2+ S2
2+ S3

2 = fi2. There is no contradiction with the fact that

the sum of squares of the spin-operators is not equal to the operator associated to the sum of

squares of the spin-observables because we nowhere showed nor used that the operator

corresponding to a product should be the product of the corresponding operators.
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Remark 2 : Contrary to the opinion stated in [Sn,§11.2,pag205] (see also [Wo,§6.3.6]), it

is not necessary to change the quantization method to obtain a correct description of the

quantised spin. The procedure described above is quite adequate : the classical model with

parameter X (= n-ifi) describes, after quantization, a particle with spin s = X/h - i. In my

opinion it has the definite advantage that it can describe a particle with spin, value zero, i.e.

in the classical model there exist spin observables, which yield, after quantization, always

the value zero. The alternative is a classical model without an extra sphere in the phase

space, hence without the possibility to measure spin (except by saying that it does not

exist). At this point it should be mentioned that the value X = 0 is not allowed, because then

the symplectic form reduces to zero and is no longer a symplectic form.

§8 Application III

In this section we want to analyse the effect of the quantization prescription given in

§6, when translated to the usual Schrodinger representation : 7C = functions of the position

(see also [Sn,§8.1] and [Wo,§5.11.5]). We will do this in the case M = T*R3 = R6 = C3 :

the phase space of a single particle in R3. To avoid confusion with dimensions we introduce

(as in remark 3 of §6) constants a and p and dimensionless coordinates x~pto and y~qS

on M; furthermore we define the complex coordinates z- = \- + iy^ (the coordinate z' of

remark 3 §6), and we introduce the dimensionless constant y = apYfi. Finally we introduce

two polarizations : a "holomorphic" polarization Fh spanned by Xz- and a "vertical"

polarization Fv spanned by Xy,.

In these coordinates co = aP X- dx. A dy- and as in §6 we use the symplectic

potential fl = iotPZj (x-dy^ - yjdx-). To facilitate the notations we introduce the column

vectors x, y and z with entries Xj, y, and z-; furthermore the symbolT applied on column •

vectors will denote transposition and the symbol * will denote transposition and complex

conjugation , hence llzll2= z+z = xTx + yTy = llxll2 + llyll2 e R. •;. .

The bundles L, RF, R~F, R~F and hence QB are trivial for both polarizations, so we i* \

identify sections with functions on M. With the symplectic potential •& we compute the | ,

F-constant sections of L according to (1.2): I ''

\\f Fv-constant <=> \y(x,y) = \|fv(y) cxp(-ii yxTy)

X Fh-constant <=> X(*>y) = Xh(z) exp(-iyz+z) & xh holomorphic in z.

Applying the theory of §3 we obtain two Hilbert spaces Kv and Kh given by :

l i
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K V = ( vvCy) i i1
JR 3

h yz t z ) dx dy < - }
C 3

Since the polarizations Fv and Fh satisfy conditions (2.1) with DA = (0) and EA = T*MC,

there exists a pairing between Kv and Kh given by (using formula (2.4)):

<Vv»Zh> = (iiY/t)3/2 (Vv(y) exp(-iyxTy))+ • xh(z) exp(-iyzfz) dx dy.
J C 3

This pairing defines unitary maps Uvh: Kh —»JCV and Uhv : Kv —» Kh by :

<Vv.UvhZh>3tv = <Vv-Xh> = <UhvV

which are given explicitly by the formulas:

J Zh(z) exp(-jy [z+z -2i xTy]) dx,

(Uhv vv)(z) = [ e-**'4 V(iy/n) ]3 J Vv(s) exp(-iy [-zTz +4i sTz + 2 sTs] ) ds.

That these fonnulas are indeed given by (8.1), that they are unitary and that they are inverse

to each other can be verified by using the reproducing formula (6.1), the Fourier integral

J exp(ixy) dx = 2jt 8(y) and the gaussian integral i exp(-jrx2/a) dx = Va (foraX)).

With these ingredients we can translate the prescription of §6 as given by formula

(6.2) to the usual Schrodinger quantization : let f =f(x,y) be an arbitrary observable and let

Vv e Kv then :

f V v = U v h ( f ( U h v V v » = U v h((L f(U h v V v)) h o l)

or more explicitly:

I i(y/n)3 / 2]3/JJexp(iyrT(y-t)) exp(-iy[llt-sll2 + lly-sll2]) •

(8.2)

• ( f(r,s) - (4y)> [ Ar + A, ] f ) • yv(t) dr ds dt.

Example I : If the observable f does not depend on x, i.e. it depends only on the position ,

coordinates, then the integration over r and t in (8.2) can be performed and one obtains:

[ (y/n)3/2 J ( f - (4V)1 Af )(s) exp(-ylly-sll2) ds ] • Vv(y),
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in other words f is multiplication with a function f°(y) defined by :

f°(y) = (y/?c)3/2 / ( f - (4Y)"1 Asf )(s) exp(-ylly-sll2) ds (8.3)

= ( 1 - (4Y)"1 Ay ) [ (y/jt)3'2 J f(s) exp(-ylly-sll2) ds ] .

We now notice that the constant 1/y is usually very small (a = 1 m, P = l kg-m/sec =>

y= 1034 ), so if we neglect for the moment the additional term (4Y)1 A in (8.3) then f° is

the convolution of f with a gaussian curve of width = 1/y, i.e. roughly speaking f° is the

average of the potential f over a region of dimension 1/y around the point y. This

prescription of replacing the potential by such an average is sometimes used in quantum

mechanics to explain certain correction terms (e.g. the Darwin term in the Hamiltonian of

the hydrogen-atom, see [C-T], with the explanation that the electron is not a mathematical

point).

Let us investigate in more detail the integral (8.3), to see its effect upon different potentials:

f = i yI y2y3 <vi)2 (y2)
3 (y2)

4

f ° = i yi y2y3 (yi>2 (y2>
3 (y2)4-3(2y)-2.

Another interesting potential is the Coulomb potential f(y) = llyll"1 for which one obtains:

llyll

f°(y) = ||y||-i V(y/n) J exp(-yx2) dx + V(y/7i) exp(-y llyll2)
-llyll

= llyll-1 • erf(Vy llyll) + V(y/ji) exp(-y llyll2),

and we see that indeed f° differs from f only in a region of dimension ]/y.

Example 2 : In this example we consider observables which are linear in the momentum

(i.e. linear in x), so suppose f(x,y) = Xj-g(y), then one finds after partial integration in

(8.2) with respect to the variable t :

J( s - (*y)-1 Ag )(s) exP(-yiiy-sii2) ds] +

j exp(-ylly-sll2) ds],

f = [(y/Jt)3/2 J( g-(4y)-' Ag )(s) cxP(-ylly-sll2)ds] (-i/

+ [(-ii/Y) (YM)3/2 Jd(g - (4Y)1 A g)/3sj exp(-y lly-sll2) ds]. (8.4)

or without the wave-function \jfv : • {
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There are several interesting possibilities, of which we will study only two : the case f = x.
(i.e. the linear momentum) and the case f = VjXk-ykXj (i.e. the angular momentum).
Evaluating the integrals in (8.4) we see that the second term vanishes in both cases and
(after some calculations) we obtain :

= Xj
j

f = - i / Y 3 / 3 y j

or, re-introducing p- = ax., q. = py. and y = ap/fi :

f = pj => f = -i fi 3/aqj

k - qk dfiq-)

Example 3 : We could go on with higher powers of x, but the calculations become more
and more complicated. However, the observable f = J llxll2 is interesting enough to
calculate; after twice integrating by parts in (8.2) one obtains finally :

or in other words: the kinetic energy i llpll2 is represented by -ifi2 A .

Final remarks }

Remark 1 : It should be noted that the theory of generalised Bergman kernels can be
applied as well to geometric quantization using (-i)-F-densities instead of (-i)-F-forms,
because in that case too, two F-constant sections of QB differ by a function which is |
holomorphic on the leaves of Jt*E. j! r

I ••
Remark 2 : The difference between the use of (-i)-F-densities and (-i)-F-forms in the first
application is that in prescriptions I and II the expression f — ft 32f/dzdzt should be
replaced by f - 2ft d /̂ffcaJz* .

In the second application the difference is that a) in the description of the Hilbert
space K, the "parameter" n should be replaced by n+l (so the dimension of X becomes n+l
instead of n) and b) in the prescription for f the expression f - (z*z+l)2/2n d^/dzdzt
should be replaced by f - (z+z+l)2/n 32f/3z3zt (N.B. in this case n should NOT be

.ah

i-
J '!

i . i -
V "•[•
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replaced by n+1).

If one now calculates the operators §., one obtains the same Pauli-spin matrices,

except for a different value of n : n=l now represents s=i, n=2 represents s=l etc., in

accordance with (S1)2+(S2)2 + (S3)2 = ifi2 n(n+2) 1. Moreover, for n=l (<=> s=i<=>

X=ih) the operators associated to S-2 are all equal to fi2/12 1.

The differences in the third application are all due to the differences as described for

application I; the connection between Kv and Kh remains the same.
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Quantization : towards a
comparison between methods

by G.M.Tuynman

Abstract

In this paper it is shown that the procedure of geometric quantization applied to

Kahler manifolds gives the following result: the Hilbert space 3t consists roughly speaking

of holomorphic functions on the phase space M and to each classical observable f (i.e. a real

function on M) is associated an operator f on ft as follows : first multiply by f + ifi AdRf

(AdR being the Laplace - de Rham operator on the Kahler manifold M) and then take the

holomorphic part (see [Tul]). This result is correct on compact Kahler manifolds and

correct modulo a boundary term IMda on non compact Kaliler manifolds.

In this way we can compare these results with the quantization procedure of

F.A. Berezin ([Be 1-3]) which is strongly related to quantization by *-products (e.g. see

[Mol-4]). It is shown that on irreducible hermitian spaces (see [He]) the contravariant

symbols (in the sense of Berezin) of the operators f as above are given by the functions

f + Jfi AdRf. The difference with the quantization result of Berezin is discussed and a change

in the geometric quantization scheme is proposed.

•Si

1984 PACS subject classification : 02.40.+m, 03.65.-w, O3.65.Bz, 02.30.+g.

1985 AMS subject classification : 58F06,81D07.
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§1 Preliminaries

Let (M,to) be a symplectic manifold describing the phase space of some physical

system in classical mechanics. By n we always denote half the (real) dimension of M and by

e^ we denote the 2k-form on M :

in particular Eg = 1 and en is the Liouville volume element on M. On M we choose the

orientation such that en is positive and hence we can (and will) identify densities and volume

forms on M.

Geometric quantization with the metalinear correction incorporated then constructs a

Hilbeit space ft out of sections of a complex line bundle QB over M and assigns (tries to

assign) to an observable f (i.e. f: M -» R) an operator f on ft. In [Tul] a general formula is

derived for the local expression of the inner product on ft and moreover, for those

observables satisfying [X f ,P+pt] c P+P+ a general (local) expression for f is given

which is derived by means of an infinitesimal pairing [Si&Wo] (Xf denotes the Hamiltonian

vectorfield associated to the function f: i^fto+df = 0, P denotes the polarization and +

means complex conjugation (and in case of matrices it means transposition as well')').

We now briefly recall those formula in case the polarization P is a positive Kahler

polarization. The prequantum bundle L (see for instance [Si&Wo] or [Ko]) is constructed

by means of a set of local potentials & on U- for © (i.e. d&- = <o) where {UJ covers the

symplectic manifold M. On U= n Uk one supposes d- - dk = du^ for some function u k

and then the transition functions of the bundle L are given by exp(i njh). In the sequel we

will identify local sections of L with functions on M, always with respect to such a

trivialisation, i.e. depending on the choices of local symplectic potentials ft. The quantum

bundle QB is defined as the tensor product of L with a line bundle associated to the bundle

of metalinear P-frames. Since the bundle of metalinear P-frames has (locally) a canonical

trivialisation in the case of a Kahler polarization (see [Tul]), it follows that our trivialisation

of L defines a trivialisation of QB. Let y 0 be a local nowhere-zero section of L (i.e. ? ;

identified with a local nowhere-zero function) which is covariant constant along the f j

polarization P (with respect to the connection V on L, see below) and let z1,.. .,zn be local | }

complex coordinates on M. These coordinates exist because (M,co) together with a positive * t

Kahler polarization determine a complex structure on M for which to is a (positive) Ka'hler j i

form (e.g. see [Sn]). With y 0 and z> as above each global section y of QB which is

covariant constant along P determines (uniquely) a local holomorphic function h(z) such that

locally \|/ = hi|/0. Moreover ft consists of these covariant constant sections of QB; to two

such sections y and y ' is associated a density * measure s volume form (y' .y) on M
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and the inner product (\|/',\|/) in K is calculated by integration of (y',\|0 over ML

Because of the 1-1 relation between sections of QB which are covariant constant in

the direction of P and (local) holomorphic functions on M we will use the two notations \|/

and h, with \\f = h\yo interchangeably. With these conventions the local expression for

(\)f',\)0 as given in [Tul] becomes :

(y'.vi/Xz.zt) = (h\h)(z,zf) = Hh.h(z,z+) en

(1.1)
Hh.h(z,zt) = h'(z)t h(z) lvo(z,zt)|2 . V det( (2jtift)-1 co(Xzjt,Xzic) ) j k = 1 n

Since (V|f',\|/) and en are globally defined densities it follows that Hh1l is a globally defined

function on M. K then consists of those y which are covariant constant in the direction of P

and for which JM(V,V') is finite. If we omit the condition that h (and h') should be

holomorphic (i.e. if we omit the condition that y should be covariant constant in the

direction of P) then (1.1) defines a density for each pair of global sections of QB and one

can consider the Hilbert space L2(M,P) of square integrable sections. Then K is the closed

subspace of holomorphic sections of L2(M,P):

K = L2(M,P)h o lc L2(M,P) (1.2)

and the orthogonal projection n: L2(M,P) -» X admits a (local) integral representation

(local in the sense that it depends upon the chosen trivialisation of QB). Now let f be an

observable, then for h e K we can define a section Lfh of QB (which need not be

covariant constant in the direction of P) by :

(Lfh) y o = -ifi Xf (hij/0) + ( f-fl(X f) - i i f i £ a- ) h y o

or equivalently with our identification of a section h y o with the function h : (1.3)

Lfh = -ifi Xf h + ( f-fl(X f) - ifi Xf log yo - iifi Xj a^ ) h

where ajk is defined by the equation [Xf,Xzj] = Xk ( ajk Xzk + b-k X zkt) and where <

•& is a local potential for co (d& = at), used to define the trivialisation of the prequantum S

bundle L; the combination V x (hY 0 ) = X(hy o) - (i/fi) 1»(X) (hy o) is the local | |

expression for the connection V on L acting on the section hyo in the direction X. Using M

the general BKS-kernel one can show that the operator f acting on h as defined by the jjif ]

method of infinitesimal pairing is given by the orthogonal projection of Lfh on K; more

precisely:

domain f = { h e X I Lfh e L2(M,P) }
and ( 1 ' 4 )

f h = n Lfh <=> V h' e X V h e domain f : <h', fh> = JM (h', Lfh).
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§2 On Kahler manifolds

In this section we briefly recall some elementary facts about Kahler manifolds, and

then apply them to formula's (1.1) and (1.3). Our basic reference will be the book of

A. Weil [We] and we will adopt the conventions used therein. A Kahler manifold M is a

complex manifold with a (complex) hermitian inner product G on each tangent space : if

z1,.. .,zn are local complex coordinates then

G(m) = g jk(m) dzJ ® d z k t with gjk+ = gkj ;

(gjfc) should be positive definite and we denote by g the determinant of (g.k):

g = det(gjk).

The imaginary part CO of G, to = Im G is an antisymmetric 2-tensor, hence a 2-form; in

the local coordinates 2) we have:

CO = i i g j kdz k A dzJ+

and the condition M is Kahler is equivalent to the condition co symplectic. On the other

hand, the real part of G defines a Riemannian structure on M seen as real manifold (of

dimension 2n) and hence there exists a Laplace - de Rham operator A^ on forms. In the

local coordinates this operator is expressed on functions f : M - > R as :

-)2f
A f 4 * w i t h gik .g k m = 5im (2.1)

The invariant volume form associated to this Riemannian structure is the form en; if we

denote z> = xJ + i yi then

en =(ii)n-g-dz1A...Adz"Adz l tA...Adznt

= g . dx1A...AdxnAdy1A...Adyn

= g • Leb2n with Leb" the Lebesguc measure on Rn :

(N.B. the determinant of the metric tensor of this Riemannian structure is g2). '

The complex structure on M defines a natural grading of the k-forms and the ;

exterior derivative splits accordingly : d = d' + d" (d' the del-operator and d" the del-bar ]

operator). Using the Grothendieck - Dolbeault lemma on the closed two form to of type |

(1,1) one can show the local existence of a real function F on M such that

co = iid'd"F
'" dzkdtf

I .Al
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From this it follows that the local 1-form •& defined by

£ = ii ( d"F-d 'F ) = i i ( _ d z k + - — - d z k

k+

is a local symplectic potential. Computing Xzj we find :

Xz j = - 2 i gJk d/dzW d(Xzj) = } i Xzj F co(Xzjt,Xzk) = 2 i g*

from which we deduce that the "function" \\fo defined by

V o = exp( -i

is nowhere vanishing and covariantly constant in the direction of the polarization P spanned

by the Xzj (see the definition of V after formula (1.3) ). This polarization is indeed a

positive Kahler polarization on M seen as symplectic manifold, and conversely, if P is a

positive Kahler polarization on a symplectic manifold, then there exist local complex

coordinates zJ (turning M into a complex Kahler manifold) such that Xzj span P, a fact

which should explain our interest in the local Hamiltonian vectorfields Xzj. Finally the

condition d© = 0 implies that:

and we find after some calculations that the expression - li b 2 a- in (1.2) is given by:

Combining al these facts and substituting them in (1.1) and (1.3) we find :

Hhll(z,zt) = (Jtfi)-"^ h'(z)t h(z) exp(- iF / t ) ^ (2.2)

and

- i*A d Rf

Since (h1, Lf h) figures in the expression for f we can integrate by parts with respect to Xf

inside (h1, Lfh) and we find :

• i • !

I !
is '
II 1

(hf, Lfh) = ( h1, [ ( 1 + i fi AdR ) f ] h ) + Rf(h',h) (2.3) '

Rf(h',h) = y — l(Kh)n/2 h'(z)t h(z) exp(-iF/fi) g1'2 2fi gJk - — ] Leb2n

it 3i 3kt
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= da (2.4)

From this expression we see that a = ( - l ) n l ifi Hh.hd" ( f e n l ) is a well defined

global (2n-l)-form on M (because Hh l l , f and e^ are global), so Rf(h',h) is an exact

2n-form and the following theorem follows immediately.

Theorem 2.1 : If M is a compact Kahler manifold without boundary, if f : M -» R is

any observable and if \|f, y e K are global sections of QB then :

f \\r = Jt ( [ ( 1 + ifi AdR ) f ] V ) (orthogonal projection)

or equivalently

> = f (V',[(
M

Remark 2.2 : If M is not compact then there might be an extra term resulting from

JM d a , which depends on the behaviour of a "at infinity" (or at the "boundary" of M). In

§4,5 we will consider the cases M = C and M is an irreducible hermitian symmetric space

of non-compact type and in these cases we will redefine fas if theorem 2.1 were true for

these non-compact spaces. We then will give some examples to make plausible that the

boundary term jda is zero for physically interesting observables, which should justify the

redefinition of f.

Remark 2.3 : There is a remarkable ressemblance between Rf (h',h) and the inner product

(h\h) = Hh .hen = ( - I ) - ' i (2n) ] Hh.hd d"(F £„.,) ,

R f(h\h) = d [ ( - l ) n l i ft Hh.h d"(f en.!) ].
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§3 Intermezzo

In this (brief) section we recall some definitions of Berezin [Be 1,2] in order to be

able to compare our results with his. Let X be a Hilbert space and M° a manifold with

measure p. and let E = { em I m e M° } be a set of vectors in X.

Definition 3.1 : The system E is called (super) complete iff:

V f,g e X : <f,g> = JM.<f,em) <em,g) djKm)

It follows that X can be embedded in L2(M*,n) by : f e X -» f(m) = (em,f).

Definition 3.2 : Suppose E is a super complete system and A is an operator such that E is

contained in the domain of A, then the function Ao defined by :

A o ( m ) = <em-Aem>/<em-em>

is called the covariant symbol of the operator A.

Definition 3.3 : Let E be a super complete system and A an operator which can be

calculated by:

(f,Ag> = JM.<f,em> A'(m) <em,g

for some function A* on M°, then A* is called the contravariant symbol of the operator A.

Proposition 3.4 : Suppose A is an operator on X for which both the covariant and

contravariant symbol exist, then we have :

A , n f <em"em><em-em'> A., VJ , v

A o ( m ' ) = j — — A'(m)dn(m)
J

•1
ift
I

. ?
t
1
1

>

i»
i
3
•1
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§4 Quantization on €

On M = C with complex coordinate z = x + i y we use the symplectic form

co = iiXdzAdz+ = XdxAdy . For X. > 0 the polarization P = C Xz is a positive

Kahler polarization, so we can apply the theory of §§1,2. The global function F = X z z+

satisfies co = iid'd"F so the general (local) formula's (1.1), (1.2), (2.1), (2.2) and

(2.4) become global and reduce to:

L2(C,P) = { h : C -> C I f lh(z)l2 exp( -iXz ztyfi) dLeb2 < « }

K = { h e L2(C,P) I h is holomorphic }

jt1/2 (k/b)m f h'(z)+ h(z) exp( - iX z z+/fi) dLeb2

=-4 x-1 a2 /azdzt=- x-1 ( a x
2 + a y

2 )

Rf(h',h) = d [ i jr1/2 (fi /X)1/2 h'(z)+ h(z) exp( -iX z z+/t) d"f ]

Remark 4.1 : In physics a symplectic form has the same units as an angular momentum :

[kg m2 sec1] = [Joule sec]; in mathematics coordinates usually do not have any units, so

one expects the symplectic form to have no units. In order to separate these two aspects of a

symplectic form we have introduced a parameter X which has the same units as Planck's

constant fi (i.e. Joule sec) and we have introduced dimensionless coordinates z = x + i y :

all units have been absorbed in the parameter X. As is clear from the above formula's, in

relevant formula's this parameter always occurs in the combination X/fi which is

dimensionless (the combination h AdR is dimensionless and it this combination that occurs in

the expression for the operators), so one might be tempted to omit one of them (as does

Berezin, see [Bel] ). We will not do so, because X and h have different physical

interpretations : X represents a physical quantity and fi represents the quantum mechanical

yard stick with which to measure X. In §§5,6 a parameter X will be introduced in the same

way as in this section and with the same motivations; in this section one can imagine that X

represents the mass of the (1-dimensional) system, in case M = S2 (= MI
U , see §6) X

represents the intrinsic angular momentum (spin) (see for instance [So] and [Du]).

For an observable f we now define (redefine) (the domain of) fas follows:

domain f = { h e K I [ (1 + ifi AdR) f ] h e L2(C,P) }

i

jf h = x ( [ (1 + i* AdR) f ] h ) = n ( [ f - i (*A) 0X
2 + 3y

2) f ] h )
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This definition is different from the definition given in §1, but we will make plausible by

means of examples that in interesting cases if h e domain f and h' e K then J Rf (h',h) = 0,

which implies that then the two definitions "coincide", the only possible difference being the

case that in (2.3) the left hand side (h',Lfh) is finite whereas both terms on the right hand

side are infinite.

Proposition 4.2 : If 3f/3zt is bounded on C then J Rf(h\h) = 0 for all h'.h € K.
C

Proof: For h',h e K the function G = KW (X/n)1/2 h'(z)+ h(z) exp( -Uzztyfi ) is

absolutely integrable over C (it is the integrand of (h',h)) so

2*

f IGIdLeb2= fdR [d(pRIGI<°o
<L o o

hence there exists a sequence Rt tending to ~ such that ™a [ R t IGI d<p = 0

We now have:

IR,(h',h)l =1 l i m fd [Gd"f] l= l i m I f G dMf I
k~>~ w5Rk

 k-*~ izf=Rk

2B

< lim J K3I Rk iaf/3z+l d<p <, const hm J lGIR k d<p=0

where the last inequality is a consequence of our assumption. QED

Proposition 4.3 : If flf/dz+l S c , 1(1 + i f i A d R ) f I + c 2 for some positive

constants c, and c 2 then h € domain f and b ' e X =* Jc Rf(h',h) = 0.

Proof: If we define G as in proposition 4.2 then the conditions show that the function

c, I [(1 + in AdR) f] G I + c2 I G I has finite integral over C and then we can apply the k

same reasoning as in proposition 4.2. QED >

4

ill! i

Remark 4.4 : proposition 4.2 is clearly a special case of proposition 4.3, although the j

statement is slightly stronger. The condition mentioned in proposition 4.3 is true for the

observables x, y (linear momentum and position), x2, y2 and x2 + y2 (kinetic energy,

quadratic potential and the harmonic oscillator) so for these observables both definitions

coincide, i.e. for these observables the procedure of geometric quantization gives the result

of theorem 2.1 for the (non-compact) manifold C.

^
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Remark 4.5 : The condition of proposition 4.3 is not satisfied by f = xy = z2 - z+2.

However if we are interested in the angular momentum, then we have to consider the

symplectic manifold Cn (n>l) and there one can show with the same arguments that for

f = XjV2 - XJYJ = ZjZ2* ~ ^z2!^ t ' i e n again the two definitions coincide.

We now turn our attention to the orthogonal projection n : L2(<C,P) -» K ; it is

well known that Jt admits an integral representation with a Bergman kernel KjL(w,zt)

defined by:

K^(w,zt) = irc-i/2 (X/fi)1/2 exp( U w zty* )

and e A.
(Jtg)(w) = %-m (Vfi)1/2 J Kx(w,z+) g(z,zf) exp( -t^zzVfi) dLeb2(z)

c

If we define the elements ew e X by ew(z) = K^(z,w+) then this becomes :

(ng)(w) = <ew,g> (inner product in L2(C,P) ).

Since n is a projection we have the reproducing property formula for g e K :
g(w) = (ew,g), whence the set {ew I w e C) is a super complete system in the sense of

Berezin if we denote by u, the measure defined by:

dn(z) = TT1/2 (A/fi)1/2 exp( -iXzzVfi ) dLeb2(z).

With these conventions the expression for f becomes

<h\f h> = / h'(z)t [ (1 + ifi AdR) f ] h(z) dn(z)

= J<h\ez> [ (1 + ifi AdR) f ] <ez,h

so the contravariant symbol of f is the function

contravar( f ) = (1 + ifi A^g) f.

For M = C the relation between co- and contra-variant symbols is known (see [Bel]):

A0 = exp(-ifiAdR)A* *

from which we deduce:

•I

I i
covar( f ) = (1 + ifi AJH) exp( - ifi AdR) f. (4.1) {

\
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§5 Quantization on irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces
of non-compact type

According to the general theory ([He]) the four series of irreducible noncompact

hermitian symmetric spaces are just the classical bounded domains in Cn ([Hua]). These

domains are characterised by matrices as described in table 5.1 (matrix A > 0 means all

eigen values positive).
Table 5.1

Irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces of non compact type

name

tf,p.q

description

matrices z of
order pxq

symmetric matrices
of order pxp

antisymmetric matrices
z of order pxp

row vectors z in C p

coordinates

all pq entries of z

the upper triangle
including the diagonal

the upper triangle
without the diagonal

all p entries

condition n

I-zz+>0

I-zzt>0

I-zz+>0

f l + lzzTl2-2zz+>0

1 IZZTI< 1 ( T = transpose)

= C-dimension

pq

ip(p+D

ip(P-D

P

In the sequel we will often identify a set of coordinates (z:,...,zn) with the corresponding
matrix, so depending on the context z means either the matrix or the set of coordinates.

These four series can also be described as certain homogeneous spaces; this
alternative description is listed in table 5.2. When seen as bounded domains, these spaces
possess a (classical) Bergman kernel K(z,w+) (see [Hua]) which is also listed in uble 5.2
(up to a multiplicative constant).

Table 5.2
Bergman kernels for the bounded domains

name

tf.p.q

det(lp-zw+)-P+1

(1 - 2zw+ + zzT (wwT)+)P

alternative description as G/K (see f Hei)

SU(p,q)/S(U(p)xU(q))

Sp(p,R)/U(p)

SO*(2p)/U(p)

SO.(p,2)/(SCKp)xSO(2))
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We now introduce a Kahler structure on £2 (for all four series simultaneously) by :

(0= iid 'd 'T with F(z,z+) = X log K(z,z+) for X positive and real

The associated (positive definite) hermitian metric is (apart from a multiplicative constant)

the usual Bergman metric which is invariant under the holomorphic diffeomorphisms of £2.

Since each Cl is homogeneous (the group G can be realised as holomorphic isometries of Q)

there exist positive constants c(Q) such that:

g = det( 92F / 9z3z+ ) = c(Q) kn K(z,z+)

Finally the polarization P spanned by (Xzj) is a positive Kahler polarization with respect to

the symplectic form co defined above and, moreover, F is global so the (local) formula

(1.1), (1.2), (2.2) and (2.4) are global:

L2(Q,P) = { h : Q -» C I f lh(z)l2 K(z,zt)(lV*)/2 dLeb2n < ~ }

X = { h e L2(fi,P) I h is holomorphic )

<h\h>

= c(Q)1/2 ifn/z (X/fi)"'2 J h'(z)t h(z) K(z,z+)(1-W/2 dLeb2n

Rf(h\h) = d [ (- l)n l i* c(fl)1/2 (nXA)"*2 h'(z)t h(z)

Remark 5.1 : For X/h = 1 we see that X is the ordinary Hilbert space of holomorphic,

square integrable functions on the domain £1 (with respect to the Lebesgue measure). For

more comments on the interpretation of the parameter k, see remark 4.1.

Remark 5.2 : In [Be3] Berezin introduces a parameter h"1 when quantizing irreducible

hermitian symmetric spaces of non-compact type, a parameter which in our treatement is

given by i(l+A/fi) (see also remark 4.1). After the introduction of h 1 he gives a definition

of "allowed value" for h'1 which is roughly speaking the following condition : the Hilbert

space X depends upon the parameter h 1 (i.e. on X) and h 0 ' is allowed if Jt(h') is j ' [

"analytic" in a neigbourhood of h 0 ' . He then shows that the set of allowed values consists ' '

of a continuous part and a discrete part. In our case with X>0 the corresponding value of h 1

always lies in the continuous part, i.e. in the set of "allowed values".

For irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces of compact type there is in [Bc3] also a
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parameter h 1 and a definition of "allowed value", but in the compact case the definition of

allowed value is different from the non-compact case (see for more details §6 after theorem

6.5).

As on C we now define (redefine) for an observable f: £2 —»R (the domain of)

the operator f as follows :

domainf={he3C I h (1+ifiAdR) f e L2(fl,P) A Vh'e X : J RfOi'.h) = 0 }

fh = 7C([(l+ifiAd R)f)h)

and again we wish to make plausible that this definition does not differ very much from the

definition given in §1. We do this by considering the case Ql
l v which can be interpreted as

the Lobatschevsky plane = Cll
l x = D1 = { z e € I Izl < 1 }.

Proposition 5.3 : If f : D1 -» R is such that 3f/3zt is bounded by (1 - zz+y1 on D1

then f Rf(h',h) = 0 for all h\h e K.
J D1

Proof: On D1 we have K(z,zt) = (1 - zz* )"2 so assuming h',h e X we find:

f I h'(z)+ h(z) K(z,z+)-<1+VflV2 K(z,z+) I dLeb2 < ~

1 2K

< ooJ (1 - R 2 ) 1 dR JI h'(z)t h(z) I (1 - R2)** R d<p
o o

3 RkTl: Mi f I h'(z)t h(z) I (1 - R,.2)^ Rk d<p = 0
O

ij Rf(h'Ji) K B m J I h'+ h 1 const (1 - Rk
2)1+Wh 13f/3z+ dz+ I

k I . i
2H I j

l i m const f I h'Cz)1^ h(z) I (1 - R ^ ) ^ Rk dq> = 0. f I
k">- o QED if }

Proposition 5.4 : Let f: D1 -» R and suppose there exist positive constants c, and

c2 such that (1 - zz+) ldffdzfi S c, I (1 + ifi AdR) f I + c2 on D1 then h e domain f

and h' € K => | Rf(h',h) = 0.
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Proof: If one pastes together the arguments of the proofs of proposition 4.3 and 5.3 then

one obtains easily a proof for this proposition. QED

Example 5.5 : The group SU(1,1) acts on D1 as the group of holomorphic symplectic
isometries by:

g= a b 1: z~-> a Z + b g e S U ( U ) « l a l 2 - l b l 2 = l
b̂+ + ) bt t

We can exhibit three 1-parameter subgroups g=(t) of SU(1,1):

cosht s inht\ , ^ fcosht isinh
U j S ( t ) = (sinht\ , ^ fcosht isinhn

coshtj S2( t )=(-isinht coshtj g^(t) (0 e

which become after differentiation the generators of the Lie algebra su( l , l ) :

The momentum map ([Ab&Ma], [Gu&St], [So]) associated to this action maps these three

generators of the Lie algebra to the functions:

+ - Z . Z* + Z . 1 + ZZf

f A f A
e . - Z+ - Z . Z* + Z .
f j = - 1 A. f2 = A. f3 = A.

f 1 +1 - ZZT 1 - ZZf 1 - ZZf

One can show that these functions satisfy the condition of proposition 5.4, so in computing

fj we can forget about the term Rf(h',h). Since SU(1,1) acts holomorphically, the

associated Hamiltonian vector fields X* leave the polarization P invariant, which shows that

Lf h is already in X and we find:

(L f lh)(z) = (fjhXz) = ifi ((1-z2) dh/dz - (l+A/fi) z h(z)) = jc( h (1 + ifi AdR) f)

(LfchXz) = (f2h)(z) = -fi ((1+z2) dh/dz + (1+tyfi) z h(z)) = JT( h (1 +ifi AdR) f)

(L6h)(z) = (f3h)(z) = -fi ( 2 z dh/dz + (l+X/fi) h(z)) = n( h (1 + ifi A^) f )

On the other hand one verifies easily that the action p(g) of SU(1,1) on X given by:

(P(g)h)(z) - (a - b* z)-<1+*>*> h(g-Jz) ge SU( l . l ) as above

is a projective representation of SU(1,1) on X : for fixed g e SU(1,1) and Izl < 1 we have

m
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la-b^zl > 0, so (a-b+z) (1+Ml) is holomorphic on D1; however such a branch cannot be

chosen consistently for all g e SU(1,1) simultaneously (see also [Tu2] ). For the

1-parameter groups p(g:(0) a consistent choice can be made, resulting in a unitary

representation of R on 3t, showing that their generators £ are (essentially) self adjoint

operators:

P(gj(t)) = exp( -itfj/ft).

Back to the general case : the (generalised) Bergman kernel K^(z,w+) associated

with the orthogonal projection % : L2(Q, P) —»K is calculated by Berezin [Be3] :

K^z.w*) = fix(Q) K(z,w+)(1+V*)/2

i.e.

(Jtg)(w) = c(Q)"1/2 (j&fO"n/2 J K^(w,z

J g(z,zt) [K(w,z+) / K(z*t)]<1+a*V2 en

where the branch of the mapping £ -* £0+Vfcyz j s chosen such that K^z.w^) is real for

z=w, and the constant n (̂£2) is determined by fij^Q) = Hill2 where Hill denotes the norm

in K of the function which is constant 1 on SI (it should be noted that indeed 1 e ft for

each X > 0). If we now define for each w e Q. the function ew e X by :

ew(z) = Kx(z,w+)

then because of the reproducing property of the orthogonal projection we know that the set

{ew I w e Q) is a super complete system of elements of K and moreover, by definition of

domain f, we can show with the same reasoning as in §4:

contravar( f ) = (1 + ifi AdR) f.

*?;
The relation between co- and contra-variant symbols is in these cases more complicated then : |

for M = C ; explicit expressions for the connecting operator in terms of powers of AdR is i

given by Moreno [Mol,3,4]. I

I



§6 Quantization on irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces
of compact type

In this section the main problem is not to "show" that Rf(h',h) does not contribute

to f, because that is guaranteed by compactness, but to exhibit a super complete system of

vectors in K. In particular we will show that the "allowed values" of the parameter h"1 of

Berezin in [Be3] (see remark 5.2) correspond exactly to the (pre) quantisable values of our

parameter X. (quantizable in the sense of Kostant and Souriau : a condition in the

cohomology class of the symplectic form).

name

M1.
p.q

M™.

Table 6.1
in-educible hermitian symmetric spaces of compact type

description as G/K

SU(p+q)/S(U(p)xU(q))

Sp(p)/U(p)

SO(2p)/U(p)

SO(p+2)/(SO(p)xSO(2))

local coordinates

matrices z of order pxq

symmetric matrices z
of order pxp

antisymmetric matrices z
of order pxp

vectors z of length p

n = € - dimension

p • q

i p ( p + l )

i p ( p - l )

P

The four series of irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces of compact type (which

are dual to the non-compact ones) are listed in table 6.1. As in the non-compact case z

denotes either the local coordinates (z1,.. .,zn) or the corresponding matrix. To obtain a full

set of local charts we need a (partial) action of G on the local coordinates; therefore we

represent each g e G as block matrices gy (i J = 1,2) of appropriate sizes as follows :

21 822
A(M)gA(M)-

with

V i "* A(MlVp)=(o lpiioJ
(note that as a result each matrix gy is a special unitary matrix). Using these block matrices

iti
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one defines the action of G on the local coordinates by : jP

gz = ( g n z + g12) ( g21 z + g22 yl for type I, II and III 'fl

and ' '"

gz = + ' fortypelV

where vz is given by : vz = (4 ( zTz + l ) , ii (zTz - 1) )T

Since the stabiliser of 0 e C is just the subgroup K in the definition of the homogeneous

space G/K (table 6.1) we can use this action of G on €" to define a set of local charts

for G/K; the chart <pg : Ug -» Cn is defined by :

U ={[h]eG/Klde t ( (gh) 2 2 )*0} 1
8 \ for type I, II and III

<p : U - » C n , [h] -> gh(O) = (gh)12 (gh)22
1 J

U = { [h] € G/K I (l,i) (gh)22 (l,-i)
T * 0 }

q>a :U_-»Cn , [h]^gh(0) =
(gh),2

for type IV

a chart which covers G/K except for a submanifold of lower dimension. The local

diffeomorphisms between two charts U and U . is given by z - t k z for some k e G,

more precisely:

i-i • (6.1)

On each M = G/K there exists a Kahler structure (0 (invariant with respect to the

action of G) which is given in local coordinates z by co = l i dld"F(z,z+) where F is

defined by:

(6.2)
K(z,w+)

The defining functions N(z,wt) and v(M) are given by:

f det( 1 + z w+) for type I, II and III
N(z,w+)= 1 _ _ t (6.3)

I 1 + 2 z~z + (zTz) (ZTZ)T for type IV
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V(MJ ) = p + q v ( M n M = p - l
P'q * (6.4)

v(Mn
p) =p+i v(MIVp) = p

Since A. > 0 the associated hermitian metric is positive definite and the polarization P

spanned by (Xzj) is a positive Kahler polarization, so again we can apply the general

formalism of §2. Since M is homogeneous there exist constants c(M) such that:

det( d2F/3z9zt ) = c(M) X.n K(z,zt) (6.5)

(here we omit the letter g for this determinant to avoid confusion with the elements of the

group G); furthermore, since each local chart U covers M except for a set of measure zero

(with respect to e^ = the Liouville measure) it follows that instead of integrating over M we

may restrict the integration to the local chart Ujd = Cn. Hence formula's (1.1), (1.2) and

(2.2) become:

L2(M,P) = { h : C -» C I h represents a global section of QB and

f lh(z)l2 K(z,z+)W*+1>/2 dLeb2" < <*>}

X = { h e L2(M,P) I h holomorphic J

<h\h> = c(M)"1/2 (JiXfi)""'2 J h'(z)t h(z) Kfezty**-1)/2 en

(6.6)

= c(M)1/2 JI-"/2 (k/hya/2 f h'(z)t h(z) KCz.ẑ CW'+D/z d L e b 2 n

and for any observable f: M -» R we have (theorem 2.1):

<h1,fh> = <h1, [ (1 +iftAdR)f ] h> (in L2(M,P) I )

The only remaining problem now is the determination of the structure of the

(non-trivial) bundle QB. According to the general theory the bundle QB is the tensor

product of the prequantumbundle L and a line bundle ML associated to the bundle of

metalinear P-frames. It is not true that both bundles do always exist: ML exists iff the first

Chern class Cjicoip- of the symplectic manifold is even, and L exists iff the symplectic form

(O/b determines an integer cohomology class : QB exists iff [co/fi] and iCj(co)R e Z .

However, if we are only interested in the bundle QB and not in the two constituents

separately, then one can reduce the condition on existence to:

e Z , (6.7)

a result which can be obtained by using Mpc - structures [Ra&Ro]. What we will do is to
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construct explicitly the transition functions of the bundle QB and then finding those values

of X for which this system of transition functions is indeed well defined, which in turn are

those values of X for which (6.7) is satisfied. Since en= const K(z,z+) dLeb2n (6.5) is

invariant under the action of G it follows that :

K(gz,(gz)+) = I 3gz/az I-2 K(z,zt) (6.8)

dgzjdz = determinant (Jacobian ( z - * g z ) ) .

Now suppose that the holomorphic functions h^'j on Uj (i=l,2) are local representations of

global sections i ^ of QB, then from §1 we know that the function Hhll (1.1) is a global

function on M, hence h(l)j(z) = tr12(z) • hw
2(gz) (where g is the diffeomorphism (6.1)

between the two charts Uj -» U2 and where tr12(z) is the transition function between the

two trivialisations above U, and U2) implies :

/2 = |tr12(z)|2 h'2(gz)t h2(gz)

= h'2Cgz)t h2(gz) K(gz,(gz)t)Wfi-i)/2

= h'2(gz)t h2(gz)

Itr12(z)l2=

Because of the identification of local sections y which are covariant constant along P with

holomorphic functions h, the transition functions are holomorphic (QB is in cases under

investigation a holomorphic bundle).Since dgz/dz is holomorphic too we deduce that:

tr12(z)= Ogz/az)^^)/2 (6.9)

Remark 6.1: if one computes the transition functions of the bundles L and ML seperately,

one finds that for ML it is (dgz/dz)1/2 and for L (9gz/9z)v*/2, which also shows that for

QB = L ® ML the transition function is (3gz/3z)1/2 x (dgz/3z)Vfl/2 =

Remark 6.2 : In reality one has a degree of freedom : one can modify (6.9) by a phase I j

factor exp(icp) (which vanishes when taking the absolute values). This freedom determines a I ••

Cech 1-cocycle with values in U(l) (the phase factor depends on the intersection U, n U2) f \

and hence an element of H1(M,U(1))) which classifies the space of the inequivalent | i

(pre)quantizations. However, each irreducible hermitian symmetric space of compact type is

simply connected, hence H'(M,U(1)) = {0}, so modulo a natural equivalence of bundles

L and QB our choice in (6.9) is unique.
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We now want to "compute" the values of % for which the transition functions (6.9)

are well defined (perhaps by using subcharts on which the function t, -»£0-W/2 ls define(j)

and for which they satisfy (at the same time) the cocycle condition tr12 tr^ = tr13.

Proposition 6.3 : If w = g"'(0) e Cn exists then

dgz/0z = const(g) Kfz.w'f) = const N(z,w+)-v(M)-

The proof of this proposition can be found in [Be3], theorem 2.1. It can be verified easily

for the spaces of type I, II and III by using relation (6.8) to calculate 9gz/3z explicitly

(=* 3gz/9z = [det( g2jZ + g22)]"v(M), a formula which is valid for all g e G ).

Corollary 6.4 : tr12(z) = const • N(z,wt)(ViM)"v(M)/2

In [Be3] it is shown that for the manifolds of type I, II and IV N(z,w*) is an

irreducible polynomial in the unknowns (z,w+) and for type II N(z,w+) is the square of an

irreducible polynomial. This fact is the main ingredient of the proof of the following

theorem, a proof which will be delegated to the appendix.

Theorem 6.5 : a) The values of X for which the transition functions (6.9) define a bundle

are given below (v(M) is defined by (6.4)):

i (X/fi-1) v(M) e Z for type I, II and IV 1
\ (6.10)

-l) v(M) e Z for type ffl J

or equivalently:

name allowed X's flceZ) name allowed A.'s (ke Z)

b) For (XX<* aMX allowed (i.e. X>0 and k<0) dim K=o, for X=* (i.e. k=0)

dimK=l andfork>0:0<dim1C<<x»,

p+q v p-1 | I

p p+1 p p t
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When we compare our allowed values with the allowed values of Berezin, we see

that we can get a complete agreement if we identify our "parameter" i(Vfi-l) (which

appears in the transition function (6.9) and in the description of the innerproduct (6.6)) with

the parameter h'1 of Berezin [Be3], which appears in exactly the same way in the

innerproduct. However, Berezin's definition of allowed values does not involve any

condition on the bundle exisience, it involves a certain condition on the Bergman kernel on

the local chart Cn (see below). Since the allowed values agree, we may deduce that on the

local chart Uid the (generalised) Bergman kernel K^z.w^) which is associated to the

orthogonal projection n : L2(M,P)-» K is given by :

(in fact it is the validity of this relation between the function K(z,w^) (6.2), (6.3) and the

Bergman kernel Kx which is the condition of Berezin), i.e. for k e L2(M,P):

(Jtk)(w) = c(M)"I/2 (7tXfi)-n/2 f
Cn

= c(M)1/2 f k(z,z+) [K(z,zt)

The constant fi^(M) is determined by n^(M) = Hill'2 where Hill is the norm of the global

section \f which is represented by the constant (holomorphic) function 1 on the local chart

Uid; the branch of the function £ -» Ô-WftV2 is determined in the same way as for the

transition functions (6.9): K^(z,w+) is a polynomial in (z,w+) which is constant 1 for z = 0.

As in §5 it follows that the set (ew(z) = K^(z,w+) I w e Cn} is a super complete system

(with M* of definition (3.1) given by the (local) chart Cn = Uid) and that for any observable

f : M - » R :

contravar( f ) = (1 + ifi AdR) f.

As in the non-compact case we refer to [Mo2,4] for the relation between co- and

contra-variant symbols.

§7 Summary and discussion

In §2 we showed that on Kahler manifolds the geometric quantization scheme gives

the following result: modulo a boundary term /da the operator f associated to a classical

observable f is given by the process 1) multiply by (1 + ifi AdR) f and then 2) take the
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holomorphic part (K is the subspace of holomorphic sections of QB with regard to the space I

of all "square integrable" sections of QB). For compact Kahler manifolds the boundary term \

Ida is zero and the above described result is exact. It was made plausible that for the

physically interesting observables the result is also true on irreducible hermitian symmetric

spaces of non compact type, from which one can deduce that it is true for all simply

connected hermitian symmetric spaces (see [He],Ch.VIII,§6). On the other hand, the above

description of f can NOT be true in general: for M = { Izl < 1 } c: C, co = iidzAdz* and

f = z + z+ (a bounded observable) the contribution Jda is NOT zero for all h, h' e "K.

In §4,5,6 we showed (forgetting for the moment about the boundary term) that on

the quantisable irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces (which gave a condition in the

compact case) a super complete system (in the sense of Berezin) exists and that the

contravariant symbol of any operator f associated to a classical observable f is given by

contrav(f) = (1 + ifi AdR) f. Moreover, the quantization condition in the compact case

coincides exactly with Berezin's definition of allowed values.

In order to relate our results to results obtained by *-product quantization we need a

few comments on the close relationship between Berezin's quantization method and

quantization by * -products. Both methods have as basic assumption that quantum

mechanics is a deformation of classical mechanics : the algebra of operators (especially

observables) on the quantum mechanical Hilbert space depends upon a parameter fi and in

the limit fiio this algebra reduces to the Poisson algebra of functions on the classical phase

space (in quantum mechanics products of operators and commutators; in classical mechanics

pointwise products of functions and Poisson brackets). More abstractly they study

deformations (depending on a parameter) of the Poisson algebra. On the one hand Berezin

realises such a deformation as the set of SQvariant symbols of operators on a Hilbert space,

deducing the product structure on these symbols from the product structure of the

corresponding operators. On the other hand ^-products study such deformations abstractly.

To compute physical relevant data (i.e. spectra of observables) they use a beautiful theorem

[Mo5] stating that to compute the spectrum of an "operator" (i.e. an element of the

(deformed) algebra) one only needs the algebra structure, i.e. the *-product structure.

In [Be3] Berezin has computed the quantization on irreducible hermitian symmetric

spaces; for these cases the connection between covariant symbols and contravariant symbols ' j

and the associated *-products are calculated by Moreno in [MoI-4]. This gives us a way to ; >

compare the geometric quantization scheme with the quantization by *-products | ;

(deformations of the Poisson algebra), although the comparison works only in the case of f ]

Kahler manifolds (more precisely: for hermitian symmetric spaces). I |

The results which have, been discussed up till now are obtained by (conventional) i

geometric quantization including the metalinear correction. I now propose to "change" this •*
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quantization scheme in the case of positive Kahler polarizations : "hypothesis" : the

contravariant symbol of the operator f associated to the classical observable f is given by :

instead of (1 + i* A^) f. At first this might seem a fancy change, but let us discuss the

merits of this hypothesis. One of the first merits is that when we compare this quantization

scheme in <Cn (resulting in operators on the Bargmann representation) with the usual

geometric quantization scheme on Cn with the vertical polarization (resulting in operators on

the Schrodinger representation Xs = L2(Rn)) then the results are the same for operators of

the form p2 + p a(q) + V(q) (i.e. at most quadratic in the momentum variables). If fcomra

had been given by (1 +ib AdR) f then the results would have been different (see [Tu 1 ] for

explicit calculations).

A second merit of our hypothesis can be found in the comparison with the Weyl-

Wigner quantization scheme on Cn. In [Bel] it is shown that the Weyl symbol fw of an

operator f is related to the contravariant symbol fconlri of the same operator by

fw = exp(- i f iAd R ) f c o n t r i .

With our hypothesis we find that fw = f, i.e. the Weyl symbol is the classical observable we

started with. It follows from the above observation that our hypothesis gives the same

quantization prescription as the Weyl-Wigner quantization scheme, from which one deduces

that our hypothesis gives on C the same quantization results as Berezin's and as the

•-product approach (since these also coincide with the Weyl - Wigner procedure).

Apart from the above mentioned merits of our hypothesis (i.e. giving the same

results as various other quantization schemes) there is another merit: in [Du] a problem was

encountered in the (geometric) quantization of the classical hydrogen atom including spin :

the hyperfine interaction term contains an incorrect factor 2/9 (for i -densities the incorrect

factor is 5/9) which can not be absorbed by rescaling. Assuming our hypothesis, this factor

disappears (after reinterpreting the classical intrinsic angular momentum). More generally

the situation is as follows : suppose we have two (isolated) physical systems without

interaction, described by the symplectic (Kahler) manifolds (M,,co,) and (M2,co2). Then ;' ;

(M, x M2, G)j+co2) describes the two systems simultaneously and one can quantize it. Now | '•

suppose we consider observables f, on M| and f2 on Mj, then f(mpm2) = f,(m|) f2(m2) | >

is an observable on M , x M 2 . quantization of (Mj.Wj) yields a Hilbert space X, (of I j

holomorphic sections of QBt) and operators f( on X { ; Quantization of M, x M2 yields a • '

Hilbert space X (which is in a certain sense the tensor product X, 8 X2) and one gets an

operator f associated to f « f, f2. When we now assume that after quantization the two

systems should remain isolated (a reasonable assumption in physics), then one expects that:

• ' : • ' . !
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= f,f2

(non interference axiom).

Although the relation [ f,, f2 ] = 0 is satisfied, the second relation f = fj f2 is not

satisfied: investigating their contravariant symbols we find:

contrav(f) = ft f2 + ifi (Aj + A2) f, f2

= fj f2 + i n fj A2 f2 + ifi f2 A, ft

contravtfj %) = (fj + ifi Aj fj) (f2 + ifi Aj f2)

= contrav(f) + 1 6 l fi2 (A, fj

so geometric quantization does not comply with our non interference axiom (it is precisely

the absence of the term 16"1 h2 (A, f j) (Aj f2) which explains the incorrect factor 2/9 in the

quantization of the hydrogen atom in [Du]). On the other hand : our hypothesis, which

changes the quantization result, does comply with the non interference axiom:

exp(ifi <At + Aj)) f, f2 = [ expftn A^ f, ] [exp(ifi Aj) f2 ] .

At this point we must remember that our hypothesis is valid in the context of Kahler

manifolds with their associated Kahler polarizations (so that 7t{ consists (locally) of

holomorphic functions on Mj). If M, and Mj are two cotangent bundles M; = T*Q; and if

we use the vertical polarizations ( ^ X { = functions on Qj) then the axiom of non

interference is satisfied by the geometric quantization procedure (at least for the directly

quantizable observables, ix . the ones which are linear in p).

To summarize: the merits of our hypothesis are threefold:

1) the quantization results in C" are the same as for Weyl-Wigner, Berezin and ^-products,

2) the quantization results in C" are the same as for the vertical polarization and

3) the quantization result satisfies the non interference axiom.

Considering the above mentioned arguments in favor of the hypothesis, I propose to *

"change" the geometric quantization scheme in such a way that the factor (1 + ifi AdR) in >

(2.3) is replaced by exp(ih A ^ ) , i.e. considering geometric quantization as a first order )

approximation in b to "real" quantum mechanics. Unfortunately however, I have no !

conceptual idea how to change geometric quantization in order to obtain this result. ^

Remark 7 . 1 : The arguments in favor of our hypothesis are arguments with physics in

mind; from the point of view of representation theory of Lie groups this hypothesis is not so
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good. It should also be mentioned that the change (1 + i* AdR) -* exp(ifi AdR) does

NOT explain the substitution 4X.3 - 3X4 -» X2 J0(-2i log X) made by Rawnsley and

Stemberg in [Ra&St] to obtain (by means of geometric quantization) representations of

SL(3,R).

Remark 7.2 : All preceding results concerning geometric quantization were derived by

using the metalinear correction. When one uses i -densities instead of i-forms, there are

some (minor) differences, some of which will be listed below :

(1) Hh1l(z,zt)= (jrfi)n/2h'(z)th(z)exp(-iF/fi) (formula (2.2))

(2) L f h = - i f i X f h + h [ f - — g J k — ]

(3) starting at formula (2.3) the term (1 + ifi AdR) should be replaced everywhere
by ( l + i*Ad R).

(4) The formula's Rf(h',h) = da, a = ( l ) n l in Hh.h d"(f en.j) remains valid (with the
changed function Hh l l!).

(5) in §5 the exponent -i(l+X/6) should be replaced by -iX/n and in §6 the exponent
i (X/n -1) should be replaced by i X/b (undoing of the metalinear correction).

The results with J-densities are exactly equal to results obtained by using prequantization
only and restricting oneself to the holomorphic sections.

Appendix: Proof of theorem 6.5 ;

We start with some notations: (1) fi(g,z) = dgz/dz and (2) C(z) denotes the field of ;
quotients of polynomials in the variables z1 zn.

j
Proof of a): sufficiency: We suppose that X satisfies (6.10) and we have to prove that the i |
transition functions (6.9) really define a holomorphic line bundle. Berezin proved in [Be3]
thai N(z,w*) is (the square of) an irreducible polynomial in the unknowns (z,w*), so it
follows from proposition 6.3, corollary 6.4 and the condition (6.10) on X that for certain
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g e G (i.e. g-1(0) should exist) that :

tri2(z) = const o N(z,wt)(U*-i>vW)n e_€_iz)._

Since there exists a neighbourhood of id e G for which this condition on g is satisfied and

since n(g,z) (see above) satisfies the relation

H(g-g', z) = p.(g, g'z) • ̂ (g1, z)

it follows that tr12(z) e C(z) for all g e G (use that for non zero constants there always

exists a [(X/n-l)-v(M)/2]-power and use that the components of gz are in C(z)). Hence for

each pair of charts Ul and U2 connected by the element g e G the function tr,2(z) exists as

a holomorphic function (in particular as a quotient of polynomials).

The next step is to choose the functions tr,2(z) in such a way that they satisfy the

cocycle condition, using the cover {U I geG) (the different choices are different branches

of the complex logarithm). For two charts U and U . the connecting group element is g' g"'

(see (6.1)) so tr^ fl)(z) should be a choice for ^(g'g"1, z) (1* / f t ) / 2 . We are going to define

tt(t.t")m t w o s t e P s : w c s t a r t *** :

with an arbitrary choice of the branch of the log (except for tr(e .(z) = 1). We know that

trfef)(z) € C(z). Then we define :

This tr(((.}(z) is for each fixed ze C a [(l-X/n)/2]-power of d(g'g1)z/dz, hence is a
holomorphic solution of (6.9) and moreover the system of transition functions tr, ..(z)
defined in this way obviously satisfies the cocycle relation

which proves that for Vs satisfying (6.10) there exists a line bundle QB with transition
functions defined by (6.9). N.B. In general one can not expect that for any choice of ',

branches n(g,z)<1"*A>'2 the relation nigh^1***2 = \i(g,hz){1Win • nth.z)*1**"2 is J
satisfied for all g.he G simultaneously (there exist easy counter examples); this fact shows •>

the necessity of our detour by tr(c>()(z). j

1
Proof of a): necessity : We have seen that there exist X's for which the line bundle QB is
defined and in the same way one can show that there exist X's for which the prequantum
bundle L is defined. This shows that the group of periods of the symplettic form w on M is
discrete (see [Tu2]) and since M is compact it must be isomorphic to Z, implying that the
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set of allowed values of X is discrete (countably infinite). Hence there exists a smallest •

positive XQ for which L exists, and this Xo with the corresponding Lo we will call the f
elementary prequantization. The general theory now shows that, given one quantum bundle "* *

QB(X,) for a certain value of X, all other QB's (for other values of X) can be obtained by '

tensoring with the elementary prequantization : QB(X.) ® LO(A.O) = QB(X.+X,O).

We know two obvious solutions X., and X^: Xy = t (where QB is trivial: tr(z)=l,

see (6.9)) and X2 defined by (X2/*-l)v(M)/2 = 1 (for type I, II and IV; J for type III)

with tr(z) = const S(z,w+) where S(z,w+) is the irreducible polynomial from Berezin

(S(z,wf) = N(z,w+) for type I, II and IV and S(z,w+)2 = N(z,w+) for type III). From

this we deduce that the difference X^ — X^ is an integer multiple k of Xo.

Now choose any ge G such that S(z,w+) has a simple zero in z (w* depends on g;

such a g exists, although it is not true in general that for all w S(z,w+) should have a simple

zero in z). From X2 - X., = k X.o follows that QB(X.2) = QB(X.,) ® ®k Lo = ®k Lo

(remember that QB(X.,) is trivial). Denote by T(z) the transition function of LQ between the

two local charts Ue and Ug (our special g of above!) then by the bundle equivalence there

exist nonzero holomorphic functions Ke on Ue and Kg on Ug such that T = K^1 S Kg.

Since Ue = U = C there exist global k-th roots of K so there exists on Ue n U a k-th
root of S(z,w+). Because Ue n U ( = { zeUe I S(z,wf) * o } and because S(z,w+) has a

simple zero in z this leads to a contradiction except if k = 1, proving the necessity of

condition (6.10).

Proof of b) : If k=0 (i.e. X=X, and QB is trivial) then X consists of global holomorphic
sections of the trivial bundle over a compact complex manifold, hence these sections must
be constant, implying X = C. Another way to derive this result is by using the transition
functions : if the global section y is represented on two local charts by h,(z) and h2(z) then
h,(z) = hj(gz). Now both h((z) and h2(z) are global holomorphic functions on C" and gz is
a quotient of polynomials with non constant denominator (in general) so h,(z) and h2(z)
must be constant.

Now suppose k<0 (and X.>0) then we know from the proof of part a) that
tr,2(z) = polynomial(z)k so the relation h,(z) = tr,2(z) h2(z) combined with h,(z) •

globally holomorphic shows that this is possible only if h,(z) = 0 = h2(z), hence X = {0}. •',] ;

For k>0 the relation h,(z) = tr]2(z) h2(z) poses a condition on h,(z) and h2(z) *f \

which restricts these holomorphic functions to polynomials of fixed degree, so X is finite if ;•
dimensional. The same conclusion can be obtained by inspecting the condition on the j

sections imposed by X (tee (6.6)): h : Cn -»C holomorphic is an element of X iff
Jlh(z)l2N(z,z+) (W*+l )v (M) /2 dLeb2" < - , which also ihows that h is restricted to
polynomials of fixed degree (N(z,zf) it a polynomial). QED
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Nederlandse samenvatting

In dit proefschrift worden enkele aspecten van de geometrische quantisatie nader

bestudeerd. Hierin vormen de hoofdstukken 1 en 2 één geheel, staat hoofdstuk 3 enigszins

apart en vormen de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 weer één geheel.

In de hoofdstukken 1 en 2, waar hoofdstuk 1 een meer algemeen en inleidend

karakter heeft, wordt een frappante overeenkomst tussen klassieke mechanica en quantum

mechanica aangetoond, dewelke berust op het idee van fasefactoren. In de quantum

mechanica is het bekend dat er in de beschrijving van toestanden een zekere vrijheid zit : na

normering van de toestandsvectoren in de Hilbertruimte geven eenheidsvectoren die een

fasefactor verschillen dezelfde toestand aan; uitdelen van deze vrijheid levert ons de

projectieve Hilbertruimte op. De tijdsevolutie van toestanden wordt in de Hilbertruimte

bepaalt door de Schrödinger vergelijking. Er wordt aangetoond dat dit een evolutie induceert

in de projectieve Hilbertruimte die beschreven kan worden als een evolutie volgens

Hamilton vergelijkingen, dat wil zeggen dat we de dynamica in de quantum theorie kunnen

beschrijven als ware het een klassiek mechanisch systeem. De Hamilton functie die hierbij

hoort is de verwachtingswaarde van de Hamilton operator die in de Schrödinger

vergelijking optreedt.

We kunnen echter ook de andere kant uitgaan en in de klassieke mechanica ieder

punt uit de faseruimte voorzien van een extra fasefactor, dat wil zeggen dat we slordig

gezegd het product beschouwen van de faseruimte met de groep U(l) van fasefactoren. Dit

toevoegen van fasefactoren aan de punten uit de faseruimte (met zeken; condities hoe dit zou

moeten gebeuren) heet prequantisane en is in het algemeen niet altijd mogelijk. In sommige

gevallen leidt de eis dat dit kan tot condities op parameters uit het model, zoals met name de

quantisatie van spin X = inn (neZ) . Het blijkt nu dat als we de projectieve Hilbertruimte

prequantiseren, we precies de genormeerde vectoren uit de oorspronkelijke Hilbertruimte

terug vinden. Bovendien bestaat er een unieke manier om de Hamilton vergelijkingen uit de

klassieke mechanica te liften tot vergelijkingen op de uitgebreide ruimte met de fase

factoren, en blijkt dat wanneer we dit toepassen op de projectieve Hilbertruimte we de

Schrödinger vergelijking terug vinden.

Deze frappante overeenkomst tussen klassieke mechanica en quantum mechanica

gaat zelfs verder en strekt zich ook uit tot symmetrie beschouwingen. In de quantum

mechanica is een symmetrie transformatie een bijectie van de projectieve Hilbertruimte die

de overgangswaarschijnlijkheden bewaart. Een stelling van Wigner laat zien dat tedere

symmetrie transformatie op zich gezien kan worden als een unitaire transformatie van de

Hilbertruimte, doch dat een groep van symmetrie transformaties in het algemeen niet gezien

kan worden als een groep van unitaire transformaties van de Hilbertruimte. Het beste wat

men in de algemene situatie kan bereiken is dat men aan iedere unitaire transformatie
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Ét
afzonderlijk een fasefactor toevoegt en dat de uitgebreide groep die men dan krijgt (ieder ' "

groeps element is vervangen door een cirkel van fasefactoren) wel te zien is als een groep

van unitaire transformaties op de Hilbertruimte. Het blijkt nu dat precies dezelfde situatie

zich voordoet in de klassieke mechanica na prequantisatie. Een symmetrie transformatie is

een bijectie van de faseruimte die de Hamilton vergelijkingen invariant laat en men kan laten

zien dat in het algemeen een groep van symmetrie transformaties niet gezien kan worden als

een groep van bijecties op de uitgebreide faseruimte (ieder punt vervangen door een cirkel

van fasefactoren) die de gelifte vergelijkingen invariant laat Wel is het zo dat men de groep

kan uitbreiden door ieder groepselement te vervangen door een cirkel van fasefactoren net

zo als in de quantum mechanica zó dat deze uitgebreide groep wel gezien kan worden als

een groep van bijecties van de uitgebreide faseruimte die de gelifte vergelijkingen invariant

laat. Samenvattend kunnen we stellen dat de geconstateerde analogie tussen klassieke

mechanica en quantum mechanica berust op het feit dat we in de klassieke mechanica

consequent fasefactoren toevoegen aan de fysisch relevante grootheden.
Geometrische quanüsatie is een procedure die de hierboven genoemde analogie

probeert uit te buiten om gegeven een klassiek mechanisch systeem, de correcte quantum
mechanische beschrijving te vinden, dat wil zeggen om gegeven een faseruimte en Hamilton
vergelijkingen, een Hilbertruimte en een Hamilton operator te vinden. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt

deze methode toegepast op een specifiek klassiek systeem, te weten het waterstof atoom. Dit
klassieke model van het waterstof atoom bevat als nieuwe ingrediënten de electron-spin en

de kern-spin alsmede interactie termen die spin-baan koppeling en spin-spin interactie
beschrijven. In de standaard leerboeken over quantum mechanica worden deze termen 4

gedeeltelijk afgeleid uit de (relativistische) Dirac vergelijking voor een enkel electron in een
centrale potentiaal en gedeeltelijk geponeerd naar analogie. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt
aangetoond dat deze termen ook binnen het kader van de klassieke, Galilei-invariante
mechanica geformuleerd kunnen worden.

Het resultaat van geometrische quantisatie toegepast op dit model lijkt als twee
druppels water op de gebruikelijke quantummechanische beschrijving, alleen enkele
numerieke factoren verschillen. Zo is de factor voor de spin-baan koppeling (die verband
houdt met de fynstructuur van het waterstof spectrum) een factor twee verkeerd, doch dit
geeft ook in de gebruikelijke afleiding problemen (Thomas precessie). Bovendien kan door ^
een geschikte keuze van parameters de juiste factor verkregen worden. Störender is de j

afwijking in de spin-spin interactie term die te maken heeft met de hyperfïjn structuur van j

het waterstof spectrum (de 21 cm radiogolven uit de astronomie). Hier vinden we een j '
afwijkende factor 2/9 ten opzichte van de gebruikelijke term die niet niet op fatsoenlijke ',
wijze weggewerkt kan worden door aanpassing van de parameters zonder andere termen te
beïnvloeden. De oorsprong van deze afwijkende factoren it bekend, doch een echte remedie
is nog niet gevonden. I
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De hoofdstukken 4 en 5 behandelen de algemene situatie om de Hamilton operator

op de Hilbertruimte te bepalen, uitgaande van de klassieke Hamilton functie op de

faseruimte. De algemene procedure die binnen de geometrische quantisatie gegeven wordt

om de Hamilton operator te bepalen, is dermate abstract, dat niet gegarandeerd kan worden

dat er een welgedefinieerd antwoord uitkomt. Inderdaad bestaan er voorbeelden waarin de

procedure van de geometrische quantisatie slechts onzin oplevert. Aan de andere kant

bestaat er een klasse van Hamilton functies waarvoor zonder problemen een bijbehorende

Hamilton operator bepaald kan worden. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt deze klasse van Hamilton

functies op een dusdanige manier uitgebreid dat practisch alle Hamilton functies tot deze

klasse behoren in het geval dat in de eerste plaats de faseruimte een Kahler variëteit is en in

de tweede plaats de Hilbertruimte slordig gezegd bestaat uit holomorfe functies op de

faseruimte.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt dit resultaat aangescherpt tot de bewering dat indien de fase

ruimte inderdaad een Kahler variëteit is (en de meeste faseruimten uit de fysica zijn dat), de

Hamilton operator H als volgt gegeven wordt : gegeven een element f van de Hilbertruimte,

een element dat we voor het gemak zien als een holomorfe functie op de faseruimte, dan

wordt H f gegeven door het procédé : vermenigvuldig f puntsgewijs met de reële functie

H + ifi AH en neem van het resultaat het holomorfe deel. In dit voorschrift is H de

Hamilton functie op de faseruimte en is À de Laplace-DeRham operator geassocieerd met de

Kählerstructuur; het holomorfe deel nemen wordt gedefinieerd door een integraal kern, die

een directe generalisatie is van de gebruikelijke Bergman kern uit de functie theorie. Het

exacte resultaat is iets afwijkend van het hierboven beschreven proces, doch de afwijking is

slechts een randterm in een integratie waarvan aangetoond wordt dat die in de meeste

gevallen inderdaad weggelaten mag worden.

Tot slot wordt dit resultaat vergeleken met de quantisatie procedure van Berezin

voor irrcducibele hermite's symmetrische ruimten, die een Subklasse vormen van alle

Kahler variëteiten. Er wordt geconstateerd dat de Hilbertruimten die afgeleid worden in de

geometrische quantisatie dezelfde zijn als diegene die door Berezin geponeerd worden,

inclusief de quantisatie condities op de parameters die bij sommige van deze variëteiten

optreed.

1
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